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Dedication 

This Report on the Workshop on Interpreting for the 

Deaf is dedicated to Mrs. Loe/ J. Franci�, a member of 

the Planning Committee, who passed away on February 

27, 1964. Her contributions to this Workshop,. as well as 

to other proiecfs in the interests of the deaf, are grate

fully acknowledged. 
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Foreword 

The Vocational Rehabilitation Administration is pleased to make 
available herewith the report of the first national workshop ever con
vened to develop guidelines for interpreting for deaf people. We are 
grateful to Ball State Teachers College £Or providing a site and over
all management of the meetillg and to William J. McClure, President 
of the Council on the Education of the Deaf, and Jess M. Smith, First 
Vice President of the National Association of the Deaf, for their 
faithful coordination of this extraordinarily complex project. The 
quality of these proceedings is characteristic of their dedication. Finally 
we wish to express our gratitude to the members of the planning com
mittee who set the broad guides and marshalled the participants for 
this historic conference . 

This document is another milestone in the Vocational Rehabilitation 
Administration mission to promote in all possible ways the occupational 
adjustment of deaf people. Through the yeai;s we have encouraged and 
supported similar meetings of experts to pool their thinking in devel
oping better understanding o:f the deaf and patterns for more effective 
public services to them. We expect that these guidelines on interpreting 
will �help deaf people share in the thinking and· activities of their 
associates and, thus, reduce the handicapping aspects of their deafness. 

Readers will note that this workshop gave birth to a long needed 
organization, the National Registry of Professional Interpreters and 
Translators for the Deaf. A springboard to meet important needs in 
serving the deaf is now available. 

The development of standards of performance in the important 
skills of interpreting and translating, of a state by state directory of 
qualified interpreters, of broader understanding of when, why and how 
the communication problems of deaf people can be met most advan
tageously will now be more readily attainable and more likely to be 
launched 

BOYCE R. WILLIAMS, LL.D. 
Consultant, Deaf and the Hard of Hearing 
Vocational Rehabilitation Administration 
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lntroduction 

Efforts to educate the· deaf in this country date back a century 
and a half. The first permanent School for the deaf in America was 
established in Hartford1 Connecticut, in 1817. In the ensuing Years, 
educational opportunities for the deaf have become increasingly broad. 
Every effort is being made to provide opportunities for the deaf even 
more closely parallel· to those offered to hearing people. The deaf 
enjoy the full rights of citizenship, including the . responsibilities as 
well �s the privileges thereof, 

In this long history of the education and of the socio-economic 
progress of _the deaf,. accomvlishme_nt in a variety of educational settings 
and by use �f many· �d diverse niethods of instruction, there has been 
no national conference caiied to· consider and to identify the occasions 
and situations in which deaf persons need the assistance of interpreters 
to discharge properly their responsibilities or to exercise their privileges 
as citizens. As ex.Pressed by members of the workshop, whenever a 
deaf person's life, liberty, property, health, or pursuit of normal living 
is in jeopardy, that person should have a constitutional right to an 
interpreter or translator to enable him to cope with the situation without 
the added disadvantage or the jeopardy of misunderstanding and con
fusion created by his deafness. In many other situations the services of 
interpreters, while not imperative, contribute greatly to the well-being 
of deaf individuals. 

In the fall of 1963, Ball State Teachers College, Muncie, Indiana, 
received' a grant from the Federal Vocational Rehabilitation Admin
istration to conduct a Workshop on Interpreting for the _Deaf. The 
purpose of the Workshop was to identify the occasions and situations 
in which deaf persons are likely to"b; at a disadvantage; to establish 
standards for interpreters for the deaf; to s���, 
and criteria for admission to training courses for interpreters; to 
deVe:rop· a manual and/ or other guidelines for interpreters····�foi the 
deaf, both foithenearing and the d�--illdfviduals involved; and to 
collect and identify the manuals and booklets dealing with dactylogy. 

On November_ 14-15, 1963, a planning conference was held at Ball 
State Teachers College for the purpose of selecting a staff, nominating 
trainees, laying out an agenda-curriculum, assigning fact-finding tasks 
with respect to present laWs and regulations and practices, to begin 
the collection of a library of materials such as existing books or 
manuals on the language of signs, dactylogy, and films which might 
be available, to initiate and to investigate the legal aspects of inter
preting at local, state, and Federal levels, to develop other aspects 
of the over-all program and to set the time and place for the Workshop 
proper. It was recognized by the Planning Committee that the assist
ance needed by the deaf is not limited to manual interpretation alone. 
There are occasions when even the most oral of deaf persons are at 
a disadvantage and are in need of some type of assistance. The Plan
ning Committee hoped that the Workshop proper would be able to set 
up guidelines to assist deaf persons and hearing persons involved in 
these situations. 
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The Workshop convened -at _Ball .State Teachers College, June 14-177 

1964, to address itself to the tasks· outlilled above through consideration 
of three topics: one, "Training Materials, Books and Films"; two, 
''Concept$' of 1Interpreting-Sitllit'ions and OccaSions11

; three, Person
:n.e1..:..._Location, Recruitment, Trairiing." 

· ·Mellibers of the Workshop devoted ·themselves to as exhaustive ·a
stUdY of these three topfos as ti'me· would allow. Members of the Work
shOp felt strongly that there should be additional fo1Iow-up meetings 
addressed to the pal'ticular_ problems of legal situations and ·medical 
S1tuatfons in ·which ·aeaf persons ·need assistance. ·Contained in ··the
following pages are the reports of the disCussions, · delibeirations, and 
papers presented· at ,this - first· Workshop on ln:terpreting for the· Deaf. 

WILLIA.M J .. McCLlJRE, 
.Project._pirector 
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Guidelines for Interpreting for the Deaf 

:Deliberations of the Workshop on Interpreting for the Deaf pro
duced the following guidelines: 

Definitions 

Differentiation
.., 

exists between an interpreter and a translato.r

described as follows: 
1. A translator renders the original presentation- verbatim.
2. An i'YIJterpreter may depart from the original presentation to

paraphrase, define, or explain. He also. presents or interprets, on the 
intellectual level of the individual or audience, without regard to_ the 
language level of the original presentation. 

The method of interpreting or translating may be manual and/Qr 
oral. By manual is meant the use of fingerspelling and the language 
of signs. 

Actual Need for Interpreting 

A survey would be invaluable in ascertaining the specific number 
of occasions and the types of situations in which interpreters are 
needed. The needs vary from locality to locality, but Workshop parti
cipants cited personal knowledge of lack of standards of interpreting 
and attested to the shortage of interpreters. Many of the schools for 
the deaf are burdened by calls for members of their staffs to serve 
as interpreters because nobody else is available. 

Priorities of Interpreting Needs 

Top priorities should be given to providing inter.preters for: 
1. Court and other legal proceedings where a deaf person's life,

liberty, property, or pursuit of normal living might be in jeopardY. 
2. �n the areas of physical and mental health.

Definite needs exist in many other areas, some of which are:
1. Social welfare.
2. Counseling.
3. Employment.
4. Public meetings.
5. Higher and continuing education.
6. Industrial relations.
7. Public relations.

Services of interpreters are needed in the above areas in either
one-to-one situations or group situations or both. 

Qualifications of Interpreters 

To qualify as an interpreter, a person should possess: 
1. A proficiency in manual and/ or oral communication.
2. A high moral character.
3. A professional attitude which will insure ethical ·conduct.
4. An understanding of deaf people.
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5. An education sufficient to embrace the problems of life and a
sophistication to cope with its variations. 

6. Special skills for specific situations.
Location of Interpreters 

Sources of interpreters include: 
1. Presently qualified and available interpreters.
2. Potential interpreters who :Il.eed little training.
3. Untrained persons who need to acquire the skill for various

reasons. 
4. Religious workers in their specialized field.
The deaf themselves can be most effective in the recruitment of

interpreters and .influencing them to register. In this cennection, it 
should be noted that hearing children of deaf parents have long been 
one of the best sources of interpreters. 

Traixifog ot -Interpreters 

Several new books on the language of signs have been produced 
recently, and others are in the ·process of preparation. A few films are 
now available for training purposes. No formal training· programs are 
offei:-ed for interpreters although Gallaudet Q9llege and some religious 
groups offer classes in the language of siglls which provide mock 
interpreting situations. 

Two types of workshops for interpreters are recommended: 
1. A workshop for trainers of interpreters to dey�lo_p a curriculun;t.
2. Workshops in various areas of the country ·to in::tprove the s�ls

of local interpreters and to develop operating proCedures for· given 
areas. 

Captioned Films for the Deaf could make an unique contribution 
to the training and. testing of interpreters by developing fil�ed ma
terials on two levels: 

1. A sophisticated level for the upgrading Of already· capable inter�
preters. 

2. A more broadly based level for parents, social .. workers, and
others who' need to communicate with the deaf. 

It is recommended that the teacher training programs n,ow under 
way in colleges and universities throughout the United StateS . through 
Federal grants include courses in the use of manual communication ':for 
possible development of interpreters, as well �s. tO' serve practical 
purposes. 

$tandardized Signs for Specialized Vocabulary 
It is recommended that a manual of standardized signs be · com

piled to fill a need not met in currently available books on the language. 
of signs, most of which are restricted to broad usage. Standardization 
is especially needed for legal and medical ternis. The ideal arrangement 
for listing of words in specialized vocabularies- would ·be:. (1), formal 
term; (2) simple English term; and (3) applicable sign. 

Physical Factors 
Experienced interpreters are aware of the physical faCtors involved 

in interpreting, but less capable interpreters or tr3.inees must have them 
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called to their .attention. It is recommended that - standards be developed 
for (1) clothing and other .aspects of grooming; (2) lighting conditions; 
(3) elevation; (4) angle; (5) span of efficiency-with regard .to fatigue;
and (6) avoidance of auditory or visual background distractions.

Compensation 

In most situations interpreters should be paid for their services. 
Professional fees might be paid on the same basis as for interpreters 
of -foreign languages. In court proceedings, with the possible -exception 
of civil cases, the services of interpreters should be provided by the 
court. 

It is recommended that a committee be chosen to study the question 
Of adequate compensation in various situations. A schedule should list 
daily and hourly rates and should provide for expenses. Such a schedule 
would make allowances for local conditions and also preserve the con
fidential relationship between interpreter and client. 

Standard Laws on Interpreting 

Although a number of states have laws covering the provision and 
compensation of interpreters for deaf persons in court cases, a uniform 
or standard law is needed. Standards for interpreters are likewise 
desirable for guidance of the Federal courts. In criminal proceedings, 
registered or qualified interpreters should be provided at every stage 
of the proceedings, from the time of arrest, arraignment, trial, proba
tion, and appeal. Interpreters should be available for traffic offenses, 
misdemeanors, felonies, grand juries, coroner inquests, and all other 
criminal or quasi-criminal proceedings. 

National Registry of Professional 

Interpreters and Translators for the Deaf 

In recognition of the great need for a national group of registered 
interpreters for the deaf, an organization known as the National 
Registry of Professional Interpreters and Translators for the Deaf 
(NRPITD) was formed by interested participants at the Workshop. The 
purpose of the organization is to promote the recruitment and training 
of an adequate supply of interpreters for the deaf, skilled in both 
manual and oral interpretation, and to maintain a list of qualified 
persons 

Workshop participants had the privilege of declaring themselves 
charter members of the NRPITD, with two groups of members: 

1. Active interpreters.
2. Sustaining members-deaf persons at the Workshop who wished

to declare themselves charter members. (Seven of them also declared 
themselves as active interpreters.) 

Sponsorship privileges were granted both active and sustaining 
members. Interpreters not present at the organizational meeting but 
who wish to become members must be sponsored by one member present,
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at the Workshop before midnight of December 31, 1964. Such persons 
will be also considered charter members with sponsorship privileges. 

Interpreters who join after December 31, 1964, must be sponsored by 
two members of the organization. No other deaf person can be admitted 
as a sustaining member except upon resignation or death of present 

sustaining members. This group will be self-perpetuating. 
State associations of the deaf and other organizations are urged 

to recommend interpreters for inclusion in the National Registry. The 
officers of the NRPITD are expected to take the initiative in implement
ing recommendations and guidelines set forth by the Workshop:
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TOPIC REPORTS 



Titles 

Topic I: Training Materials, Books and Films 
Co-chairmen and Editors: Louie J. Fant, Jr., John A. Gough 

Topic II: Concepts of Interpreting-Situations and Occasions 
Chairman: Stanley D. Roth 
Editor: Edward L. Scouten 
Group Chairmen: Edward W. Tillinghast, Frank B. SulliVa:p., Gordon 

Clarke, John O'Brien 
Reco.rders: Lloyd A. Ambrosen, Lottie L. Riekehof, Arthur G. 

Norris, Reverend Roy Cissna 

Topic III: Personnel-Location, Recruitment, Training 
Chairman: Stephen P. Quigley 
Editor: Kenneth R. Mangan 
Group Chairmen: Edgar L. Lowell, Frank Withrow, Don G. Pet

tingill, Florian A. Caligiuri 

Recorde_l"s: Robert Baughman, Kenneth F. Huff, Lloyd A .. H�rrison, 
Arthur �i1sf3-b�m 1
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REPORT Ol'>i TOPIC i: 

l;rcii�i�g Matericil� .. Books and. FJbris. 
LOuie J. Fant, Jr., and John A. Gouih-C�-ChaiitheJf · a:tu:f "i�ffi.t�rs :··-·rr;1,_ · · "· ·· ' " .'1': ., ·, ,,-
'Ai an r'ib.trod�ction t� this t6Pic, �. quiCk .. survey o;f .. Print�d ·a11C

f

filnie:d iµ8.te:tials 'on the language of 1;iglls"'_was offered. SalllPies ()f :virfu:.:.:
ai1y _ail "bo'okS of siiils were on. hand fo:t:. inspectitin:_ and a bibU6itrapli}"·'.
Of"' 'th{ 'sarhe �as· :suPpli�d to 'au w9rkshop p_articiJj�nts. _ ·sa�P:ie:s: Of
traiJiing films for fingerS:Pemllg "and tlie language 6'f .sighs films were
shb�--<. _: ,/.,,- ·'' - ,, - ,. ' _: __ . '.. . ' :' ' "< ··· ·:Discii$s10n " of the matter_ of training Came .. u.P here _and __ there ht 
group and Stlb-grOup meetings, as well as ill the pl�nify se�sions divOf�d
to. 'l'opic I.,NQ strong consensus developed op. the"partic.ul�r·fctcets :;of,·thlS;!·"Li", ...... j'�A:' .'' "·' ·,,. '_, � ',·,-- --�- .. , ... �] ')""",' ·•,··: . 
��Jc. _S,oajf -�:epro;�:ches, __ ·:�(�s��µ.9�. _an�i'_��o?t\���on·s .. ,�:�f��ed: ._ ... r
'. .- _' _ f · ::mti:��n_g:, m:�terials :�)I, ��1�-�m .to _ 'ut�J��-�.a , . .-�ord _)t)?P1:'P�C!P _r� the_:·.teacliirtg .·. &t._ the l&,nguage .of sfgnS. _This' seems ·to ·ru_n counter to. fuoder_n
�ed�itbgi:c.�r�nd lea:t-niTI!;; theOri.es·: ' . . - . . -._'., 

c2. tit�t�·tigatio-µ is needed as to the inost effective method of_ t.e'lCh
in_g inanual commUnication. · �:D 
, . 3. Teii'C!illhg u�e of the 1anguage -of signs is not� per . Se, training 

for inte:t!)i-ete:rs . .' �The act of interPretiiig,. is complex, 8.nd ·mere ability to
make signs is no assurance of ability to interpret. 

4. There ·is..strong support .of the theor:V that "Interpreters are' born,
not made." This is a manner of exPressi_ng the idea that the best inter,;.2 
prete:rs-.�.:i;-e::,u�ually the Gh!-ldr�p. of deaf:parents ·or those _,;who have. had 
¢arly_ and ,_co_pti:nuous assQ�iati.On �.th all,types of the deaf.; 15. Trall;l:ing-�or: interp_T�.t.ers v._rho-already;haW;e-:-more- or Jess adequat�7 skiU: in -manual comnJ;'!,'lnicat� might _.be -�ost ¢1:ective;_ if confi�ed tQ� 
r:elate<h·s-ub-jects s-uch '.as e-thl�s,._, speeia-liz.�_d. _ yocabulary of courtroom1: 

hospital or consultation room, client-professional relaJionships, etc.· : 
6. 1Jse .of. _some of the newer .medi-a such as video.,.tape might provide

means of. impi-Oving. the .s")rills··_of th€ inte:qrrete:r::. The_ o}lportunity to see 
one's performance as·· an .. interl)reter imlnediately fo1I0wing the actual:
action_ seems to hold promise as .it d_oes_ in the,_ teaching and performing 
artJ:-�hJre du�b_'- media have been f�U:fi'd eff��tiVe. , 

'!'RAINING OF INTERPRETERS 
D_r�--E"µ.z:-,i.be�h ae.v.�.on_ of_ Gall�u,(jr�t. College, Rev. ·Roy Cissn� ot 

Mis-sp�Jt,Baptist .-�i�W1;1.:s t�-,Hhe· De�, and.Lottie Riekehof ·of Centr�, 
Bi�le. Ingtitute.,_ p_oOled their conclusions." as to .the factors affecting suc
ce.5s)� -tq.e fOrinaI,ti-:iining .ofA;i:iterpreters-as "drawri" from. tfi�_i:r experi-:, 
eilCes· ill ·c1asSrooIJ:l "prOced:Ul"es'. . · r ' _ ,. :

1. Length of tr�ini�:rP'i:�od:
'J 

T;I;er_c; is no _,o�'f. answef, �¥.-:t _>two·'
J:\,�:i!1es_tei:s ,-tw_it�- classe� }��etfo_g, thr��- timE:;S ,a ___ }V_eek for _on�.::-.P.our 
perloas) should be the in'.inini"lim. Credit"courses pl'ovide _ more inC:entive. 
Short, intensive courses may_ be better than l�ng�i- 'citles.'.C, · , · ·· .'l 

2. cilli�k °si��/Fffte�n iS �� idea:i_' n btfr ·a1thOllgh 'irfpta�tke>·ci�sses 
tend to' be- ·1a:rge�. ., '.', ,:� c , '  ' c:i l':Jf � 



3. Methodology: Fingerspelling comes first, followed by. word signs.
Expressive skills come before receptive skills. First· inteI'Preting expe-
riences come with fellow students, deaf or hearing, and interpreting in 
one-to-one situations. Familiar material is used first .. ,:Tape· recorded 
material provides excellent practice. 

4. Interpreting situatio:p.s: As far as possible," :training courses
should provide interpreting situations such as will b� encountered in 
�eal . life, varying from personal conversation to fo�ali�ed cou,rtroom
procedure. Practice can be provided by moclc situat�·ons. For training 
ill. special fields, e.g., vocational rehabilitation counsBI;tng and employ-
ment. interviews, realistic situations should be provided.' ·. 1

•• • 

5. Levels of iriterpreting: For training purposes, all ievels of inter
J?,reti�g shofild be considered, especially those with th�, 4e_aj: of limited 
literacy. Trainees should be aware of the pitfalls befor� thEly are called
Upon for real lif'e interpreting. ·' ' 1 ' · MisS Riekehof, who has trained many interpreters at Central Bible
Institute in Missouri, listed some of 'the techniqlll;ls in ·t:t.iaining she has 
found to be helpful. Her experience in training interpreters .,goe_s _back 16 
years. First, she begins with the language of signs. �iµging:, songs in 
signs helps loosen up the students. Since her school is _f;l.: _de�o_minational 
one, this is easy to do. · · '_ , · 

For beginning experiences, ministerial .students wiil,!*O;tjl�times -hold 
iµock wedding and funeral services and her students pr�bt{Ce interpreting 
them. 

Field trips to courts to observe her interpret in ac1iµlli! tri�l proceed
\ngs are arranged as often as possible. 

Students are paired and asked to prepare some :rµP,�(uial for Class
rQom- presentation. The partners work together. One r�ads the material 
While the other interprets, then vice versa. After each :paµ"- presents the 
material, class discussion follows to point up the differ,µt ways of inter
preting. Later, Miss Riekehof brings the material in ��d reads it to 
the students and they interpret. 

· A wide variety of forms and applications are bfOlJght in to be
foterpreted. T1ie3" provide excellent practice in simplifyµig terms· for 
deaf people. 

Differences in si�s from one viciI).itY to another on<t are discussed. 
A more advanced technique involves the use of a tape rec.order. A 

sermon is usually taped from the radio. Two students listen to the tape 
through headsets, which prevent the class from hearing the tape. After 
the students finish interpreting, the tWo pl:esentations ar�- compared for 
ail.a_lysis. If printed sermons can be Obtained, this helps a- gJieat deal. 

JI . • 

Deaf students are brought to class and give talks in signs. Hearing 
students must interpret them into English. This is the Dlost advanced 
stage. 

Other things are covered in the course such as: 
Don't sit next- to the person for whom you are interpreting, but 

at least one seat apart. 
If you are right handed, sit on the deaf person's right side. 
Some exposure to interpreting for the deaf-blind is provided. 
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training Materials, Books and Films 

Louie i. Fant, Jr., Associate Professor, Gallaudet College 
John A. Gough, Chief, Captioned Films for the Deaf 

Practically all of the material extant on the language of signs deals 
with the teachi:ng .. ,of signs. Nothing dealing with the teaching or training 
of interpreters could be located. 

"The materials exhibited consisted of all available books and manu
scripts on teaching the language of signs. A bibliography w'as prepared 
and distributed. Excerpts of filmed materials were shown, a list of which 
is included in the background material. 

Comments in the discussion after the presentation of the filmed 
materials included the following: 

The Gallaudet College films by Bornstein might be improved by 
superimposing the printed letter on the hand. 

There. is disagreement on the proper way to make the letter "f/' 
Too many make it appear like the "9." 

No literature has been found advocating the teaching of the manual 
alphabet by teaching words -first, not the individual letters. 

- Teaching films should be produced so that several people a�,e used,
with varying hand characteristics, instead of one hand throughout. 

Learning to make individual hand shapes (the expressive- phase) 
should come first; then follows the reading of the word (receptive 
phase). 

Word endings might be used in the developmental stage, e.g., 
"--ing," "-ck," "----ed," etc. 

Most people who are proficient in fingerspelling learned to finger-
spell words before they learned to sign. 

- -

Information available indicates the work done by the Russians in 
the area stresses the whole word first.� 

Some material's might be built around word series, e.g., "cat," "mat," 
"pat," "sat," etc., which keep two or more letters constant while one 
letter varies. 

Except for one or two isolated instances fingerspelling has not been 
taught in this country until recently, when several community classes 
in manual communication have been started. 

Filmed materials available are not intended for use with children. 
Two approaches to teaching are demonstrated by the films avail

able: (1) Grouping signs by categories (fruits, religion, relatives, etc.) 
and (2) grouping of spelled words according to similarities in shaping 
and moving the hand and fingers. The second approach comes closer 
to modern learning theory-teaching words as wholes rather than 
teaching letters in isolation. 

The blank spaces in the Gallaudet College film, which gives the 
student an opportunity to respond to the signs, is also in keeping with 
modern learning theory. 

In developing filmed materials progress could be speeded up by 
using video tape in a television studio before the final version is filmed. 
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Questions Re -Training Materials On Film-Djscussioii ·Topics 
1. Is it desirable·that·Captioned Films eixeulat� existing 8'11:w .. c�rtridgetrainin,g fih_n,s '? . "·' _ __ , _ � ,., .... , . , a. Fingerspelling films produced by San Fernando · Valley Sta:te
�.i.''. ,.··: J:>;. ··-�:�::��-.of'_. sigris iflmS p'rodll��t bY the_ EPiScqUf ,\91{'4:1

� •. 2:'"''ShOllid 'Capticilled Films ·unaertkke 1;o· Pl'�duCe tUi-tlier· tl:ainillg-f-ilhis:? If.so,.... ,_ ·.. ,,._..-,-. 'l:,:..:;•;· ',.,,,i,,,a,'.' lll .. Whitt :fQ:i-m,(•• (i) 8mlll, cartri��e'. •-·. Off (2) 16mm cartridge.
' ,:,, 

••,,., '"
b
. f;;;,�:e
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REPORT .ON TOPIC II: 

Conc:epts of Interpreting, 
and Oc:c:asidns 

Situations 

Di'. Stanley'· D. R0th, Chairman 
Edward L. 8

1couten, Editor" 

Preamble 
Whenever a deaf person's life, liberty,-·property; or· ptlisuit· of·no:r.:. 

mal livihli is in jeopardy, then that pers·oh has the "basic right' to tb'.e 
sertic_eS Of iin interpreter or trallslator. 

I. Definitions:
Diff�tJntiAtion between an i:,,,te�riter arid a tr�nslCl,tor iS d0scribed, 

. , . ..,I as follows: 
A,. ·A translator renders the original presentation verbatim.·. 

.
, ·13_ 'All '{rt;f;e'rpreter may depart from the original presentatfoh to 

-, .• I ' ·I ,_, · , · · _ , � parap:hi-ase, d�ine,_ or explain. He also presents _ or in�erprets, on· . tl:ie
in�11ect�aJ of the audience or individmi1;·without regard to the 1anguag�
Iev�i�,-Of,:Original presehtatiOn. ·- · ,. '· 

, 9, .. 'r�e::method- of "interpreting or _translating may. be Illam.ia1 ana/ ol' 
ora.L., .. , .. 

· ,  , ,  .. . 

II. Qualifications-:
F�llowing is a proposed_ list of qualifications for interpreters to 

be considered by a f-qture workshop or by the National Registry· o'.1; 
Professional Interpreters and Translators for the Deaf: 

An i11)terpreter should possess: 
1. A proficiency in manual and/or oral communication.
�- A high -moral character.
3. A pi-ofessional attitude which will insure ethical conduct.
4. An undersfa'.nding of deaf people.
5. An education sufficient to embrace the problems of life and a

sophistication to cope with its variations.
HI. Recommendations: 

1. For legal involvements necessitating the need of an interpreter
or translator for the deaf, it is highly recommended t�at the principles 
set forth by Judge Sherman G. Finesilver in his paper entitled '"Utili;ia.:. 
tion of Interpret.ers for Deaf Persons in Criminal P:i:;oc�edingS" be 
thoughtfully regarded. It is resolved that tl)is paper be published in .the 
report of this workshop. (See background material.) 

2. A recommendation was also made that the _American Bar Asso
ciation be asked to select a committee to work with the National 
Registry to determine legal guidelines for the use_ and cOnduct qf · inter
preters in court. 

:3 .. J;n .sollle court proceedings it is recommended that ''team inter
preting/' i.e., two or more interpreters, working . together, one in a 
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consultant, another in a "back-up" capacity, would provide a safeguard 
for interpreters and their deaf clients. 

4. It is essential that a deaf person be informed as to whether or
not the interpreter is representing him or interpreting for him. 

5. It is recommended that deaf persons enrolled in institutions of
higher learning or those offered on the job training be provided, if 
necessary, with assistance thro1:1gh interpretation, translation, or other 
means. 

6. It is recommended that Federal or state civil service commissions
or merit systems be requested to provide interpreters for deaf persons 
taking tests for various jobs, also that a notice to this effect be in
cluded on their application forms. 

7. Replies of clients in court _ cases should be given literal transla
tions. If replies are not in good form, interpreters or the court should 
supply the correct form after a -reply is given in incorrect word order. 

8. Interpreters should use the simultaneous method, i.e., speech and
Iingerspelling, and the language of signs, in courts or in face-to-face 
situations. 

9. Interpreters must keep all information gained confid-ential. ·Inter
preters should not give advice to clients -in court cases. Interpreters 
should be impartial and impersonal. 

10. Interpreters should not answer questions on their own initiative.
Deaf clients should answer all questfons. 

11. ·Whenever necessary, state and local welfare departments should
establish positions for interpreters to provide multiple services for the 
deaf. Such persons might assist existing public departments in their 
dealings with the deaf. 

12. In any type of action leading to commitment in any kind of
institution the services of an interpreter should be mandatory in all 
stages of procedures before action is taken by an authority. 

IV. Situations or Occasions:

There are many situations or occasions requiring -interpreters for 
the deaf. Some of the most vital ones are as follows: 

A. Legal:
1. Courtroom procedures.
2. Witness testimony.
3. Communication with judges and attorneys.
4. General legal transactions:

a. Mortgages.
b. Titles.
c. Licenses.
d. Bank notes.
e. Installments or loans.
f. Wills.
g. Divorces.
h. Insurance claims.

B. Employment and Job Placement:
1. Vocational rehabilitation counseling.
2. Understanding of instructions for job application or required

tests (aptitude, intelligence, battery, etc.).
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3. United States employment offices.
a. Application for employment.
b. Compensation benefits.

4. State and Federal service applications.
5. Private interviews with prospective employers, personnel

managers.
6. Welfare agencies.

C. Medical and Health (Physical and Mental):
1. Physician's diagnosis.
2. Hospital-emergency cases.
3. Preventive medicine.
4. Psychoanalysis, psychotherapy, counseling, psychiatric treat

ment, or other means of diagnosis and treatment.
D. Assembly:

1. Group. gatherings.
2. Conventions.
3. Lectures.
4. Civil defense.
5. P.T.A. meetings.

E. Religious:
1. Church services (sermons, hymns, prayers).
2. Baptismals.
3. Marriage ceremonies.
4. Funerals.
5. Other church activities.

F. Special:
1. Driver education.
2. Important radio and television programs.
3. Adult education classes and other educational situations.
4. Union meetings.
5. Historic events and programs.
6. Political speeches.
7. Entertainment (magic or dramatics).
8. Athletic contests.
9. Telephone messages.

10. When entering their hearing children in public school and
when special needs arise.

V. Physical Factors:

While variations are possible from occasion to occasion and from 
situation to situation, guidelines should be developed for: 

A. Clothing and other aspects of grooming.
B. Lighting conditions.
C. Elevation.
D. Angle.

E. Span of efficiency-with regard to fatigue.
F. Avoidance of auditory or visual background distractions.
Experienced interpreters are aware of such factors, but less capable

interpreters or trainees need such guidelines to avoid trial and error 
experience. 
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REPORT ON TOPIC III: 

Personnel-Loc:ation, Rec:ruitment, Training 

Dr. Stephen P. Quigley, Chairman 
Dr. Kenneth Mangan, Editor 

I. Magnitude of the Problem-Actual Need for Interpretb1g:

A. Specific Number of Occasions. There is little concrete evidence
regarding the specific number of occasions on which a deaf individual 
needs the help of an interpreter. Individuals who interpret can cite 
hundreds of situations in which their services have been used. Deaf 
people attending the Workshop also indicated numerous occasions when 
an interpreter has been invaluable to them. Perhaps only in selected 
areas such as southern California are there enough deaf people to 
warrant full-time interpreters at the present time. In most other areas 
part-time interpreters meet the need. There was complete consensus 
among Workshop participants, however, as to the great need for inter
preting services in all parts of the country. There is a need for some type 
of survey to indicate approximately how much interpreting services 
are needed. 

B. Priorities of Interpreting Needs. Top priorities should be given
to providing interpreters for: 

1. Court proceedings where a deaf person's life, liberty, prop
erty, or pursuit of normal living might be in jeopardy.

2. In the areas of physical and mental health, where deaf per
sons are entftled to interpreters provided through tax sup
port and where the campaign to provide interpreters will
probably be most effective.

3. Social welfare.
4. Counseling.
5. Employment.
6. Public meetings.
7. Higher and continuing education.
8. Industrial relations.
9. Public relations.

II. Location of Interpreters:

An organization and registry of interpreters should provide an 
adequate supply of interpreters. If interpreters are given the status 
of membership in an organization and are adequately reimbursed for 
their services, they will be able to perform more effectively. 

Sources of interpreters: 
A. Presently qualified ·and available interpreters.
B,.- Potential interpreters who· ·need little training.
C. Untrained_ .persons who need to acquire the skill for various

reasons.· 
D. Religious workers in their specialized field.
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III. Qualifications for Interpreters:

A. Levels of skill. There was general agreement that there are
varying levels of skill in interpreting. Several suggestions were made 
for classifying interpreters: 

1. Broad levels of competence:
a. "'Class A" interpreters-those able to handle any situation,

including the "low verbal" deaf person and the "literate"
deaf at the extremes.

b. "Class B" interpreters-those able to handle situations of 
limited difficulty for the average deaf person, in situations
not requiring special vocabulary.

B. Advancing levels of competence:
a. Learners, (L).
b. Qualifying, (D).
c. Professional, (P).
d. Fully qualified for all occasions, (A).
e. Permanent or temporary status.

C. Qualifications:
In additions to ability to fingerspell and to use manual signs

clearly and to keep up with the speaker, an interpreter should have: 
1. Knowledge of the implications of congenital hearing loss with

respect to social and language limitations.
2. Experience with a variety of deaf people.
3. Knowledge of the educational achievement of the deaf.
4. A pleasing personality and appearance.
5. Adequate educational achievement.
6. In most situations adequate hearing with or without amplifica

tion. (Deaf persons may prove uniquely useful in certain situa
tions-for example to assist a hearing interpreter with a "low
verbal" deaf person.)

7. Special skill for court work or other legal proceedings.
8. Special communication skill to help orally trained deaf people

who are not fluent in manual communication and whose speech
and lipreading skills are not adequate for all situations.

IV. Code of Ethics:

A. A code of ethics is needed for interpreting. An interpreter
must convey to the best of his ability the intent, meaning, and spirit 
of what is being said to the deaf person and vice versa. The inter
preter must regard the information he deals with as privileged ·com
munication and must respect the confidential nature of ·the material 
he interprets. 

B. Development of a code of ethics. The deaf and their inter
preters could meet with representatives of the American Bar Association 
and the American Medical Association (including the psychiatric branch) 
to develop guidelines for a code of ethics relating to the legal and 
medical fields. 

C. The newly established registry of interpreters and -translators
has its own code of ethics: 

"Recognizing the invaluable influence of,:a:n--i.Ilter.preter·,;m- the 
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life of a deaf person, we resolve to inject into the persons involved the 
highest ideals for which the association stands; to lend grace and 
sribriety to all our dealings, and to maintain poise and dignity under 
all Conditions and circumstances. 

"We re.Solve to exemplify loyalty and conscientiousness, and to· 
exercise patience at all times; to keep our lives wholesome and clean; 
that our very presence maY bring life and light to those about us; 
to encourage confidence and moral ethics, lend hope, and nourish faith, 
remembering that the eternal laws of God are the only ones under 
which we can truly succeed." 

V. Preparation of Interpr�ters and Trainers of Interpreters:

A. In spite of the fact several books on the language of signs
have been produced recently, there are few guidelines for the training 
of interpreters. Most interpreters are seeking to improve · their skill, 
and there are many people who are able to i�terpret adequately. Many 
others would be effective with a little more training. 

B. Captioned Fihns £or the Deaf cOuld make a unique _contribution
to the training and testing of interpreters. Filmed materials should 
be developed on at least two levels: 

1. A Sophisticated level for the upgrading of already capable '
interpreters.

2. A more broadly based level for parents, social workers, and
others whq. need to communicate with the deaf.

It is recommended that Captioned Films act upon the Workshop 
findings in becoming active in training and testing withotit un:neces�ary 
de!�y, · 

C. Inasmuch as only _three of the 52 training centers for teachers
of _the deai in the United States give· instruction in manual communica
tiOn, it· is recommended that a qualiffod instructor be made available 
on a one or two-week visiting lecturer basis to present an ihtroduction 
t9 - this skill. The _fact that a teacher is ·conversant in the language of 
s(gns does not necessarily" mean he is committed to teaching through 
the language of signs. 

D. Two types Of workshops for interpreters are recommended:
1. A workshop for trainers of interpreters to develop a cur

riculum.
2. Workshops in various areas of the country· to improve·- the

skills of local interpreters and to develop -operating proce
'dures for given - areas. 

E. In the training of interpreters, "role playing" employing the
various terminologies of occasions and situations should- be incorporated. 

VI. Registry of .Qualified Interpreters:
As a follow-up to the organization of a registry steps should be 

taken to develop its full potentials, such as: 
A. Publicity in the various papers, magazines, and news letters

of the deaf, as well as in the professional journals. 
1. American Annals of the Deaf.
2. The American Speech and Hearing Association Journal.
3. The Deaf American.
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4. The Journal of the American Bar· Association.
5. The Jourroal of the American Medical Association.
6. The Volta Review.

B. Direct contacts with local courts, particularly with the adminis
trative officers of the courts. 

C. Updating of the registry at frequent intervals.
D. Development of mechanics of certifying interpreters, to remain

in the� hands of their organization. 
E. Special efforts to involve the various organizations of the deaf'

on all levels"'-national, state and local-in the preparation and main
tenance of the registry. This should include wide publicity through the 
Deaf American and publications of state associations of the deaf to all 
findings and recommendations of the Workshop lest lack of knowledge 
on the part of the very people who are expected to utilize and benefit 
can defeat its whole purpose-interpreting for the deaf. 

VII. Remuneration:

In light of the skill and actual time involved in interpreting, the 
Workshop recommends that: 

A. tnterpreters should be paid for their services in most situations.
B. Interpreters for the deaf might be paid on the same basis as

interpreters of foreign languages. 
C. A committee should be chosen to study the question of adequate

compensation in various situations. Such a schedule might be based 
upon the $50 per day or $10 per hour· plus expenses now effective in 
some areas. 

D. In all court cases the court should pay the costs of interpreting.

VIII. Research Needs:

A. Captioned Films for the Deaf should be encouraged to conduct
research on developing self-administered automated lessons in inter
preting. 

B. A workshop involving research specialists and interpreters could
develop guidelines for training and testing, as well as explore other 
facets of interpreting. 

IX. Standardized Signs for Legal Terms, Medical Terms,
and Other Speci3.liZed Vocabulary: 

A. A manual of standardized signs would fill a need not met in 
currently available books, most of which are restricted to broad usage. 

B. The ideal arrangement for listing. of words in specialized vocabu-
lary. would be (in the legal or medical fields, especially):

1. Formal term.
2. Simple English definition.
3. Applicable sign.
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National Registry of Professional Interpreters 
and Translators for the Deaf 

·As 3. result of the expression at the Workshop as to the great need
for a national group of registered interpreters for the deaf, a meetillg 
�f interested participants was held on Tuesday night, June 16, to explore 
the possibilities of such an organization. Discussion led to the formation 
of a National Registry of Professional Interpreters and Translators 
f�r the Deaf. :Qr. Edgar L. Lowell, Administrator of the John Tracy 
Clinic who first conceived the idea of a registry, acted as temporary 
chairman. 

The following bylaws were adopted: 
1. The name of the organization will be the National Registry of

Professional Interpreters and Translators for the Deaf (NRPITD). 
2. The purpose of the organization is to promote recruiting aild

training of more interpreters for the deaf, both manual and oral, and 
to maintain a list of qualified persons. 

8. A code of ethics is to be observed.
4. A fee of $4.00 is payable upon registration. No other dues are

to be levied foi the time being. 
5. Membership rules:

a. Workshop participants have the Privilege of declaring them
selves charter members of the NRPITD.

b. TWo groups of members:
(1) Active interpreters.
(2) Sustaining members-deaf persons present at the ·Woi-k

. shop who wished to declare themselves charter members.
( Only seven of these also declared themselves to be active
interpreters.)

c. Sponsorship privileges are granted" both active and· sustaining
members.·

d. Interpreters not present at the organizational meeting but who
wish to become members must" be sponsored by- one member
present before midnight December· 31, 1964. Such persons will
be also considered charter members with sponsorship privi
leges.

e. Interpreters wanting to join after midnight December 31, 1964,
must 'be sponsored by two members of the organization.

f .. }{o ·other deaf person can. be a(Jmitted as a sustaining.-.. member 
except upon the resignation· or death of a present sustaining 
member, This group will be self-perpetuating. 

6. Officers shall be: 
a. President.
b. Vice President.
c. Secretary-Treasurer.
d. Two members-at-large, .one of whom may be a sustaining

member.
The following officers were elected: 
President-Kenneth Huff, Superintendent, Wisconsin School for the 

Deaf, Delavan, Wisconsin. 
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Vice President-Dr. Elizabeth Benson, Dean of Women, Gallaudet 
College, Washington, D. C. 

Secretary-Treasurer-Mrs. Virginia Lewis, Associates in Anesthe
siology, Youngstown, Ohio. 

Board Members-at-Large-Frank B. Sullivan, Grand Secretary
Treasurer, National Fraternal Society of the Deaf, Oak Park, 
Illinois; Mrs. Lillian Beard, Second Baptist Church, Houston, 
Texas. 

At the conclusion of the organizational meeting, 42 active inter.:. 
preters registered as charter members. Of the 22 sustaining ·members 
who qualified, seven also declared themselves as interpreters. 
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Interpreting As the Interpreters See It

Edward L. Scouten, Principal 
Louisiana State School for the Deaf 

Quite frequently an interpreter for the deaf is asked about his 
interpreting. Hearing laymen by and large are intrigued by this indi
vidual who stands along_side a speaker and conveys his remarks to ·an 
audience of deaf persons through the medium· of the language of signs.
Swiftly and nimbly the interpreter's hands and fingers fly bringing to 
the audience the subtleties and nuances of the speaker's words. Frequent
ly the interpreter's facial expressions impart the speaker's inflections; 
all to bring into a clear focus of understanding the thoughts conveyed. 
This is what hearing laymen see occurring; it is this which holds them 
fascinated; and it is this which, at the close of the talk, finds them 
congratulating the interpreter on his "wonderful job" even though they 
have not understood a single sign or gesture. 

Familiarity With Material 
Let us for a few moments steal a look into an interpreter's psyche 

as he finds himself standing alongside, say, a commencement speaker 
who has finished shuffling through his notes for the last time. The 
interpreter has by now shoved almost all of his personal thoughts from 
his mental' arena and stands "at the ready" to receive the first wave 
of words. If the interpreter is acquainted with the speaker, that makes 
the job much easier. If the speaker is a total stranger, the interpreter 
will be in for some quick figuring. 

"My young friends, I am extremely honored and happy to be 
here with you on this very important day. Today you are beginning 
a new life1 starting a whole new phase of your existence. You are 
ready to move into a new world, the world of responsibility." 

Now, having met a thousand previous introductions, and this one 
is_ about the same as all of the others, the interpreter quickly sorts, otit 
of· this pile of verbiage to whole ideas which he may render into· sigtis 
in any one of a dozen ways but all of which adds up to the fact th.it 
the man is honored and happy that his young friends, the graduate's, 
are ready to start a new life. As the speaker's train of language gains 
in momentum and in volume, the interpreter begins to discover the 
speaker's tempo and, more important, his "thought frequency." Thought 
frequency indicates whether the speaker is inclined to speak as "the 
IW'ind in the willows" with many words and few ideas, or if he is the 
"missile type" who fires a tight package of words which explodes irtto 
a dozen pertinent ideas. If the speaker is of "the wind in the willoWS" 
variety, the illterpreter may relax and leisurely select his signs and 
syntax to express the occasional idea which issues forth. If the speech 
is particularly dull the interpreter may even have the time to iniprove 
it. Should the speaker, however, be of the "missile type" who releases 
charge after charge of meaningful ideas, the interpreter is honestIY 
put to the test. I:ri such · instances the interpreter is_ 'intellectually 
chftllenged by the speaker who in a sense seems to say, "Let's see you 
put this over!" The interpreter, in order to meet this challenge and 
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countless others, is one who should be well equipped with certain basic 
competencies. 

Basic Competencies 

The first of these competencies should be the possession of a 
�horough knowledge .9.f the language of signs. This means a knowledge 
not only of the so-called formal language of signs but the . yernacular 
of deaf adults with particular emphasis upon the understanding of 
idiomatic usages. Many ardent students of the formal language of signs 
have been confounded upon seeing one deaf person say to another, 
"Finish town yesterday." Each. individual sign is understood by the 
hearing novice but the total meaning of the statement escapes him 
completely for the simple reason that his thinking habitually conforms 
to the syntax of English. In educational situations, incidentally, the 

, tendency is to render the language of signs in the English sequence as a 
supplement to speech. It has been suggested, however, that to super
impose the ideographic language of signs on the structure of English 
syntax is to render the language of signs less effective. This is con
tended because the virtues of the language of signs, its economy and 
its flexibility, are frequently sacrificed in a plethora of signs in order 
for the language to conform to a syntax for which it was not· intended. 
Old-time advocates of this idea will point to the adult deaf population 
who, in their daily employment of the language of signs, prefer to let 
their signs represent pure ideas rather than to represent specific English 
words. Deaf observers who receive statements signed in such a manner 
are then free to interpret them at whatever intellectual level they are 
capable, depending upon their respective educational backgrounds. This 
point brings us to the next competency to be considered. 

The second competency should be a knowledge of the comprehensio� 
levels relative to the various types of deaf persons an interpreter might 
serve. ,Such a knowledge, however, is not likely to be born of formal 
training. It is more likely to evolve as the result of long association 
with deaf people of _all educational, economic, and social standards. It 
is a tremendous advantage if an interpreter knows something of the 
background and English comprehimsion of a particular deaf person 
for whom he is interpreting. If the deaf person is one of marked edu
cation, the interpreter may literally transmit remarks to him through 
the medium of fingerspelling. This allows the deaf person to weigh and 
measure personally the worth of what has been told him. If, however, 

· the deaf person is one with obvious language limitations, the interpreter
must be prepared to put the statement into simple signs. On occasions
the interpreter must rephrase and rephrase until he is certain that the
deaf person fully comprehends. He must know that a deaf person's nod
ding in agreement does not always mean comprehension. Oftentimes
a statement must be followed by some careful questioning to ascertain
genuine understanding. To fail to do this might place the deaf person
in an unwarranted position of danger. An effective interpreter must
be acquainted with the deaf at all levels of society.

The third competency should be a thorough understanding and
appreciation of the variety of problems and situations in which deaf
persons might be involved and require the services of an interpreter.
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An interpreter should be able to work in cooperation with law enforce
 ment agencies, the courts, social welfare groups, and the churches.'( Because an interpreter's activities carry him into practicall eve hase f th · e should be ex1 e in his ad ·ustments to situa-tions. Patience and tolerance should also be among his attr1 ut�s. It 1s the great responsibihty of this Workshop on Interpreting for the Deaf to determine the many other ,competencies for an interpreter and also to determine the various standards by which interpreters should be selected. The outcome of this workshop shall, to a large degree, have a direct bearing upon the fair and unbiased representation of countless deaf persons in their most vital personal contacts with the hearing communities in which they reside. 
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Interpreting for the Deaf As the 
Public Looks at It 

Joseph P.- Youngs, Jr., Superintendent 
Governor Baxter School .for the Deaf, Portland, Maine 

This workshop is another milestone in the field of the education, 
welfare, and rehabilitation of deaf peciple in the United States. It is 
c'oncrete evidence. that . the Federal government is willing and 3.nxious 
to underwrit� projects that will result in greater benefits to our citizens 
if onlY there is rcispOnsible leadership to ·spell out the need and to -plot. 
the course of the project. The bringing· together of experts, laymen, 
professional people, and deaf leaders to deliberate on how best to serve 
the deaf individual and his hearing colleagues when there is need for 
interpreting between them is a direct and dynamic way to get at the 
heart of the problem and to resolve it. A tremendous amount of good is 
bound to result from this workshop. 

Image of Interpreters 

How does the public look at interpreting? This is the question that 
was. given to me to answer in tonight's talk. Frankly, I find it difficult 
even to begin to answer. It is a question I can hardly be objective about. 
I am sure that any person who has done any amount of interpreting 
for the deaf has had a galaxy of unusual experlences and has heard 
some rather peculiar observations from the naive bystanders. Their 
casual comments are sometimes brushed off by us with no little irrita
tion. However, I believe that it is in situations such as this where the 
deaf people are vulnerable, because they have no idea what kind of an 
image has been projected about them by the interpreter. Frequently, 
the public looks upon the manual interpretation as some sort of per
formance and the interpreter becomes identified with the speaker. Of 
course, the attitude of the general public toward interpreting depends 
upon the kind of interpreting being done. Some people are intrigued 
and fascinated by the interpreting while others find it bothersome and 
cumbersome. Some people object to the use of a manual interpreter on 
the grounds that the interpreting is not valid unless it is a true trans
lation of the speaker's oral remarks into manual expression. Interpreters 
are sometimes viewed with suspicion and are looked upon as unwelcome 
intruders (even busybodies) especially in deep personal matters in
volving a deaf individual and his or her hearing associate. Jt is not 
,uncommcm far the interpret.er to become, unwillingly, deeply involved 
with the problems the individual may have with his deaf friend. 

Manual Interpreting 

As I have already implied in my foregoing remarks, this paper is 
based on one general assumption-that we are concerned expressly with 
manual interpreting for the deaf. 

In formal gatherings where there is a platform speaker addressing 
a large group of deaf people, the manual interpreter has a tremendous 
responsibility. Not only must he be able to translate instantaneously 



the thoughts and ideas being expressed by the speaker but he must be 
able to interpret them as accurately as possible for the audience. Some
times interpreters take such broad liberties with the remarks of the 
speaker that they are, in effect, presenting quite.a different talk from 
that of the speaker._ The ultimate accoJ�_de an interpreter can receive 
is to have a deaf person read the address that has just been interpreted 
and come up to the interpreter and congratulate him or her because 
the efforts at translating the words of the speaker contained, in sub
stance, the same thoughts as were obtained from reading the speech 
afterwards. Even if it is a poor and inaccurate job, the general public 
may not be aware of it. 

There are many highly literate deaf people who object strongly to 
having an interpreter take liberties with the speaker's -remarks by giving 
them basic general concepts or feelings that may be only remotely 
related to those expressed by the speaker. The general public seldom 
is aware of the tremendous range of differences and ideas that can be 
expressed by the speaker and his interpreter. Unless he or she is a 
hearing person skilled in the language of signs he or she may never 
know the difference. Of all the types of interpreting perhaps this ap
peals most to the general public especially if an interpre.ter is putting 
into the language of signs the esthetic and lofty ideas of the clergyman 
and poet. The public is usually fascinated by the novelty of the situation 
as much as by the beauty and facility in which the interpreting is being 
done. 

Oral Interpreting 
Sometimes the manual interpreter is called upon to give an oral 

interpretation of the manual expressions of a deaf speaker. Unless one 
has a prepared written address of the deaf speaker before him this can 
be a frightening and, sometimes, a disastrous experience. In recent years 
it is gratifying to observe how many knowledgeable deaf people present 
written texts of their remarks to the oral interpreter. They do this
because they know it is the only way that they can be certain that their: 
remarks will be accurately translated to the hearing people in the 
audience. Oral interpreters for deaf platform speakers are rare and 
hard to come by. This skill in interpreting requires years of broad_ 
general experience in manual communication with the deaf. It also 
requires a certain flexibility on the part of the interpreter so that' ne·
or she may upgrade the interpreting to make it as literally word-forl 
word an interpretation as possible or downgrade the interpreting sO 
that basic concepts are presented. This is done after the interpret�£ 
has gauge"d the comprehension limits of his or her deaf audierice'� No 
doubt

1 
··the ensuing few days should produce some heated alld ·h\�lpful 

discussions on this aspect of platform interpreti�
Interpersonal Relationship� 

Although platform interpreting is app·ealing to the general publie 
I do not think it.is as important as the interpreting that is required in 
interpersonal relationships in such areas where it can· he a matter of 
the future happiness and well-being of the deaf person. I refer specifi
cally to interpreting in court, in the lawyer's chambers, in 'the docto:i-'S 
office, in ·business offices, in union meetings, or between an employer 
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and employee. Unless the interpreter can give honest and dependable 
services to the deaf person he has been asked to assist, the deaf person's 
entire future can be in jeopardy. As far as the general public is con
cerned very few are aware of the tremendous demands made upon the 
interpreter to reach the deaf client and make certain that he or she 
understands the issues being discussed as well as making certain that 
his or her remarks are accurately passed on to the other interested 
parties. 

The general public is hardly aware that in these small intimate 
situations the conversation can take off in several directions while the 
interpreter is trying to "jockey" in between these directions and make 
them all come out even. This is especially true in cases where the deaf 
client is either extremely limited in his language abilities or is highly 
gifted; The average deaf person usually responds simply and well. The 
extremely limited deaf person has to have every remark "interpreted" 
over and over again whereas the literate educated deaf person insists 
on a literate honest translation without the interpreter's viewpoints 
interjected. It is not uncommon for the interpreter and his deaf friend 
to engage in heated arguments over which the hearing bystander has 
no control. 

An interpreter at times finds out that the people for whom he is 
doing the task jump to conclusions before the interpreter has completed 
his task of translating from the spoken English into the language of 
signs or from the language of signs into spoken English. This can be 
a terrible thing and an uninitiated hearing person may conclude that 
he is talking to a group of morons. 

Etiquette in Interpreting 

I think it would be well here to say something about the attitude 
that . prevails at public gatherings. It is not an uncommon experience 
for. an interpreter to be busy translating the remarks of a hearing 
speaker into the language of signs and to find that the deaf people 
in the group have sized up the subject of the speaker and found it 
wanting. Rather than have their time "wasted" they will begin to engage 
in a series of group conversations. The hearing speaker may be a little 
Pit flustered as to what is going on as he sees these deaf people signing 
to each other while he is talking. The reverse is true when a deaf person 
is a main speaker and is speaking in the language of signs and his 
paper is being translated into spoken English. I have,seen many hearing 
people ignore what is transpiring on the stage and begin to talk to each 
other. These are disconcerting habits and certainly a breach of etiquette. 
I don't know what a workshop on interpreting can do about this. Usually, 
when a hearing interpreter is translating into the language of signs 
a speech for the benefit of the deaf people in the audience he can be 
well repaid by the grateful thanks of the deaf people and the fascination 
and compliments of the hearing bystanders. 

I think that in the matter of interpreting, inexperienced people get 
into serious difficulties if they begin to worry about how to learn the 
language of signs and why it is not standardized. It appears to me that 
this is not the problem. Too frequently, a person feels that all one must 
do is learn to sign to become an interpreter. The comprehension of the 
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language of Signs is as important as being able to sign. If a person�cannot understand the signs used by a dea.f.person, h_e cannot be a good.1,interpreter no matter hOw ·well he signs. The best ·way to become an'. 
interpreter is to learn to understand the deaf and then to learn to tal
�h them in many, many areas of experiences. f believe strongly tliat
the matter of communication with the deaf is a matter of human rela.tionship. In order to communicate or to interpret satisfactorily one mus.t _know the people to whom he is sp�akmg and for whom he is interpre�ing. 

Shortcomings in Interpreting
I oftentimes wonder what our deaf friends think when an interpreter

stands before them and begins fluttering his fingers together pointlessJy
(usually with a Silly expression on his face) because he cannot_ spell
the words the speaker is saying or because he cannot understand t4_.e
speaker's remarks?

Several years ago at a teachers' convention in Jacksonville, Illinois, \I had to interpret for a speaker who spoke in such rapid fire manner 
that I could get only a few words. After the talk Was over a prominent
educator of the deaf who is also a master at manual communication
came up to me and told me that my version of the speech was b�tter
than that of the speaker's. When I thanked him he replied, "Don't thank
me. My remark was intended as a criticism, not a compliment." Then
he went on to say, "You ·do a disservice to every deaf person in the
audience when you pretend tq interpret what the speaker is saying. I
think it would have been better if you had left the platform and allowed
the speaker to talk only to the hearing people." This was a lesson to me.
Naturally I felt.upset but I am certain that this is a lesson which every
interpreter needs to learn. The general public can be easily fooled by
the manual interpreter. The public has no way of knowing whether or not
the remarks are being translated properly and the deaf people in the
audience assume that the interpreter is giving an honest translation.

I don't know whether I have accurately spelled out how the genera:!
public looks at interpreting for the deaf. No doubt, during the next few
days there will be many other observations on this topic, some of which
are bound to be of greater significance than those whieh I have presented
tonight. If this workshop develops a few concrete guidelines on inter ...
preting it will have been a worthwhile session. It appears to me that too
much time has been spent on the language of signs and not enough
on communication. !h'e a lication of the language of si ns in e t 
conversations, in formal addresses an in 1 · y technical and s ecialize · 
conferences depen s upon e ype of empath that exists between the 
signer or inter reter an e ea person or persons for whom the inter
preting is being done. By making a sincere app 1cation of his skills in
commumcating with the deaf an interpreter has a wonderful opportunity
of assuring them greater happiness in life. Each time there is successful
interpreting going on we are, in effect, improving human relationships
between the deaf people and their hearmg friends. Every mte-1:lll'et.er
who has done his or her job well knows what satisfaction can come
from this experience. I know that everyone present_ at this· workshop
is highly motivated to make certain that this service which our deaf
friends need will be the very best service we can give them.
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Interpreting As the Deaf See It 

·Robert G. Sanderson, Past President
Utah Association of the Deaf 

Whether knowingly ·or unknowingly,. we who are here today are 
a part of··a great movement: a social awakening-a growing realization 
on the part of our edUCators, public officials, and the general population 
that deafness is one of the most complex of all handicaps. This move
ment is being sparked by the Department of Health, Education, and 
·Welfare, and in particular by the leadership i'n the Vocation3:l Rehabili
·tation Administration.

We n:ote several recent ·workshops for which funds haVe···come from
the ·vRA, ahd thit ·a number of diffei'ent· colleges,' ·and un'iversities are
thus being stimulated to concentrate some of their high-powered mental
energies upon the soClal problems of deafness� of whfoh some are perhaps
the · result of technological Changes· brought about indirectly by· these
same · seats of learning.

· Not :foo many Years ago, Tehabilitation of the· deaf Was a more or
less · local matter, arn:i' dealt strictly with the immediate problem
training or re-training the deaf to get them out and earning a living.
Today the concept may retain its basic purpose, but, like the ripples
spreading outward from a stone dropped into a pond, the problems
arising but of deafness. per se touch many parts of the community; ·and

·simply training a deaf person for a specific job does. no't necessarily
restore him to the mainstream of c·ommU:nity life. Nor does it begin
to solve the very real, daily problems faced by the deaf in their attempts
'to eo:pe with modern living.

Interpreting is one of.· these pr'oblems, and we are here to focus
our attention upon it, arid perhaps tO make som(:! positive .and Worth
while contributions to the Social movement. I am: glad to be· a part of
it; and some· day I hope that historians· will record- the fact tha1t Il_).any
·sniall efforts suCh as ours are evidence that man has endless compasSfon
for· the handicapped-a fact that' m·ay help ·balance· his .frequently· proven
·capacity to inflict wholesale, monumental, political, and atomi_c suffering
upon his brother.

As a deaf person, my observations Will be somewhat subjective
because of my close, persorial' concern with many aspects of inte:rpreting.
Indeed, as my assigned topic title implies, I s:P,all be considering it from
the vieWJ)oint of my own experiences and those of my frie;nds �nd
acquaintances._ J feel tha_t, human beings generally being cast in the
same mold, such considerations as I recite may be duplicated in _1rub
stance many times over by those of other deaf people.

Levels of Literacy 
Throughout our daily lives we are constantly reminded of the lan

guage handicap that goes ha�d. jn hand_ with deafness. There is no one 
here who needs any introduction to this sllbject; I mention it merely 
to relate it to .interpreting. We must consider not just. the degree of 
the· language handicap of the deaf individual being served in a given 
situation, but also the language competency of the interpreter in addi-
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tion .to .oth�r va:cyj:µg factor.s4 I. a-m .aware of.,. interpreter:,.. who possf�§ 
excell�t ability. in. the langu�ge of si�� but .. .who, becau��� ... o� educclil.oIJ.�t 
achievement, i�ck. essential familiati.& with the type. ·of sophis.ticated 
langt;1age sometimes ·met in given situatio . Thus, 3:lthquih not .·t(,'q 
reqUen y so,. the lariguage handicap can .. be , double-:-edged_. 

Nearly all of the deaf whom I know, frqm the: highly .literate to 
those who understand only ideographic _signs, are .well_ aW-are. of their, 
own limitations. However, I have met some deaf .People who are not

awai-e of their limitations; I have .observed some qf them in grollp 
situations where , _they could understand neither what was being said 
orally by the speaker nor manually by the interpreter. Such a dis
advantage is, in my Opinion, a serious social handicap. 

We know that the levels of .literacy have a profound effect upo:Q. 
the relationship between the interpreter and the de1\f. In the following 
I shall attmept to define the needs and desires of the deaf themselves, 
according to their literacy level, in various situations. 

The Literate 

In the courtroom, classroom, or in any small group situation where 
the people are physically close to one another and to the interpreter, I 
believe that the literate deaf-that is, those with excellent comprehen_sion 
of our English language-will desire the services of a literal translator. 
We wotild want to know exactly what is being said and would draw our 
own conclusions as to meaning. 

However, as the situation changes or the group enlarges, as at a 
banquet where there is a large, mixed audience, or at a meeting where 
rapid exchanges are difficult to follow, the literate deaf would prefer 
that the content be presented as much as possible in signs, with measured' 
and deliberate spelling at points critical fOt understanding. Generally 
they will have no difficulty in following ideas or themes. They probably 
will miss a good deal of the speaker's rhetoric (which is sometimes no 
great loss). These deaf people recognize the numerical limits -of signs 
as opposed to the infinite flexibility of the English language with its 
over half a million words, and make allowances for the interpreter's 

· efforts to present ideas with as little alteration of meaning as possible.
That there is some alteration is unavoidable, since the same thought
may be expressed by an oral speaker with several different shades of
meaning, depending upon his inflection, his manner, and his facial move
ments. However, small changes in the thought do not disturb us too
much; we know that if the subject is important to .us, we can always
approach the speaker afterwards and ask for a look at his prepared
paper or notes.

The Average 

Who really knows what an "average'� .man is, or an average deaf 
person? We might all reach different definitions. I would suggest that 
the deaf who have a high school education or its E!qU.ivalent, and who 
have not advanced further by extensive reading, would have a somewhat_ 
different viewpoint in a one-to-one, or small group, situation. While 
we know that many of our deaf high school graduates--especially those 
who are adventitiously deaf-do have a very good command of the 
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language, many -of -them would wish for the interpreter to explain the 
meaning of certain words and phrases so as to avoid misunderstanding. 
These average deaf ·people are smart enough to realize their need for 
complete understanding-and for an interpreter. Indeed, they may be 
highly intelligent, far above the "average" and lack only the sophistica
tion of language that comes with advanced· stUdy. For that matter, I am 
also aware of the fact that some of our deaf college graduates fall into 
this average classification as to language. comprehension. Whatever their, 
academic achievement, I can summarize by saying that· there is definitely 
a general group of people who will need "interpreting'' in ··addition to 
translating. 

In group situations., the average deaf person · ... might, wish for a. 
�easonably accurate ·presentation of idea·s, without .too much·, attention to 
detail. Tlie interpreter wo:tild be expected to haVe ·considerabls:freedom to 
sigh. The larger the meeting or the group, the mOre general the desire 
to have the language of. .signs used exclusively; .with an absolute mini
mum of spelling. 

The Semi-literate 

With some difficulty these deaf pe0:ple can understand - the English 
language-or enough of it to. get a_long reasonabiy, weli with a . good deal 
of help ·here and there. They tend to rely almost·wholly upon signs for, 
co_mmunication, and the manual alphabet is used chiefly for proper: 
nouns. These semi-literates must be helped extensively with _meanings, 
if not directly by the interpreter, then- by some. other d�af or hearing 
person who will take the time and trouble to explain "what he. meant." 

In one-to-one sifa1J1,tions, or in small groups, the-.semi-literates will 
I); _Ot be able to follow a translation. They realize it and expect the 
h�terpreter to make, sense out of it :lior them. 

In larger·. gatherings, where speaker a�d interpreter _are at- a 
greater diStance, the_ semi-literate probably Wm ga-tP,er only a general 
idea of what is being said. Despite this, it is. remar�able that so many 
of these people do attend, and get pleasure· from, large functions, such 
as· state conventions. What little meaning am:}_. -_understanding they do_ 
receive gives them a feeling of satisfaction, a:-sense of participation, .and 
identification with their fellowman. In my optnion, somet4ing -like this 
is vital to their welfare and well-being. 

The Illiterate 

These deaf people are relatively few. We have noticed in several' 
studies, in publications such as: the American Annals of· the Deaf,. that 
the overwhelming majority of deaf children are exposed to elementary 
education. Sometimes the exposure is beneficial, and sometimes it is 
not. We cannot draw a comparison between the normally hearing illiter
ate and the deaf person of the same level, because the hearing person 
at. least has a command of the spoken language, whereas the uneducated 
deaf person may lack even a knowledge of the language of signs if he 
is an "oral failure." Communication with the illiterate deaf ma:y be 
difficult under the best of conditions. 

As .an illustration of this I cite my own experience: Several years 
ago I was called into court as a last resort when local interpreters. were 
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not available. The court asked me to speak for a young deaf person 
whose speech was incoherent and who could not write anything more 
than his name. He could not understand the charge against him. 

It was almost immediately apparent to me that he was illiterate 
even in the language of signs; so, with the permission of the court, I 
had to get down to primitive signs and gestures to illustrate the charge: 
Indecent exposure. Even the court, and all the audience, was able to 
understand my graphic demonstration of a drunk relieving himself on a 
downtown street! 

I put the idea across-and the young fellow pleaded not guilty. (He 
later got 30 days.) 

That is one day in court that I shall never forget. I have had other 
experiences that were just as instructive, but I think that one serves 
the purpose of illustrating the need for interpreters who can reach 
any level of literacy. Again, I must note that not all interpreters can 
meet any situation; you might- ask yourselves, "How would a woman 
interpreter have handled that problem?" 

To all of the above it is necessary to add a comment for the benefit 
of all interpreters. There are, in any audience of the deaf, whether 
mixed or classified, a certain number who have poor eyesight. This is 
especially true of the aged. Interpreters should caution speakers to slow 
down, speak slowly and distinctly, so that they may convert it to smooth 
flowing signs and still have time to insert spelling when essential. 

The classifications I have offered are only general. They are simply 
those that come most readily to my mind, based on my experience and 
observation. Perhaps there are better ones, and if so I hope that thiS 
workshop develops them. 

In the foregoing, I pOinted out what the various types of deaf 
people expect from interpreters in certain situations. They are those 
deaf people-the great majority-who are versed in the manual system 
of communication. 

But what of the oral deaf, those who have been educated in a strictly 
oral atmosphere and have been conditioned to avoid contact with the 
manual system of communication and those who use it? From personal 
experience I may say that there are such deaf people who fit into each 
of the above literacy levels. 

For those oral deaf who are highly educated, and successful in life 
by any standard, I have only respect. Undoubtedly they need only a 
minimum of interpreting in close situations. However, knowing as all 
deaf persons do the sharp practical limitations of lipreading, I am led to 
wonder how the oral deaf person-even one who is far above average 
in intelligence and academic achievement-will fare in a large meeting 
where the speaker is some distance away. And at the lower literacy 
levels, what happens? What of the many variables that affect lipreading 
aside from the literacy level especially when recent research has indi
cated the truth of the ancient claims of deaf people that "some can, and 
some cannot read the lips, and the talent has no apparent relationship 
to intelligence"? I hope this workshop will provide some answers, and 
that the oral deaf who are with us will help us develop them. 

Thus far, I have considered only the aspect of interpreting involved 
in the conversion of sound into visual language so that the deaf might 
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unde_rstand what the hearing world is saying to the:rn. There i_s a.notheraspect which we seldom consider as interpreting, but which may stimu ..late some thought among you. I am frequently called upon to interpret the writ-tefl word for mydeaf people. Insurance policies, contracts of sale, uniform real estate c<:mtracts, deeds, mortgages, and in many other documents I h�ye had_fa) interpret the fine: print for the deaf in my town. Still another example i;:i reverse interpreting in writing. The deaf tell me in signs what theywant me to say, and I write it down for them. This -is a rather .. humanfailing_among the hearing, too, I sho1:1,ld·note. Quite a few people.I knowwould much rather talk than write. This -type of inte�preting puts a certain res!)onsibility ·upon our deaf leaders-or deaf interpreters, as the case ,may be-;!!-:,'-that -,of bei:r_1.g-.c.Orrect. -We might attempt to define here in. th:ls. :w.orkshbp the .concept of .. the legal and moral responsibility of the literate deaf p·erson fr�m-,whom .many seek assistance. Of course, this, type qf interpreting might encroach into the field of counseling; yet_ it illustrates that the socialproblems arising out - o-f dea]ness are very complex and require thes�rvices . of many disc_ipl.j.p.es, which--.may o_verl�p. I have ·been,_ talking, for nearly a half hour· now and have hardlytouched the .subject of interpreting. I ha¥e putpcysely avoided discussiono_;f the· problem of interpreting· f-or sem��J.iterates, and the illiterates whp· need medical or ps.yGhiatric treatment, or social services from profes.:.·si;onals. S,o y_ou can ·see that we·-have much to think about in -the next three days • .- Now, I have reached the end of my allotted time. Before I-leave you I would like to say a few words on how the deaf feel about interpreting:.-
(

.. Without· interpreters, our world would be much narrower than it 
� is� These_wo1_1derful people, understanding, dedicated, are-·our bridges andour g�tes to the world of. sound; our escape- from silence. Through -theirears we communicate with the hearing. Through their hearts we feelt4e ·ties of brotherhood even through the invisible wall of silence thatsets us apart, We know that we impose upon. them, often too much; - and_ that weabuse their frieridship and stretch their tolerance. Yet I _know that -theyrealize their satisfaction in knowing that they serve their fellowman.I can think of no higher satisfaction, no higher calling; I can think ofno qther · group of p_eople who are held in higher esteem than that i1_1which we deaf people hold our friends, the interpreters. 
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Recruitme�t of 1.rt!l"Pr,eters by and fo.r the Dea�

Frederick C. Schreiber, ,Executive Director 
District of Columbia .Association of the Deaf 

Th�· (1U0stfon of recruitment of:interpreters for the d�af· i� \i.· coinplex 
one. It i;:; generally cortsidered today_ that we have m)···w:oitiin in COil'
nec.tion with ·this vitaf 3.sl)ed ·o:( deafness and beca·use Of 1this, ''sp·e·aki:iig' 
of recruitment is- something -like-trying· to put a rOof On a house te:fo're 
the· 'walls have been built. 

But it is wrong tO assume t:hat we have no program-at pres,�:nt 
We have at least f6ur minimum requireniElnts with regard io fnteT'... 
preters. These are: They 'must be abfe to ·hear;· they must be ,'able· _to 
sign; they must be willing; and they must be available. This is 8-borit 
the absolute 'minimurii. It is· doubtflll ·jf you could get any lowei
sfandards than that. Ev8Il So,·:We find glarlrig lack of not orily_ i"ifai.li. 
able interpreters as such but an e.ven mor·e _distressing laCk of knowledge 
on the part Of the deaf as tO wli.om to see aTid how · to go about '"Securing 
interpreting services when they are needed._. It has· bee� _assumed that
interpreters are usually more readily availii.ble in cities a�i··other heavily 
populated areas and, conversely, are lacking· in the rural seCtions of 
the country. But is that'righi? 1 doubt it. For one thing, in the citi-es, 
deafness is an impersonal thing. The average city dweller expects that 
the deaf man has either three heads or something similarly startling, 
and as a consequence, when the need for communication with a deaf 
individual arises, he does not know how to go about it.� And all too 
often the deaf person is unaware of where or how he could secure helP 
in this line, even though the fact that he has seen interpreters used 
before. It just doesn't occur to him that they could_ also be used in 
perSonal matters as well as ·before groups. 

On the other hand, the deaf in rural areas, having lived in a small 
community all their lives, are well known, their difficulties are known 
to their neighbors and as a result while there may not be many avail
able interpreters in these locations, neither are there many occasions 
in which they are needed. 

Basic Sources of Interp�eters 

Presently, we have two basic sources on which we· draw for inter
preting when needed. These are our children and the educators of 
the deaf who are familiar with the language of signs. Neither of the two, 
however, has a full concept , o-:fr. ":the function of an interpreter, and as a 
consequence. the full value ·:and_ benefit of a competent interpreter is 
yet to be_ appreciated. In addition, the demand on the schools .. for inter
preting services has grown to alarming proportions. While it is 
realized the school people are truly interested and have made gr�at 
Sacrifice.$ to : be of service, there is such a thing as beating a willing 
horse to death, and that is not too far in the offing in this cas·e, since 
nothing has been ·done to alleviate the situation or to seek new inter.: 
preters to help carry the load. It must be remembered, also, that in most 
cases,· interpreting. that is done. vOluiitarily, and there. is and neiver hae 
been -much' percentage in· looking a gift horse in the mciuth. So long 
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as the services of interpreters are obtained on a voluntary basis, there 
is little hope for the establishment of standards of competency that 
must be made before we can hope to get away from the minimum levels 
on which we now rest, and little hope for the creation of an effective 
recruitment program unless such standards are set. 

An effective recruitment program must of a necessity have several 
prerequisites. We must be prepared, before we can hope effectively 
to induce people to take part in this program, to list accurately: What 
do we need foterpreters for? The need is not and should not be limited 
solely to the courts. Nor is it en·ough to throw in meetings, after� 
dinner speeches, and commencement. addresses and call it a day. Some 
effort must be _made. to assess the fields in which they will be used. 
Then we have to set the standards of competency that will be required 
of them. It is obvious that the more ability to hear and use signs is 
not enough. On the other hand, this could be a very demanding pro� 
,gram, one in which a recruit would have to spend considerable: time 
and effort in mastering all that is required of him. I would suppose 
people would think twice before volunteering for any arduous program 
in training. And finally there arises the question of compensation. 
Who will pay for these services? This is one of the biggest stumbling 
blocks in our path. There are some who feel that the deaf people 
themselves should pay. There are others who believe that the com
inunity should pay, and whatever results, the fact remains that to 
get effective service, reliable service, the compensation must - be ade� 
quate for the job. 

Once such prerequisites are settled, and assuming they can be 
settled to the satisfaction of everyone, then what? How and who will 
do the actual recruitment? It seems to me that it is paramount that 
1'.ecruitment be done by the deaf themse1lves. The relation between an 
interpreter and the person for whom he is interpreting can be a very 
personal thing. And as suc_h, it would never do to assign just anyone 
who happens to be handy to the task. There is also the fact that the 
language of signs, like any other language, varies from region to region, 
and to attempt to standariz-e it would be like attempting to dam a river, 
a pebble at a time. 

Role of Organizations of the Deaf 

It may be possible that the National Association of the Deaf, and 
its cooperating member associations, can provide the initial impetus to 
a recruitment program. It might also be helpful if all the other na
tional organizations of and for the -deaf could lend a hand, at least 
in the beginning, to disseminate the information, to make available to 
as many people as possible, the existence of such a recruitment program 
and the requirements and compensation that go with it. By putting 
the program under the direction of a national organization of the deaf, 
we can at least insure that the standards, and_ methods of determining 
compliance to these standards, will be uniform, even if the signs will 
not. It will or should also insure that an up-to-date list of eligible 
interpreters in all parts of the country would be available when needed, 
no matter what the purpose. Presumably registers will have to be 
provided. It must be remembered that situations will vary not only 
from community to community, but from individual to individual. In 
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some cases, women wHl be needed; others will be "men only" deals, 
and still others. will find anyone handy acceptable. In extreme cases, 
where persons of limited education are involved, it might also be neces
sary to have deaf people available to assist the interpreters since the 
language of signs is something that can defy interpreting at times, 
and only a person who has lived with it all his life can make sense of 
some of the things that are being said. 

There is a great need for pers�nnel in this field. One could easily 
say that under ideal conditions, we would have registers of interpreters 
in the office of almost every public agency: judicial, police, medical, 
educational, social welfare, rehabilitation, and religious organizations. 
All these groups could use such information as to where and how to 
secure the services of interpreters when they are needed. And it must 
be remembered that the need for interpreters works both ways. We 
can have deaf people who are confident that they speak with astounding 
clarity who are incomprehensible to the people with whom they are 
trying to communicate. We can have others who will try to communicate 
via pencil and still be incomprehensible to those with whom they are 
trying to talk, and these people might have to, or at least wish to, call 
in an interpreter in self defense. When all is said and done, the actual 
recruitment of interpreters seems to depend on the kind of program 
that can be devised here. 

Given a reasonable program which defines the fields that inter
pretation will cover, the standards ·of competency that will be required 
of the recruit, and an adequate fee system to make all the effort of 
meeting these standards and the inconvenience and time worthwhile. 
recruitment can take care of itself. 

The inclusion of organizations· of the deaf as well as for the deaf 
could serve many purposes. 

For one thing, there are the requirements of the ,orally deaf. For 
my part, they need interpreters as much as anyone else, but I would not 
presume to suggest how we might meet this need. For another, there 
are several sources of potential supply which might become available 
to us once a formal program has been established, social workers and 
rehabilitation field agents for example. 

National and Local Recruitment 

Just how far we could go in the recruitment of interpreters seems 
to depend mainly on the program that is devised. While the number 
and function of interpreters, within the broad range .of a national pro
gram, would possibly be a matter for local determination since situa
tions vary from community to community, and also the extent of services 
that might be undertaken. A program geared to meet the needs of 
only the courts would naturally require less interpreting than one that 
attempts to provide all-out community services. 

I have said enough, I think, to make it plain that I believe that 
recruitment will depend mainly on the sort of a program that you devise. 
Given a practical, workable plan so arranged that the deaf people for 
whom it is intended will use it, we will have an ample number of 
recruits for all our needs. Failing that, we can always fall back to 
our minimum requirements. 

I have said more than enough, I think. The rest is up to you. 
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Utilization of Interpreters for Deaf Persons 
in Criminal Proceedings 

Judge Sherman G. Finesilver 
Denver District Court, Denver, Colorado 

It has been held uniformly that a deaf person--either with or 
without the ability to speak-who has the ability to observe and narrate 
his observations through the use of interpreters and understands the 
sanctity of the oath, is a credible and competent witness in a court of 
law. However, it is quite apparent that there are instances when deaf 
individuals could suffer great injustices because of their inability to 
communicate accurately and effectively in a court of law. It is essential 
to American justice that all p,ersons have the full protection of the 
law and have the fullest opportunity possible to defend themselves 
properly and aid in their defense. 

For that reason, it is my sincere belief that interpreters should be 
made available for defendants not only in criminal proceedings but 
also in traffic courts throughout the country. It is my strong belief 
that in criminal proceedings the accused should not only have the right 
to appear and defend in person and by counsel-but also that the ap
pointment and utilization of interpreters in said cases is essential to 
due process of law. For that reason, it is timely for the development 
of a uniform or standard law to be adopted in the respective states 
which would make provision for interpreters to assist the deaf and the 
severely hard of hearing who are unable to understand proceedings due 
to their deafness. 

Provisions of a standard law should include the following: 

1. Interpreters should be provided to assist the deaf and severely
hard of hearing not only in criminal proceedings and in courts of 
record, but also in traffic and magistrates courts. Most state laws 
that provide for interpreters for deaf defendants make the requirement 
essential only in courts of record. The vast number of traffic courts in 
the country are not courts of record; for that reason, it is essential that 
interpreters for the deaf be made available in all courts on every level 
of criminal administration in the United States. 

2. The expenses for said interpreters in criminal cases should be
assumed by the state and at no expense to the person charged. 

3. No showing of indigency need be made for the provision for
interpreters. 

4. Interpreters should be provided in said cases at every stage of
the proceedings from the time of arrest, arraignment, trial, probation, 
and appeal. 

5. Fees paid to interpreters should be similar in amount as estab
lished for all other interpreters, i.e., foreign languages. 

6. The provision for interpreters shall apply to traffic offenses,
misdemeanors, felonies, grand juries, coroner inquests, and all other 
criminal proceedings or quasi-criminal proceedings, 

7. The ·National Registry of Professional Interpreters and Trans
lators for the Deaf should have the responsibility of developing lists 
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of qualified interpreters, and interpre.ters in· the. respective ,cases shall
be appointed by the court from said .lis.t. 

8. The request by a defendant for the appointment of an inter
preter should not be necessary; but more _so, tp.� court on its· -own initia� 
tive should appoint an intei;-pretei; .in the fil"st instance so that the 
defendant is adequatelY and fairly advised of the charge against him 
�nd his legal rig�ts and_ responsibi��ties therewith .. 

Film Test for h'lferpreters fqr the De�f

John A. Gough_,. -,Chi�f 
Ca p'tioned Filfil's for th.e :Q�af

Since sound is not involved to any considerable extent in. inter
preting .for the deaf, test films should be .on 8mm silent film ·for use 
with the 8mm No. 500 Technicolor cartridge load_- projector. This com� 
bines simplicity of operation with minimal cost both as to equipment 
and film. 

· · 

Types of Presentation 
Testing should be designed to disclose two kinds of skill on the 

part of the interpreter, namely, receptive skills and expressive skills. 
Receptive skills are those by which the interpreter is able to read the 
signed conversation of another and translate it into spoken or written 
English. Expressive skills are the ability to translate English into the 
language of signs. It can not be too strongly emphasized that the 
whole purpose of the interpreting, whether expressive or receptive, is 
to convey thought and meaning. In other words, it is not enough for 
the interpreter to simply give an equivalent sign for each English word 
and assume that understanding on the part of the deaf person will be 
automatic. This' arises from the fact that intonation, emphasis, and 
other factors .of communication of a non-verbal nature play an important 
part in the totality of conveying meaning. For example, a schoolboy 
finding another snooping in his locker roughs up the intruder and .. says, 
"That will teach you to snoop in my locker." The emphasis in the, 
sentence plus the sense of the whole situation, body posture, facial 
expression, etc., conveys an exactly opposite meaning from that con
veyed by the words standing alone. 

It might be further pointed out that tests of expressive ability 
should take into account the types of situations· in· which an interpreter 
is likely to be required to interpret for the deaf. In other words; ·skill 
in translating a formal address into the language of signs is qliite 
different from interpreting in a court room or in a job interview Situa
tion for example. The interpreter must know the language liniitati:on·s 
of the deaf and have ability to simplify, to clarify, a:rid'to think-visually 
in order to convey meaning to thE\ deaf person. Test films should 
attempt to isolate these abilities as well as to test the astuteness of 
the interpreter in judging the level of difficulty which he· dare assume 
in translating for a particular individual. Oversimplification for .-a 
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sophisticated deaf individual may tend to cut off communication as· 
effectively as abstruseness would do in the case of the deaf person of 
limited capacities. .._, 

Receptive skill on the('!mrt of the ··interpreter refers to his ·ability 
t<tpbserve the _deaf person using the language of signs and_ to translate 
it. into written or spokeJ! English. .Thi.�· involves ability to _do far more 
than -read form._al cor:rect signs. One must. be �ble not only to under� 
si;and-sign_s and spelling _at .. the normal rat;e of __ use by the deaf person 
b�t .. · t� read the other non-ve_rbal communicative actions and expressions. 
�hich divulge the thought o:r' the individual. 

Since most deaf people ;:ire exposed to some training in -speech anQ, 
liprea<;iing a. question $hCn;ild. be raised as to- .whet:l}er. or not the in:t�.r
P,r�"t:er should also -be able · -to. use -speech in collnection with signs and_.to 
�erstand.,,tmperfe,ct ·or. fragme;ntary speech of-.the deaf. 

Technique& of T�st�g 

ReeeptiVe tests can be given by having' the interpreter Watch it 
filtned Sequence in which the general environment has been identified, 
stop the film, and -:then tell -what the deaf person· said. The test would 
be to see ·whether· he could, -give · substantially.· What the '.'standard'' 
interpretation indicated. · For ,example, ·we- see a· shot of· a door with a 
label, "Rehabilitation Counselor," theh a medium closeup -of the ·-de·at 
client-talking to the counselor. We then-'zoom· in· to a clos-eup of the 
deaf person signing, "I do not like my job because the fumes-··ftom the 
oven give me. the headache. I want· an· outside .- job ·because· I think it 
would be better for my health." The film is'. theh' Stopped ··a:rtd the
person being-teSted."is given time to write what he ha:k··:seen:·- The t-ester 
has a number of sample answers or interpretations which are acceptable 
and similarly, others Which ar·e not acceptable� ··The·· teSt col.lid' eontinue 
through several situations of a similar nature. Lehgth of,: these se
quences should Vary from a., word ·or ·phrase to a statement of some 
length. They should not all be isolated but·-should- follow s0m'e s·equence
of thought Centering abd'Ut an idea or s-ituition. ·· 

Expressive tests will require more ingenuity both for filming and 
for testing. Using a single film technique· the tester can place the 
subject·--beside a· screen which the subject· canll'ot· see. The tester turns 
on the projector which carries a captioned and sigrredI·seqtience. As 
the captions appear, the tester: reads the words aloud to the subject. 
Subject must make the signs for the words as they are spoken and the 
tester observes film and live action to d-etermine whether or' not· they 
are ·substaritially identical. .. This shollld be structured ·so that a rela
tively uninformed person as to the language of signs could administer 
the test. 

Using two films simultaneously the tester sees a film in which 
two persons are conversing in the language of signs. The subject seeR 
a similar film in which he responds to the remarks of the other deaf 
individual. At points where the subject is to respond, the film goes 
blank exc-ept for a white line which. starts as a dot on the left side of 
the screen then travels to the right becoming a line as it moves. By 
the time the line has moved across the screen he must have finished 
his response and the next picture sequence: comes 'on. The tester watches 
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the screen and compares the signs seen there with those made by the 
subject. 

Developing the Films 

After working out the story line for each film and an approximate 
script, the actors for these sequences should go through the routines 
in a television studio where the action can be taped and studied im
mediately in order to develop the best format for each. Final shooting 
could then be done in the film studio. Thought should be given, however, 
to doing final shooting by television and making 16mm kinescopes 
which could then be reduced to 8mm release prints. In planning the 
shooting, care should be given to the lighting with the understanding. 
that the release prints are to be in 8mm version, since contrasts tend 

to be accentuated in reduction printing. Deepening of shadows may 
tend to reduce the readability of the films. 

The foregoing remarks are predicated on the assumption that 
release prints will be black and white. Since the whole concept here 
is experimental in nature it seems that black and white should be used 
until some sample films have been made and tested to determine the 
feasibility of the concept. If it proves successful, color might be used 
in the final version if the added c.ost seems to be justified by greater 
serviceability through the use of color film. 

As a sample of the dialogue for the two film techniques the follow .. 
ing is suggestive: 

Question: What are the colors of the American flag? 
Response: Red, white, and blue. 
Question: What do the stripes in our flag stand for? 
Response: They stand for the 13 colonies. 
Question: How many stars are in the flag? 
Response: Fifty. 
Question: What do the stars in the flag stand for? 
Response: The fifty states. 
Question: Who was the leader of our nation when the flag was 

made? 
Respons·e: Washington. 
Question: Tell what state Washington's home was in and the 

name of his estate. 
Response: His home was in Virginia and was named Mount 

Vernon. 
Numerous sequences should be worked out and tried in actual 

practice to determine how they should be worded and the effectiveness 
of this device as a test. 

The Deaf Welfare Examination Board 

( The following information was supplied by .Alan MacKenzie, the 
Honorary Registrar of the Deaf Welfare Examination Board of Eng
land, regarding the functions of the Hoard:) 

uBriefly, the Board lays on its practical examination for all who 
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take the diploma or the certificate of the Board as part of the total 
examinations at the end of their third year of training, just before they 
take their final third year papers, i.e., it is not just an examination for 
interpreting, but part of the wider whole. It forms part of a vivci voce 
at which all members of the Board are present, and at which candidates 
are asked oral questions or any relevant aspect of work for the deaf 
and/ or hard of hearing. 

"Candidates are examined singly, but there is no rigid set of 
examinations for each. The fundamentals are the same, of course-
examination in giving and receiving of fingerspelling and signs; 
interpretation of part of a speech or talk either from hearing to deaf 
or vice versa; interpretation of very illiterate deaf; for those who take 
the diploma, rendering of a Biblical passage, or a prayer or hymn or 
part of a sermon, etc.") 

INTERPRETING (1) 

Introduction 

I have been asked to give you two lectures of one hour each on 
"Interpreting," one paper this morning and the other tomonow morn
ing. The paper this morning will deal with "Types of deaf needing 
different methods of approach." Tomorrow I shall deal with "The 
Practical Side"-the application in the courts, hospitals and inter
preting in public meetings. I am not dealing with the church side; 
Mr. MacKenzie is speaking on that side of the work. 

"Types of deaf needing different methods of approach" 

I am not placing the types in any order of merit, but they are: the 
pure oralists, the deafened, the deaf and dumb, and the deaf-blind. 

The Pure: Oralist 

The description is but a description of the method by which they 
have been taught--the pure oral method-not a description of their 
character. These non-signers, and, usually, non-fingerspelling deaf. 
Educated on the oral system, such as at Mary Hare Grammar School, 
Ince Jones at Northampton, Fitzroy Square in London. As I tell you 
of these people I want it to be understood that I speak from personal 
experience .of these people as from these schools. I have never visited 
these schools· myself. 

They are usually of the upper middle-class. They speak with voice 
-they speak in grammatical sentences. The tone is usually that which
we would expect from one who does not hear sound and who has never
heard the sound of his own voice. It is usually laboured and monotonous.
It seems a strain to talk, but they struggle on. I have found that
they express their thoughts slowly. The brake is on all the time.
They are thinking in words and thinking as normal hearing people
of course do not need to do, they ·are thinking of how the words should
be said-probably recollecting how they were taught to say the partic
ular syllables whilst at school. As I say, I speak from my own observa
tion of such oralists who are adults. They betray intense concentration
on this "How-to-say-it-method." That is easily discerned by watching
their facial expres·sions. Maybe they are good at recitation of set
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pieces, as the sc.hool magazines tell us, for they speak beautifully, but 
,9f'free speech :i�:-·is another story. You will find little wrong with the 
·structure of, .their sen:tences. Their articulation is easily understood.

In speaking tp them: we must not use our hands, however slow the 
rate of conversation___,.unless, of course, they gestl:ll"e themselves. We 
·must speak and,,.-articulate ... carefully. Slow laboured articulation will
not help. Try and get a moderate speed. I remember one father being
·very surprised when I spoke to his·::son at a reasonable s.peed�. Father
was very· labour-.ed. It seems. that-I had more faith in the system than 
· ,he · had. Sorri.e · l :h�ve ;found ·do not .make such progress, or, acknowledg
ing the articulation ·· of· such a method, have readily used gestures and
ev.en finge,rsp·eJling-s-o ·there may-.be some who· evade my ·description
of theµi:;

They do not mix with our deaf signers, and in London they hav.e
their own club. They are usually born of parents who have had the
wherewithal to send them to a private schOb-1. They have received a
more individual training. I�. r,omparis().n with our deaf, they seem to
have wider interests. We must consider them well and truly for their
"clwn · sakes ··and ·not :for or by reason Of oui- own theories (or, fol' that
m·atter_;· fOi-. their·:.-hr their. teachers'· theories·)· concerning Pure oralism.
Ewings' bookS,' "9P.Po;tunitY and the, nea:f Child" and "Handicap of
·nea:t::ne_ss/' shollld ··b·.� read: _ _ "Th�.Y (the_, Otalists)' rel)resent. a clas_s Who
Cannot·· ea$ily :rnii" hi our :woi-killiciiss fostifotes, but they .. are a·WeiCoine
leaveri' "ff We can convert them to ··a practical ChristianitY to be Wprk-�!'.l 
out.- amongst their less 'fortunately educated 'brOthers and sisters. As 
with a:n, deaf,-. .they will gravitate towards our institutes if -_they find 
_tflat t�e represl;'lntatiV:l;'lS- ( QUr$elves_) are t;rue friends . They_ ,_'J?ring a 
Charm into· .a world -which. wore Q:ften lacks chal"II). than contains ":it. 

Make sure that the iule-S are :follOwed when we· s!)eak to them-light 
on the speaker's face, well-axtiCulated lips. An animated face (i.e., 
;natural �pression) .is helpful (it i-s .. but another way of signing!)'-. Do 
-llot thrust the face at them with outstretched neck and peninsular. lips
that almost sho.ut "You'r,e gp�na. understand _what I say even if _-it
breaks my jaw"-(it might!) .. We must take our. poise from them·�aim, gentlemanly and. u:Pright; diff�ril"/-g only according to temperament
--:-trusting it is born of _a, truly· lovlllg sympathy.

The Deaf-speaking Adult 
These are deaf adults who were deafened in childhood by an accident 

or illness. Before they were rendered deaf they were able to speak, for 
they:were normal hearing children. 

Among these people we s·ee the effects of sudden deafness clamping 
down upon the life and memories of a happy hearing child. These 
are the people who have known and enjoyed hearing and are now left 
comparing themselves with those who have had no such misfortune. 

These people can remember sound. They have the vocabulary which 
is large or small according to their subsequent ability to master their 
affliction, which ability arises from their character. I would submit 
that it is true to say that for the great majority, if not for every 
deafened person, the course of their lives was altered. One recalls 
many whose background would not lead them to become members of 
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the church, or to give leadership and, s·ervice to others whom we term 
deaf and dumb. These have turned an adversity into a:··.blessiilg and 
its consequences to the use· of ·others· for· :g:oOd. 

Of these, we seem to have two types .. Those· of thoU:g"'ht£u.l ·p·aren:ts 
who, though very disappointed that their' child is so afflicted, neveitht�
less, have cooperated with the sehool teachers and -persevel'ed with their 
child. Also, there are those of careless parents who have not ·bothered 
or who have been encumbered with more children than they· can manage. 
These parents have thrown in the spo'nge ·and left their handicapped 
child to fend for himself in this hard· ·world. This · deaf child· has a 
delightful independence, but has bad · speech and .atrocious language 
(grammatically). From the ranks of the. former we find our really 
valuable deaf who form the backbone of our dub committees and, if we 
can drawn them in, the leaders of the· churck They are easily under
stood. They speak fluently with their voice. They may la:ck inflection, 
and mispionunciations are common� These are the people who' can 
blind the newcomer to the inartiCulates_.:._the deaf and almost ·dumb, 
who await our ministrations over their brothers' shoulders with a timid 
smile. These deaf speaking are kings and princes in this· world into 
which we have entered, even though they are beggars in the world 
fr.om which we have come. In our progress amidst (n'Ot through) the 
different kinds of deaf people the leaders will, naturally, be shown to 
you by your mentor. If not by your mentor then, by the subj-ect him
self. His speech is so easy to follow that you will accept him as ·your 
interpreter; you will lean on him. If such a person is valued and chosen 
by the people, then use him as a leader of the deaf, but nOt the artificer 
of your thoughts concerning the deaf problem as a whole. Nothing 
would be more disastrous than that if you fell into that trap. It is hard 
to get out of it and assess and combat the mistakes of the educational 
system of our country as applied to the deaf. We are in the best position 
to combat those mistakes so let us not beguiled into a wrong conception 
by intelligent deaf-speaking leaders. 

Returning to the deaf-speaking, we turn to those who are in my 
latter group-those of careless parents. These may not express them
selves so clearly; their letters tell us that their affliction ha.s twisted 
what was once their normal thought. They usually have a flair for 
organising and a knack of getting at the core of an argument. Some I 
have found imagine that their speech is fluent (their relations say they 
are g.ood, so we must not disappoint them.) They sign sparingly and 
finger-spell hardly at all. It will not be much use urging them to finger
spell, but do insist that they sign more clearly, distinctly and completely. 
A humorous check now and again will generally be taken in the right 
spirit. From thes'e people I have :found many, many pessimists. I think 
that they can foresee the logical course, or maybe remember what 
happened before-or see the cause and effect--and say with annoying 
candour: "lt'i:: n_o good, we've tried that before-if so and so happen·s, 
what then ?-No good." And so on. The deaf and dumb have more 
faith because they lack such perspicacity. 

Some of the speaking deaf have vowel hearing. They speak with 
long drawn out vowel sounds and hardry clip any .. of their Wo:ids' with 
consonants. Nowadays, they are in a0 

.. ·sciwol. for partially-hearing chil-
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dren and use hearing aids to correct their speech and help their recogni
tion of sounds. 

These vowel hearers of the education of the '20s and '30s have not 
had the benefit of hearing aids, and this segregation from the totally
deaf iS' a postwar development. These people you will. find in your 
:i;nstitutes. They have poor speech and their grammar may be worse 
than the totally deaf. Th()s�, however, who are benefitting by the 
modern hearing aids ought to be better off. It remains to be seen 
whether they will join in the life of the institute for the deaf. I think 
that they will, if they are independent of their teachers and parents. 
But these two influential sets of people will do all they can to persuade 
him that he is normal with his hearing aid, and think the last battle 
won when he (or she) marries a normal hearing partner. 

Amongst the speaking deaf you will encounter those who have, 
unfortunately, been dominated at school by teachers who are devotees 
of strict .oralism. (Devotees is a carefully chosen word.) Signing and 
fingerspelli�g was a punishable offence-it has ·been .driven under
ground (or under the desk) ,. and so they emerge from school wlth 
!Uany �'half-baked" signs (mostly of their own invention) and with 
plenty of "mouthing," so-called speech, helping-out crude signs, and 
vice versa. Perhaps that is mainly in the south. 

The Deaf and Dumb 

This ambiguous description covers all people who hav-e been 
educated at special schools for the deaf. Using the term "dumb" more 
accurately, we woUld limit this _to those who were born deaf or we·re 
aeafenEid befoi-e· they ·underst-Ood speech. · They 'have never known the 
spoken word. TheY have been taught slowly ·how to say letters, then 
words. But right from the time of their ·deafness� until they are 4 or 5 
years of· age, they know· :hot a word. (I am· dealing with our adults of 
today.) BUt their minds ·were active: Their eYes looked ·about them 
with perhaps more alertness than their normal brothers' eyes_ They 
Observed pe·ople, things, and happenings. But be, that as· it may, what 
they saw was mainly left as an untitled picture-with this difference, 
that an untitled picture can be mused over and studied by the mind 
informed and made imaginative through normal contacts, but the 

, rapidly changing scenes · of life must perforce come and go, for there i.s 
no time to stand· a:nd stare: although the deaf· child does do that and 
earns :for itself the unjust labels of "stupid" and "Silly." There was, 
more often than not, no one present to wli(lm th�s· ·enCJ:uiTing mind, which 
is surely in every child, could turn. The many ·questions that leap to 
the lips of a growing child may or may not leap to a deaf and dumb 
child's mind. They could hardly come forth· with eager and easy 
spontaneity unless, I seriously submit, the child was of deaf parents 
and he had, from early days, "chattered" upon his hands. The easy 
sign "What?" and the pointing finger is frowned upon. This just isn't 
done, and what is merely a conventional mistake or breach of etiquette 
becomes a moral wrong in a deaf child's mind. This struggling mind 
may buzz with eagerness and excitement only to simmer and sink for 
no one is there who will help him. 

Puzzlement, followed by lazy acceptance of unanswered questions, 
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are never the true signposts upon the path of acquired knowledge. We 
are faced with the adult who is an enlarged version of this child whose 
mind has never truly been encouraged in its natural manner. 

The transition from a non-understanding or tnisunderstanding of 
things to the incomprehension of normal people and their ways cannot 
but build a character which contains such unpleasant traits as resent
ment and suspicion. The emphasis that these traits will receive in due 
time will also be increased by the lack of sound which is the deaf 
person's permanent loss. The sincerity of voice which conveys warmth 
from person to person will be missing. Music, natural and artificial, 
that soothes and softens will have no mellowing effect. (These inf}u. 
ences do shape thoughts. and hence, lives. It is cruel to teU a deaf 
person that they are fortunate for they do not hear the unpleasant 
things of life!) . ..,_ fd

Now what sort of mind has this person got'! How did he start'! I� 
submit in pictures, not in words. They are f-orced into a word-mould 
of thinking, but left to themselves, they will sign, sign, and sign. They 
speak but a little. These are the inarticulates of whom I spoke. These 
need our ministrations to a far_ greater degree than anyQne else, but, 
unfortunately, are overshadowed by their deaf-speaking friends. A 
plentifully staffed Mission might well make sure that one member 
of the staff, in rotation. deals with such deaf and dumb alone. 

They converse in signs, rarely fingerspelling-unless they are of 
schools that have wisely allowed and taught them the combined method. 
They prefer to describe rather than name. Pictures again! People 
have nam�s, but to them, some facial or bodily deformity will be 
sufficient to label that person for life. They throw signs at each 
other in a descriptive sort of way, and act their conversation with 
much life. Repetition is frequent. Maybe the reason is that they are 
not sure if they have got their thoughts across---or perhaps they feel 
their lack in expressing themselves. 

Example: '1Can't understand ·mother-very bad lip read-little 
lips-cooking-very small lips-can't understand-show people good 
mother--bus better, but at home, bad-not fair-at hom_e Can't under
stand-bad lips small." In explaining _things to the deaf and dumb, 
we first act the episode. We will use key words-not saying "Have 
you found work now?" But,_ "Work-good'!" Reply: "No work." 
Question: "How long no work?" Reply: then, "What work?", 
and so on. 

The hearing trainee new to work among people who think in this 
picture and telegraphic language will meet with difficulty unless he 
applies himself to the understanding of the deaf and dumb way of 
thinking. Usually the newcomer follows a grammatical sequence and 
signs with creditable clearnesS', but may at the end of his labours 
through just one sentence find his deaf person as wise as he was at 
first. It is not usually noticeable for the deaf person will nod and get 
away as quickly as possible if the conversation does not impinge on 
his material well-being. If, however, it is important, the trainee will 
receive strange answers and even stranger looks. I would submit that 
the flow of the ordinary sentence can greatly confuse a deaf and dumb 
person. At first he will grasp at the words common to him, but if 
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these words are outnumbered,.e_ven 3-1, by the .others in the. sente:q.c�, 
w4ich ·are uncommon to him, he will give up gra_Spin!?,'- __ .: :: .

In conver_sation, __ remember their practical interests-their. work,
-home, famHy,fa.nd "t:h�i;·sport. They· are ready to lauih and ar�.relie'Ved
ii a· laug'4_._c0lµes soqn. ,Alth�.iug�_ a sense of humour is we}come,. again
to them_ it is -plain,- l:?lap�t�ck. .that we must._. give. AJso, unles� w.e �re 
-i�xpert in dra�:i:ng lµdic_rous situation15 _.in ��quew;es, we cannot Ji.�empt
4t.o,o much. Remember also their ab�lity for fioing and m�king._ things
,_help. them to expr�ss. themselves in such creative work ..

The l)eaf-Bli;,d 

You will be acquainted with the Way.-:ih which they>receive. The 
great majority Of these people ,are ·speaking deaf with·. norn:1.ai. 'lafigliage 
and a good standard of education, improved by more time to:.,::re-ad 
magazines than perhaps most people have ·time to read. -They haVe not 
what we would caU- .. a;:-,.�a.eaf mind." So this "is fairly ·s-ttaight-fOrW8.-rd, 
·but occasionally you wi1J. · come across ·the- d·eaf and· dutitb · mind; Signs
·are· ·the means of communication>· Fin.gerspelling must be .. used ·s,ome
times, but Whe:h in ·difficti1ty:,use the:fa., ha.rids to· sign .. or·, sign: upon them.

Need I say -that to be ah ·i:h.terpi.-.eter•·to-the::--deaf ·is- to accept a .. :\ilery 
·responsible position in life. Unlike th,r:translator ·of a Idteign. langUage,
the interpreter· to ·"the deaf must think of.· the ,.:m:-ea-ni:ng: of '-what· he -is
intel'preting. We know full well that there ·-are· many WatdS and· phrases
-that the- deaf · person has no· ·understanding . . of.

'I do think that interpreters a:re· born· and n·ot ·made. For example,
i young lady of 13 on "Panoraman is the daughter .of ·a· deaf ·and dumb
:mother. When ··Max Robertson aske'd the· young deaf--and dumb man
·
1-'-What is y'our ambition?" She automatically changed "Ambition"· to
·''What do-you want to be'?","but 1 could see by her.:-'.exptession.tthat she
,kriew ·is Well as I did tlfat even- that · qliick · chang-e would not-- get a
good answer. My opinion is that the·. young man· did. ,-not:·· grasp it at
·in,- but··that is no· discredit to the young petSon, who did ve':ry·-we1l.
h I have been,·seeing a lot of silent· films· lately· at my clubs, and
atthOUgh' it is a pity that they have not the medium·· of the word oil the
i:i"creren to iriC:rease their knowledge; as compal°ed with the complete
"absence-of written words· of the· sound filnis, I find myself saying·"They
won�f get' m.UCh "from that." And;- to urtderline·· it even · more, ·during
this Lent r Was Watching ·the silent fi-lm "Barabbas:" with :my deaf.
The thought of difficulty hardly arose in my mind as the wording was
very ·terse · and to the point. However , when a· particular ·reel came
t-6 its end and the lights went up· two women immediately asked rne
what ·"con ... : .. :}? was. They described the scene, but my mind just
would not find the word, but in our struggles a hearing girl of ·15 im
mediately pounced on the .word "conscientious.11 There I speak of the
natural interpreter who, however, must mix and work with the deaf
to deepen and explain their inherited knowledge of the difficulties of
deaf thinking.

For the valiant person who has come into the deaf world and. having
normal hearing will soon be asked to interpret for - a. deaf person. To
him. or her, please do not think things are so easily done as to .pr:esent
no problem at all. l hope-that everyone here-knows that literal-trans-
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lation is very rarely of·any use,.to·_any deaf person unless they have 
as normal a manner of thinking as any fairly well-educated hearing 
pers·on. · Get down. to bed-rock. Mix with them in their conversation 
in the club. Directly I say that, I know that questions will arise in 
your mind. You will know that they will Ilot carry on if the chaplain 
is there. Or they .. may think-or you may feel-that you are poking 
in unwantedly. Perhaps the best way is to start a general conversation 
with two or three people and gradllally let them take over, then study 
them hard. They are much more natural in a group than when we deal, 
with them as individuals in our office. 

It is a task. I would rather be accused of thinking too much of 
the difficulties than of minimising them. 

Conclusion 
Such is, .this paper. Generalising is always dangerous for_ excep-, 

tions abound in plenty. However, I hope this will help and stimulat_e to 
further and deeper thought about the deaf mind. If it, does, then 'the 
preparation of this lecture has been worthwhile. 

INTERPRETING (2) 

The Practical Work 
Court Work 

(a) The Magistrate's Court
The first contact will probably be in the police station when the

charge is to be read over to the prisoner. First, find out, if you do· 
not know the prisoner, what sort of deaf person he is, the school he 
attended, whether he learned to lipread and whether he prefers -signs 
or fingerspelling. Encourage the prisoner to use his voice (although 
this latter must also be salted with discretion, for it is wise· not to say 
too much at the reading of the charge. The police often try to keep 
it down to the minimum.) If the prisoner is fairly intelligent an(,i able 
to read, let him read the charge. Invariably the interpreter has to 
explain many words, e.g., larceny, felony. It fa well to give the 
prisoner the core of the charge s·o that his reply (if any) is in answer 
to the charge. The police will help with the formalities. 

The next morning the prisoner will appear in court. This may 
often be the interpreter's first introduction to the case. If so, see_ 
the prisoner beforehand. Explain the charge;' taking no w0rd for 
granted, especially "guilty" oi- "not guilty.'' ExPlain the oath as 
simJ}ly as possible and the moral importance of telling the truth (The 
wisdom of it from a common sense point of view might well be ex
plained also.). If the defendant elects to make a statement he· will 
be qu·estioned. If possible, try and make this possibility clear before:.:.' 
hand. When the defendant is in court he may- beiasked.if he has any, 
questions to ask. This is difficult, even for a hearing person, who: 
is often checked when making a statement and not asking questions.· 
(Of course, if he has a solicitor or counsel, 'questions are asked· oiJ.":thf!
defendant's behalf.) In court it might be possible to frame a remark
made by.the deaf person il.s a question but·It·is wiSe to ask the bench 
for stiCh free interpretation. 
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When the preliminary meeting with your deaf person has been 
completed you should ask to sit in court and listen to other cases. This 
experience helps you to understand the ways of court procedure. Try 
and get the prisoner's story and also the story from the police. This 
last sentence is important, especially the deaf person's angle on his 
misdemeanour. If he does see that he has done wrong, he can then 
learn the nece;;sity of possible punishment, and you may of course 
in your pastoral opportunity sow good. But purely from an interpreter's 
point of view, if you can let the deaf man explain things you get a 
better insight into his mode of expression, which will help you in your 
expression to him. 

(b) The Higher Courts

In the higher courts where counsel (or solicitors) are engaged,
much work is done out of court, in the cells, or waitingrooms. The 
work in the court from our point of view may be limited to translating 
the proceedings. In the divorce courts, or compensation cases, we must 
take great care, especially in cases where there are counsel's questions. 
Questions are carefully asked by the counsel and should be given as 
accurately as they are asked. This doeS' lead to difficulties of language 
-but do not abuse the confidfpllce of the court. Here it may be useful
if the interpreter uses his voice in framing the questions-suiting his
audible words to the manual language being used: This will help the
judge and counsels, and the interpreter can stand corrected if the
�ouns.e_l disputes the sense of the question framed. I have- found it 
w:i.se to let the court see that the deaf person does not understand the 
q,lJe�tiOns as put, if that is the case. The difficulty is thus made known, 
a.�·c:1, the interpreter's advice is more readily accepted. Patience is a
1;1:eCessity, both with the deaf person ancl the . court. Nothing is gained
"bY glossing, and much lost to the deaf person. · 

We must remembe1· also that as interp�eters our work does not 
cease when the witness has given evidence. (For the defendant we 
illterpret all the time, of course!) The witness S"hould be informed of 
"the evidence, etc., that is being given by others that follow him. This 
iS justice and sympathy, but also we do not know if the deaf witness 
may be recalled to give further evidence. 

Position of the Interpreter. We should remember that we .should 
address the bench or judge in translating replies. Our own voices must 
be clear and loud enough. But, of course, if the deaf person is put at 
disadvantage by our position, consider the deaf person first. 

Hospital Work 

This interpreting is more intimate. We are invariably doing this 
fo;r someone we know fairly well. Although doctors are usually patient 
and understanP,ing persons, they are also very busy people. It; is well 
to get thoroughly acquainted (if we are not already so) with the 
symptoms-details, name and address, complaint. Ask questions of 
the deaf patient, and he will be given a chance to rehearse his thoughts. 
He will also have _increased confidence in us for taking this interest. 
We are more free in .our interpreting than in t}le court. But do not 
hav:e a long interesting chit-chat with the doctor for about 10 minutes 
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and· then, .,the dea,:f patje:q.t, but .a couple. of.. sentences .by way of inter
pr.etati9n. This,· irritates .. the deaf persons very much and they may not 
ask us to accompany them next time. Tell them everything the doc_tor 
has said,_· unlesR the doctor expressly says anything to _ the contrary. 
(After all, it is the deaf per.son1s body, not the interpreter's). 

This part deals with interpreting _for the individual. The next 
deals with interpreting for congregations o:r -�udiences. I do not need 
to tell you that everything that is sai,cl .by the: speaker at the public 
gathering ought to be interpreted. We know only too well that the 
deaf would think we were poor interpreters if we had long pauses of 
rest whilst they can see that the speaker is busily carrying on. We 
accept that, and yet I have heard complaints of people who have had 
interpretation in courts or hospital as individuals of "He does not 
interpret everything"-"! had to keep on asking hi� what the judge 
was saying." If an interpreter feels that. he cannot possibly keep up 
and give everything, and starts to leave.-_out wP,ole chunks, then he had 
better not interpret. It does seem wrong. that .a hearing foreigner can 
obtain the services pf an interpreter, free or otherwise, and get a 
literal explanation of every remark and question. If anything is left 
out I would think it is left out because it is difficult to interpret with 
audible voice as well as listen, but in silent interpreting for a deaf 
person, the interpreter ought to be good enough to give everything
even if he feels awfully tired. Many interpreters have interpreterl 
faithfully for hours on end. That surely is the high water-mark of 
faithful interpretatfon, when one can interpret for a deaf brother or 
sister and feel completely whacked at the end of the hearing. 

Public Meetings 

It is' here that we go into the technique of interpreting in more 
detail. 

The method by which we interpret should be conditioned by the 
audience. If they are our speaking deaf, and deaf and dumb, we shall 
assist them to understand by paraphrasing the speaker's remarks; 
unless he is remarkably clear. To give the meaning and not the words 
is important, for many of the words are strange to a deaf mind. Try 
and interpret grammatically and articulate clearly. Grammatically 
because of the speaking deaf who may be in the definite majorit-j, 
being the sort of people who would att'end such meetings. Also, it is 
a ·great help to them to see it fluently· put over. Although much may 
Jjass them by (this depends on the speaker and his subject) they see the 
language· of signs used as it should be used.- · I think it unwise, even if 
i-t were possible, to interpret in real -deaf and· dumb fashion. However, 
now and again the inte.rpreter can attempt a deaf and dumb paraphrase. 

The other meeting is to deaf people who are workers · amongst the 
deaf, .or deaf with normal thinking minds. Here it will be translation 
rather -than interpreting. Here we must try to give not the sense but 
the exact wording, but it is (1) too rapid to be followed word for word, 
(2) does not help good lipreaders, (3) not easy on the eyes and at a
distance presents a smaller target, (4) concentration upon the words
as they come out may prevent the meaning or force of an argument
getting across.
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I would advocate fingerspelling with gestures and clear articula
tion on the lip"s. Not one of the four charges I have made above 
can be said against such translation. Fingerspelling must predominate, 
but signs will give ease. Following such a method the interpreter will 
be able to giVe over the force of the argument. 

The good ·interpreter will identify himself with the speaker as 
-much as possible. He should be a good duplication of the speaker. (Of
course, at a meeting where various people pop up and not all are able
to express their thoughts in orational form, the interpreter can but
"indicate the speaker by name and interpret whatever he says.) \Ve
should do nothirig to deprive oUr deaf. brothers and sisters of the life
and tone in speech. \Vhere is the tone or life in fingerspelt speech'?
As much as we would find in a typewritten -copy of it. Mobility of the
face and body can lend colour so long as it is not overexaggerated. It
is· a mistake to turn the body this way and that as if a puppet on
strings. The face should express ·the emotions in a subdued manner.
If the speaker is emphatic then the interpreter must show that in signs
and look on his face-surprise, anger, sorrow, disappointment, and so on�, 

The position of the interpreter· is important. Never with his back
to the light. The light must be oh his face. His fingers should be
erect and his· arms not higher than his chest and not as low as his
stomach. If higher than his chest it will be an unnatural, tense posi
tion and his interpreting will not look easeful. Such tenseness will
be corrimunicated to the audienc'e and we do not want such tensenesS
to be communicated. If as low as his stomach, this will give a lax
"don't-care-how-I-do�it" attitude. The hands should be away from the
body, but not unnaturally so. In spelling the hands should be firm and
the fingers extended enough t0 give clarity. Some advocate that- the
P,ands should. be with palm facing the_. audience. This is if we are to
cut -0ur lipreading, for the face will be turned sideways-if not, the
i;i;i.ter.preter . will be in an unnatural pqsition (Try it!).

I would rather say the- left hand to point away from the body, or
f�rward. In spening I have noticed some people _q.o a bit of faney
)'{Ork-thus:, the "c" is made · with:,. the left hand and the rest of the
w-9rd with the right hand. The- "p" in, for_ example, "Hope," suddenly
{IJ.-es to the opposite hand. Avoid this fancy work however insignificant
lt: may seem. It is a distraction and <lea� minds, especially if tired
�i�P mqch interpreting, are easily distracted. Practice fingerspelling
(qpe Cannot practice too much) and the best way is to find a deaf
:fun.gerspeller-or partially sighted man who can read good d.ouble-
1},andecl spelling. Do_n't mumble into the half-closed hand. For signing,
:µ1;-a�tice ·mirror work. See yourself as others see you. The rate of
interpreting is important: dictated very often and wrongly by the
sp·eaker. We should resist speed. Should we -keep as close to the
speaker as possible, or lag deliberately behind? That is determined, I
think, by our ability. If we are not born to it, the latter· method will
obviously, be our.-way.

We· are all the ·time assisting our deaf brothers and sisters. Our
gifts· are· �-Ours -t0 us� in His service, and to His glory.

: Slang sigris shou!d be 3.v0ided in official interpreting. These signs
are very forcible but in serious situations they take on_ a deeper meanM
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.ing than we may think. (I think we must realise that the deaf prisoner 
or witness is personally involved and we are but impersonally ·con
·cerned. This may colour our thinking and consequently our interpreters.)
e.g. Counsel in a divorce case: '1Have you ever said to your wife 'I am
sick and tired of you'?" You would ask if that could be altered, as 
literally it might not be understood. The temptation to us·e slang as
being so expressive and to the point would bring a most indignant denial
The slang sign that I have been thinking of is a bit too expressive for
such an occasion. There are many others-for there is a deaf idiom�

The breaking up of words or names is common but it destr.oys the 
object, in my mind, of signs. Signs should give the meanings of words� 
but break up words like ''fellowship," ''worthwhile," "Churchill," and 
where is the meaning? We ought to get our people out of the way of 
lazy signing-especially those school-leavers. We should teach the 
deaf signs (although it may seem like teaching your grandmother to 
suck eggs!). Enquire why they use such and such a sign. Undermine 
their self-satisfaction for a higher reason-after all, the pure oralists 
often attack us on this very weak spot. 

The best places and times of instruction, I find, are with individuals 
in the preparation of church services and in rehearsing for plays, 
especially if our people under tuition are · rather more deaf and dumb 
than deaf speaking. Words often given the wrong signs are the fol
lowing that have more than one meaning: "like;'' "shame," "cry," "pour,'' 
"without," "watch." Natural gestures are more preferable and of 
wider understanding and acceptance, than conventional signs. We 
would find it hard to find the reason or explanation of much conventional 
signing. 

Places and names should be fingerspelt in interpretation. (A wag
gling forefinger and thumb indicating an "L" might mean Livetpo'ol 
fi;ir Liverpudlians, but it might mean "Lucky'' for others and yet 
nothing for others!) 

Conclusion 
We dff well to study the deaf and their signing, but always witli · a 

critical mind. Learn their signs in order to understand, but Jet 
it all- be in order to correct, guide, an·d help them. Such sympathetic 
Study in the first years of ·your training will produce a good interpreter. 

Interpreting for the Deaf* 

By The Rev. T. H. Sutcliffe, M.A. 
Joint Superintendent-Chaplain to the North and East Lancashire 

Welfare Association !or the Deaf 
Bishop's Chaplain to the Intensely Deaf, Blackburn Diocese 

(Published by: The North and East Lancashire Welfaie, 
ASsociation for the Deaf) 

.Translating and Simplifying
There are two quite different things which an interpreter for the 

deaf may have to do, and this is not generally understood. The -first 
thing may be called translating. 
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1'. Translaft'ing; A ·Wt:!11-educated deaf man or one who did not go 
deaf until say· he was 10 or 11 would have a full vocabulary of English 
wOrds: If he·- were i'n,'Court, say because of a motor car accident, or 
because· ·thieves had · stolen Something from his · house, he w,ould simply 
require the interpreter'· to tui-n the words of ql.lestions put to him into 
visible forms for h'i.ni.' to grasp by sight. He would wish the interpreter 
to give him the actual ·words spoken. The interpreter's task would be 
a mere translation Of sounds of words into the visible forms of words 
which would be Careful lip movements, along with fingerspelling and 
signs. This is one ··n:i'eaning of the w.ord interpreter as given in the 
Oxford Dictionary_.:_",One who translates languages." 

2. E�:c'plainini;. But the· other meanings of the word. "interpreter')
given by' the Ox.ford Dictionary are: "One who explains; and one· who 
makes known the will of another." These two meanings are of special 
importance -in considering interpretation for the deaf. The reason for 
this was stated earlier, it is the backwardness in education and general 
knowledge of the majority of deaf and dumb persons. 

Let us suppose that an ordinary hearing Englishman· of average 
education were to find himself in the midst of some French university 
professors. Supposing he asked another Englishman who spoke French 
to interpret for him what they were saying. Supposing the first 
sentence rapidly translated were this (which I have taken fr.om the 
book called "Body and Mind" by William MacDougall, page 114): 
"Again, vie know how, when the surface of the brain becomes chronically 
inflamed, the mental powers of the patient exhibit a progressive 
deterioration running parallel with the deterioration of the grey matter 
of the cortex." The man might feel he was going to be out of his 
depth in following this conversation. But if the interpreter instead 
of giving a straight translation attempted to simplify it might then be 
possible. The interpreter might paraphrase the above sentence as 
follows "Again, we know how when there is chronic inflammation of 
the brain the patient cannot think perfectly and his power of thinking 
grows less and less as the inflammation becomes worse and worse." 
If the interpreter not only translated but sirni;>lified or paraphrased 
so making known what the speaker willed or wished to say,· then our 
Englishman might be interested to follow this conversation. We here 
have the Oxford Dictionary definition. The interpreter would be one 
who "makes known the will of another," i.e., the meaning which the 
speaker willed or wished to -express. 

The interpreter for the deaf has to be continuously· simplifying as 
well as translating. We will give examples of this later on. 

The Different Types of J;>eaf and Their Requirements 

It is almost impossible to classify the deaf for they vary so much 
in accordance with their degree of deafness, at what age they become 
deaf, their ability or inability to speak, and their educational standard. 
But we must attempt some broad divisions for the purpose of inter
preting. It will be remembered that we are not dealing at all with 
partially deaf, but with totally or severely deaf people. 

* Quoted verbatim.
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1. TM well educated deaf and the deafened. (By the deafened are
meant those who became totally deaf after they have learned to speak, 
e.g., any age over 8 or 9.) These will have an average vocabulary of

,.. English words and an average- general knowledge. In this case 'the 
interpreter has an easy task. He merely needs to do straight trans
lating of sounds of words into visible words. He will no doubt use a 
mixture of all three methods, lipreading, signing, and fingerspelling. 
As the speaker talks the interpreter will move his lips to form the 
words soundlessly and at the same time use his hands. There is then 
no waiting as in ordinary interpretation, as for example, when a French
man speaks a sentence, and then waits whilst an interpreter translates 
into English. Interpretation for the deaf goes on parallel with the 
speaker. The deaf person watches the interpreter's lips and sees his 
finger movements at the same time. He then makes his reply. If his 
speech is good, he will speak for himself. If it is blurred }_le may speak 
and sign, and fingerspell to the interpreter. The interp;reter will get 
part from the sound of the blurred speech, part frozr watching his lips, 
part from the fingerspelling and signs, and will then speak the exact 
words the deaf man wishes to be said. 

It must be stated here that the well educated deaf from early 
infancy are in a minority. There are very few who cou}d follow 
straight translation. 

2. The Average and Backward Deaf. Before beginning _to interpret,
if he does not already know the deaf person, an interpreter will ask 
what method is desired. And whichever method the deaf person asks 
for, that will be used. It may be one of three kinds. 

a. Lipreaders usually ask for the combination of the three
methods. Already described, the interpreter will silently and -simulta
neously turn the sounds of the spoken words' into visible word forms; 
he will use his lips carefully for lipreading, and at the same time· sign 
the words, and where a word has no sign. he will spell it. At the same 
time he will do a very important- thing-he will simplify or paraphrase 
continuously. This may· mean using a s;imple word for a difficult one, 
or it may mean altering whole sentences to put thein into a simpler 
form. 

b. N on-l-ipreaders. Those who cannot lipread sometimes ask for
fingerspelling only but usually they ask for a mixture of fingerspelling 
and signs. In this case the interpreter need not use his lips at all and 
inerely uses his' hands. He will sign and spell words as he thinks best 
for clarity, and will simplify as he goes along. 

c, Users ,of Signs Only. There are still here and there a few de 
people who, for some reason have never been sent to the special schools 
provided for them. These are completely u,neducated and wordless. 
Lipreading and fingerspelling are quite useless. All will have to be 
done by signs. This is' the hardest task an interpreter will be called 
upon to do. He will have to take the sounds of spoken words and 
convey their meaning in its simplest possible form through a limited 
number of signs, using as much pantomime as possible. Only a man 
with expert knowledge of the deaf could possibly attempt this most 
difficult thing. 
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Backwardness in General Knowledge and Small Vocabulary 

Before going on to definite examples of interpreting, it may be 
good to· give true instances of the vocabulary <liffiCultf anci baclnvaid
ness in general knowledge. 

·- ·· · · 

·One occasion the present writer gave a very simple b0:0k ·to a 
young deaf man .of about 27 and asked him to write down some of the 
words which he did not understand. Here are just a few of the word 
he listed: "Enter, particularly, direction, decided." Here are a few 
sentences containing these words, showing ill brackets how they would 
be simplified for that deaf man. 

"We shall enter (go into) Birmingham in half an hour." 
"We had a particularly (specially) happy day." It should be 

noticed that it is not the length .of a word which matters.. "Specially" 
is almost as long as "particularly." But an interpreter will know that 
almost all the deaf know the meaning of "specially," while few know 
the word "particularly." 

"He went in that direction." (He went that way.) 
"He decided to go by train rather than by bus." This sentence 

would be better completely altered in this way. "He thought, "Shall I 
go on the train .or on the bus?" He chose the train." The sign for 
"chose" would be made as if looking at a number of small objects on a 
table and then making the action of picking one of them up with the 
forefinger and thumb-carefully choosing that one. 

Here is a true instance of backwardness in general knowledge. A 
former worker, Miss F. M. Young, told me of a deaf girl aged about 
18 or 20 who told her she was going to the dentist to have a tooth 
drawn. Miss Young suggested she should have it filled, pointing out 
that it would be a pity to lose the tooth. The girl replied that it would 
be quite all right. She would have it out because another one would 
grow in its place. 

Let us see how lack of knowledge .on this particular point might 
have come about. There are scraps of general knowledge which are 
only talked about at long intervals when the ti:rp.e is appropriate. The 
time for explaining that second teeth are our final ones when the 
child is experiencing his first teeth going and his second teeth coming._ 
The parents .of this girl must have felt that she knew so few words 
it would be difficult to explain this matter and so left it for her to 
learn later on. But that particular bit of information never did come 
up in conversation later on. And so the girl assumed that always. when 
some teeth go, others come in their places. 

An extreme example .of lack of knowledge has recently been given 
to me by my colleague, Mr. F'. R. Flewitt. During the 1939-45 war an 
unemployed deaf man asked Mr. Flewitt to get an allotment for him. 
Mr. Flewitt obtained one and then began to fill up the form for the 
deaf man to obtain tools, fertilisers, and seeds. He asked the deaf 
man what seeds he would like to have. The deaf man said he did not 
know, and as questioning proceeded, it became clear that the deaf man 
had no idea at all that plants grew from seeds-, and that if no seeds 
were set nothing would grow. This instance may seem incredible. 
But it is ·a fact, and to a trained worker with the deaf this instance 
would not cause undue surprise. 
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It would , : seem. then an interpreter for the. ;_deaf must. neve:r be 
;:;hqcke.d. or ·astonished .-b-y, .the deaf -no�-- knowing.,, simple facts y,hich · the
majority .of people take for granted. 

Exanipies0bf Iiiterl)reting 
It will be obviOUs by . this ·-time· tQ- the ·reader that interpreting

takes "!)lac� in arm.ost
. 

eyerY aspect of Work with the deaf. Hei-e" are 
some �X�mJ)Ies with" s·O�e eXplanation of simp_lifying ap.d Of signs. 

1. Placing in Em'J)loyme1'1.t. When a deaf boy or girl leaves school
Jhe first requiremeD:t is a j_ob. The welfare .officer accompanies the 
boy tO . various factories · or workshop·s and speaks to the manager. 
Qu'estionf:>. pttt to the boY by · ·the :qia.nager will be·· interpreted, as Will 
the ·_boy's ·replies.. After placirig the boy the welfare. officer will be 
a]\VayS· rea;dy �o go to clear up any inisunderstandings Which may aris�. 
nn · -one occasion a . deaf man thought he had been diSmissed .. ·. T.he 
Welfare officer on enquirillg disco_vered that he had merelf �iide · a 
riliS"take in liPreadi�g an order. The foreman was· quite satisfied __ with 
. ' . ' . . ' ., ' '  . · 1 ! - __ , his work.· The whole tiling was explained by interpreta�ion and' __ satis� 
factorilY settled. We rieed not emphasize, for it is clea;, how ·i�po�ta'.Ilt
in.'terpre'ting is· when a mall's work is at stake. ., · :,. 

2. La'Wcourt. This is where interpreting. for the .d��·-;�olll0� into
tii,e limelight.· Newspapers sometimes. make much of it_. · BU.t ·1_aWcourt 
:interpreting is but a_ �mall p3:rt' of an interpreter's work as our readers 
�ill. by _this ti�� h3:Je �JW,,n .. Ho��ver,·i_e�. us s�y a littie abou� .�t .

. 
... . The .deaf ar�·, ri;ot .. ll1ore crim{nal minded than_ ordinary h_eari_ng

PeOple. 'The,re are· g6od, bad, and. indifferent among the�. About the 
same proportion of deaf as .of hearing peOpie aJ;lpear in'· the lawcOurts 
for theft and other crimes. 

Here let me give an instance which I have given elsewhere of an 
:inquest in the coroner's court. A deaf Woman had· been· operated on for 
a ·tuniOur, but had died under the anaeSthetic due to having ··a short neck 
which causetr inability· to· breathe. Ill this case the· ·deaf husband was 
not called ··upon tO s:Peak;''but he had the right to ·have the whole Of the 
Proceedings· ·inte±-pi'gted· for him. This Was done. But there· was a 
further point. ·· · 

· Before the ·inq1:i'est .the deaf man had ·told hfs chaplain iil signs "arid 
flllgerspelling that the' doctor (imitating a man who feels i pu.ISe) had 
come tO see his wife (imitating putting a· wedding ring on the finger) 
a long time agO. Perha'ps. the doctor had Waited · (perfol.'ming an a·Ction 
as of the arms resting Ori 'the arms of .a ·chair when sitting) too iOng. 
The chaplain promised that this question should be asked in court for 
his satisfaction. Another point arose. The chaplain mentioned to the 
deaf man that since his wife had such a short neck it seemed obvious 
there might be danger in using the ordinary anaesthetic. The chaplain 
wondered why they had not used a local, spinal anaesthetic (imitating 
the action of pressing a syringe and pointing to the back). The deaf 
man said he would li�e information on that point. 

At the inquest these two questions were put into words by the· 
interpreter and the doctor's answers turned into signs and fingerspelling 
for the deaf man. Had he gone on his own the deaf man would have 
been unable to put the questions he desired to ask. Further, had he 
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tried to write the questions out on paper, it is exceedingly doubtful 
if he would have been able to find the right words to make his questions 
understood. 

At the Doctor's 

I am indebted to my colleague, Mr. F. W. Flewitt, for this example. 
A certain deaf man went to see the doctor on his own and seemed by 
lipreading and by writing on paper to have managed. But the doctor 
was puzzled and asked Mr. Flewitt, a professional worker with the deaf, 
if he could help. He stated that from his questions and the deaf man's 
answer he thought it was a matter of constipation. But the deaf mari 
said his bowels were all right. Mr. Flewitt visited the man and began 
to question him. Then the problem was quickly solved. Mr. Flewitt 
asked if he understood the doctor when he asked if his bowels were all 
right. It now appeared that that man did not understand the meaning 
of the word "bowels." When the doctor wrote this, to him, meaning
less word; not liking to show ignorance, he had agreed that they were 
all right. Mr. Flewitt, as a go-between, an interpreter, not just trans
lating, but simplifying and explaining, put the whole matter right. 

It is not necessary here to describe the crude pantomime necessary 
to show the action of the bowels. It will be understood and realised 
by the reader that however crude or distasteful the work of an inter
preter to the deaf may have to be at times, it has to be done. In a case 
such as this one it is essential. Throughout his life neither teacher 
nor parents had used the word "bowels" to that deaf man. The· inter .. 
preter, as a simple routine duty, had to make clear the meaning to him, 
no matter how crudely it had to be done. 

Hospital 

The deaf manage quite well in hospitals usually by _writing on 
paper. Nurses are often patient· in writing for them, but there are 
instances where an interpreter can smooth things and help. 

Recently a lady worker to the deaf visiting a hospital was asked ·oy 
the nurse to tell a deaf girl that she would be having her operation 
the next morning_, that it would be a fairly big one, but not too serious. 
Suppose the busy nurse had hurriedly written on paper, uoperation 
tomorrow morning, but not serious." To say the least of it, it seems 
blunt1 cold and not sympathetic. Look how different when the lady 
worker can gently break the news to her, point out that it will be a 
fairly big operation, but reassuring her by emphasizing that it will not 
be dangerous. 

At Home 

Strange as it may seem, interpretation is often required in a deaf 
person's home. Some families will not learn to fingerspell and they 
make the deaf member rely .on lipreading alone. As we have stated 
above1 lipreading involves much guesswork and often leads to mis
understanding. Often parents will ask the superintendent of a society 
of the deaf to explain something to their deaf member. It may be 
to straighten out some quarrel due to misunderstanding. It may be to 
explain the conditions of a will and how they are being carried out. 
Here the difficulty may have been due to lack of vocabulary. The 
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interpreter will here find the words or signs understood by the deaf 
person to explain the whole matter and so reassure him that the condi
tions of the will are being carried out, and that he is receiving fair 
treatment. 

Filling Up Forms 

At first sight it would not seem that form-filling could be called 
interpreting. But it will be remembered, as we stated earlier, that 
many of the deaf have difficulty in reading. It will be obvious that 
if difficulty in understanding the wording of forms is felt by many 
hearing people, how much more difficult it is for the deaf. Often a 
form is brought and put on the desk of the Welfare Officer. He reads 
the questions through and then simplifies the wording, and by signs and 
fingerspelling convJ;!"ys the gist to the deaf person. This is interpreting 
in the sense of explail').ing. Then the deaf person gives his i-eply· by 
speech, siins� and· fingerspelling, and these are turned into good
grammatical English by the interpreter and written on the form. 

Church 

The deaf would get very little, if anything, from ordinary church 
services, for they would hear nothing and gain little from lipreading. 
Organisations for the deaf all provide special church services for them. 
And it should he remembered that this is a form of interpreting. The 
chaplain or superintendent of the society speaks the service in the 
ordinary way, but rather slowly and carefully for lipreading; and he 
accompanies the spoken word by signs and fingerspelling. All through 
the service he speaks the words of hymns, prayers, Bible readings, 
exactly as printed. But he simplifies the meaning by the accompanying
signs. ,.(Examples are given for signs with religious applications.) 

Conclusion 

It will be seen that interpreting·-runs through every aspect of work 
with the deaf. It may seem from our account of it that signing and 
fi.ngerspelling. are tair_ly . stmple things which could be speedily and 
easily learned, and therefore that anyone could quickly learn to com
'municate with the 1eaf. This is partly true but partly quite incorrect. 
It is true to this extent that anyone by learning to fingerspell and 
learning a few signs :,could make reasonable contact with the deaf for 
casual snippets of -conversation. .And the. deaf greatly appreciate such
efforts to talk to them. 

· · ·· 

But it is quite in.correct to think that a person. with a knowledge 
of fingerspelling and a smattering .of .signs could act as an interpreter 
for the deaf on any occasion o.f importance. No Englishman, who had 
learned a little F,rench, enough to exchange a few words with French
�en here and there on holiday in F:rance ,and to ask for what he wanted 
in shops, n o  such Englishman w:ould assume he could act as- an inter
preter for a Frenchman in an English lawcourt. 

All the examples I have given in this booklet have of course been 
deliberately chosen as· the simplest possible ones to give to those with 
no knowledge of the deaf, some insight into our work and problems. 
But a thoughtful reader will recognise that· there is a great art in inter
preting. The, following are illlportant points: 
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1. The ability to use whichever medium the deaf person re;quires
which may be either a combination: of.:aU three .method;,;. ,lipreading, 
fin@;erspelling, and signing, or any two·· .of them or one method by itself. 

2. The ability to be able, quickly, to estimate the range of voca
bulary of a particular deaf person a�d· to keep within it. And the 
ability in addressing �- group of deaf people �o use a vocabulary within 
the range of the mafority; and yet to speak Without" seeming to be 
talidng to children. This is a difficult"maitt.er. 

3. ·The- ability · tO b_� eontinuaily simplifying by using simpler wOrd�;
or the much difficult thing1 the ability to split a sentence into a number 
of shorter ones ._and so to phrase them, that whilst··still grammatically 
correct, theY can easily be comprehended by a deaf man. 

4. The ability to gauge the general knowledge the average deaf
person will have on any given subject, always· being on the alert ·to 
observe when a point is not grasped, an·d the"n quickly giving a simpler 
explanation. 

All this requires specialised training. It will be obvio·us that all 
interpreter for the deaf is doing a highly specialised work and for it 
he requires lengthy and adequate training. 

The Hand Alphabet and Speech Gestures 

of Deaf Mutes* 

I. Geylman

(Translated from the Russian by Joseph and Tunya Ziv) 

This book was written at the request .of the All Russian Society of 
Deaf Mutes and was designated for interpreters working within the 
structure of this society.1 

This book is a basic textbook for the study of the hand alphabet 
and speech gestures2 of deaf mutes for the students of the Central 
Institute for the basic training of interpreters _within the V.0.G. and for 
the raising .of graduates' qualifications. 

At the same time this book may be used by workers within the 
v�o.G., by the teachers of special schools, by students of departments 
of defectology in teachers' institutes--by all who deal with deaf mutes; 
also for the study of dactylic and gesture-mimical speech outside of 
any organized education institute. 

This book was written to raise the cultural level of interpretation, 
to improve the contemporary structure of speech gestures and to create 
a common denominator for them; at the start only for the deaf mutes 
of the Russian Federated Republic and eventually for the entire 

* Printed in Moscow 1957 by the Soviet Cooperative PubHshing Company. 
Translated by Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Ziv of New York City. Reproduced through the 
courtesy of Dr. Edna S. Levine and Mr. Martin L. A. Sternberg of New York 
University's School of Education. 

1. In future references this society will be indicated by Y.O.G., which in Russian 
are the initials of this society. (Translator's note) 

2. The term "speech gestures'' as well as the term "gesture.roimieal" are taken 
to be the equivalent of the term "sign language" in English. 
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U.S.S.R. Thus, the issue of· this ··hook ought to ·contribute··to the 
-execution of.· the decision of the--·· Second World Congress of ··the De'af
·(Belgrade, 1955), concerning the unification of .the gesture-inimical
means of communication between deaf. mutes of different countries .. ·:

All propositions . of this book are -based on linguistics. The selection 
and arrangement of the· -material ai-e· determined .by. the fact that· iitter
·preters, iri order.- to master their · p'rofes-sion,-' ·must' acquire the hasic
theoretical knowledge of the hand alphabet.- and speech ·gestures· -of- deaf
mutes, as:"Well as practical habits of conducting interpretation. The
order of how to study the material is · presented in a· systematic note
which:. was printed in- "Collection .of ·Exercises and . Texts for· Inter
pretation" and which appears as an appendix to this. textbook

The ·W-ork- on this book met with considerable difficulties ·as 1.the
questions regarding the role of interpreters for deaf mutes and the
methods of· interpreting have not been examined to date in .our. national
literature. 'Dhe · eharacteristics of the speech gestures and the hand
·alphabet , Of. deaf mutes were examined generally in conjunction with
the.-study 'of .the usefulness of their application to the teaching of: 0chH
dren with defective hearing.

In the compilation Of .this· dictionary, in which for the first time
all basic generally used speech gestures are de.scribed for the ·first
time, the author based himself on his personal experience of many years
of work:. as an interpreter for deaf mutes.

The- issue of a texthook is a matter of great responsibility; - as a
first experiment in this field, it -requires a comprehensive critical
evaluation.

'rlle author is thankful to Prof. M. E .. Hvatzer, also to the groups of
Moscow. and Leningrad Workers of V.0.G.. who ·contributed a series of
critical remarks and suggestions toward the improvement of the
contents of this issue of a textbook.

· (Signed) I. F. Geylman

I. The Importance and the Place of the .Interpr.�ter in V.0.G.

The role of _the interpreter as a specialist in interpretihg word
language into gesture-mimical speech is exceptionally· important. The 
interpreter facilitates the establishment of mutual understanding· be
tween deaf mutes and those ,who hear;· this makes it possible for the deaf 
mute to comprehend quickly the conversation of the ·people- around him. 
The existence of interpreters in the V.0.G. permits the utilization of all 
forms of work in the upbringing of deaf mutes along Communist lines. 

During daily life and work, during study and during rest--every-__w
where the inter reter is the faithful companion of the deaf miit�He 't' 
participates in the carrying out of any un e a mg uc as seminars 
on raising the qualifications (at work), lectures, meetings with im
portant people, concerts, etc. Very often the success of any undertaking 
depends on the interpreter. When an interesting lecture also important. 
as to content is interpreted by a poor interpreter, the deaf mute leaves 
dissatisfied and his work is wasted. Let us examine a few instances 
illustrating the significance of the interpreter for the members of 
V.O.G.
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Let us imagine that an interpreter who mastered the fundamentals 
of gesture-mimical speech and who, .while working in a factory with a 
group of deaf mutes, does not observe their gestures among which, as a 
rule, are specific gestures related to the given production-"profes
sional"; these gestures are known only to this particular collective of 
deaf mutes. Such an interpreter will not be able to use "local" possi
bilities of gesture-mimical speech for the best understanding by the deaf 
mute workers of the material presented. Thus, it follows that the degree 
of raising the productivity of labor of deaf mute workers depends very 
often on the qualifications of the interpreter. 

There are known cases when an interpreter who studied the gesture 
language was invited to work in court. Suddenly it became apparent 
that the interpreter, lacking in experience, could not make the reverse 
interpretation, namely, to translate the gesture-mimical speech of the 
deaf mute into verbal language. As a result, the deaf mute who was 
within his rights might lose the case due to misunderstanding. 

Still another instance is when the interpreter accompanies a deaf 
mute to a doctor. In such cases the exact translation of the deaf route's 
-complaints about his health will aid in the right diagnosis; upon the
correct translation of the doctor's orders will depend the deaf route's
further state of health.

The above stated examples indicate the tremendous importance of 
the interpreter for the deaf mute and confirm that the activity of the 
V.O.G. depends to a large extent on the qualifications of the interpreter.
It is evident that deaf mutes, especially those who have mastered verbal
language, can and do manage without an interpreter. But still the
absence of an interpreter slows down or hinders the contact of deaf
mutes with hearing people and thus limits the range of work of the
V.O.G.

The concept of an "interpreter for deaf mutes" is much wider than
the one for an "interpreter" generally. In the organizations of V.O.G.

the interpreter is at times considered to be 1'the ears" of the deaf mute 
since through him a speech connection is established between the deaf 
mute and the hearing person; the thought of one is transmitted to the 
other. This is correct, but by far not a full picture of the activity of the 
-interpreter for deaf niutes-it is much wider. Frequently the interpreter
conducts discussions, leads political study groups; in the latter case, he
fulfills the role of an agitator and propagandist. The interpreter who
is familiar with the collective where he work$ can ·help the lecturer who
usually is unfamiliar with the audience of the deaf mutes, to make the
lecture interesting and understandable. This he accomplishes by pointing
out to the lecturer the importance of concrete examples, of comparisons
in the use of statistics; the interpreter will insist on the use of simple
and clear language-here the interpreter thus helps the lecturer with
the proper method. The activity of the interpreter for deaf mutes is
many sided; by nature of his work he cannot remain only "an inter
preter." Some interpreters consider their work only in the technical
sense. Such an outlook is not only wrong but even vicious as it ties up 
the interpreter's initiative. The work of an interpreter is creatiVe. EX
perience shows that a good interpreter constantly enriches and perfects
the gesture-mimical means of communication for deaf mutes.
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As a rule, within the structure of V.O.G. the interpreters come from 
among those who dealt with deaf mutes prior to their connection with 
V.O.G. They may be children of deaf mutes, colleagues of deaf mutes
at work, neighbors, etc. The acquaintanceship of deaf mutes with hearing
people usually leads to their acquiring a whole series of gesture-mimical
signs.

Frequently a hearing person, having learned to converse with the 
deaf mute, considers himself equipped for work as an interpreter; sub
sequently he becomes aware of his error as he finds out that, while he 
understands well the one particular deaf mute, he cannot understand 
other deaf mutes and therefore cannot serve as an interpreter. The cause 
of this is that the hearing friend learned from his deaf mute acquaint
ance only a limited number of gestures needed in everyday language. 

The rich possibilities of verbal language create many difficulties for 
the interpreter for the deaf mutes; the need for an exact and full trans
lation of m3-terial which may be complex, requires a good knowledge of 
gesture-mimical speech. Therefore anyone who decides to become an 
interpreter must go through professional training. The training of inter
preters is accomplished now in a centralized way via courses of lectures 
organized by the Central Committee of the V.0.G. The program of these 
courses of lectures aims toward the training of specialists in translation 
of word speech into gesture-mimical speech. To these courses of lectures 
are eligible in the first place persons who had been working within the 
structure of V.0.G. and who are acquainted with the gesture-mimical 
speech. Graduates of these courses get the title of a deaf mute "Inter
preter'' and are directed to work in various institutions and organi
zations of V.O.G., also to factories and schools where are groups of adult 
deaf mutes. 

Interpreters who do not have the necessary knowledge and experi
ence are directed periodically to refresher courses; this leads to the im
provement of their qualifications and to the raising of the general 
cultural level of mimical speech. All interpreters within the V.O.G. are 
required to have gone through the central courses of lectures for the 
preparation and advanced studies. This requirement is due to the con
stantly increasing importance of the interpreter to the society of deaf 
mutes. 

What are the qualifications for a person who wants to dedicate 
himself to the work of an "interpre_ter" for deaf mutes? 

1. Above all he must have normal hearing. The interpretation of
lectures, reports, concerts, speeches, etc., requires considerable hearing 
attentiveness; since many people do not speak loudly enough or their. 
diction is not clear, the interpreter has to labor under great strain. 
Reduced hearing results in inaccuracies and distortions in interpreting 
verbal speech. For this reason people with poor hearing cannot work as 
interpreters. 

2. The interpreter must have a stable memory: visual, motor, and
hearing. The visual memory facilitates 'the perception of characteristic 
pecularities of the gesture; the exact reproduction of the gesture can 
be ensured only when one has a well developed motor memory. 

The interpreter also needs a good auditory memory since he must 
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,constantly memorize whole sentences; in. the process of- translation he 
niay· dea1.-·with ·complex ·se·nteiices. 

The abSellce of a good memory in: art interpreter creates great diffi
culties and might ca.Use inaccurate and even- false interpretation. There_. 
f-Ore ·people with a poor memory should not choose the -'profession of. an,
interpreter.

3-; The ges.ture-mimical speech. mu�t be distj,nct and. clear especially 
since at .times it is.e being perceived. f:rom a· large· distance. In addition 
the gesture .must be expressive. -

• •• 1 Since:. -the hands-- ar� · used· in·: making - gestures and dactylic signs, 
the interpreter- must have well. develope(].; flexible fingers of both hands. 
In addition considering the· iniportance of· the mimicry of the face as. an 
auxiliary.:meaps: i;n the gesture-mimical. speech. of deaf mutes, the inter-: 
preter m_ust have an_ expressive fac�. ., 

4. A very imp()rtant. prerequisite for successful work of an inter,.
preier_ is }ds general _.education. The greater the .volume ot his knowledge, 
the hiiher. his cultural l�vel, _the easier it Wm be. fo.r hini to interpT�t
�o�rectly and exactlY .verbai $peech ·into_ -gesture:-:mimical s])e�ch .. and vice 
versa. Without·. suffi.cien�_ ge�e�al __ education, .�t'. ,,is . impossi_l;>le to bec0::qi.e. 
a full-f_ledged _interp,reter for: deaf _mu,tes since this work inv9lves .tr:�n.s-· 
lation of. material of most diverse content. 

In "houses of CUitUre;" clubs; "red corn�rs" of the V.O,.O-. _. lec��;res 
are given .. on a var.�ety_.of subjectl::!- In one. "house of cult1,1r��' ,ill.. a _sJ1ort: 
p�riod of time the follov,1ng .I_ec�ures were giv�n: "Marxis;m-Leninism� 
ide.ological weapon of the Communist party." Great Russian thinkers 
an( revolutionary .�emocrats--:;-�eliJski_ �nd others." "T;h,e policY of 
e(!onomics-a powerful lever for eco?,i;>mic development." "The discover_y 
an�i"�tudy of the N�rth Pole." "The ·great Russian writer Chekhov." "The
role _of parents' authority in the upbringing of children." "Soviet Art 
iil:jhe ;fight for Peace." '1New discoveries in Science on the origih··_of the
earth and other planets." "The fight in u:S.S.R. for longevity." ·This 
e�umeration shows how wide is · the range of lectures. given tO . .'<l�af 
ni�tes. 

To understand the conterit of a lecture and interpret it correctly, 
one must have suitable klloWJedge and prep3.:ration. For · instance, it is· 
difficult to translate into gesture-mimical speech a lecture on 11GQrki
founder of Soviet Literature" without knowledge of the works of this· 
great writer. Still more difficult is to translate correctly a lectUie on, 
radio-location without knowi.irg the subject. Finally for· those who ai-e 
cOmpletely unacquainted with the atom and its structure, it is impossible 
to interpret "The atom and intra atomic energy." No doubt these -lec
tures require a Well-schooled audience, but the complexity of the subject 
which has to be interpreted mimically for deaf mutes, requires first of 
all a highly qualified interpreter. 

The interpreter must have a wide outlook and a wide range Of 
knowledge. An educated and cultured interpreter who knows the subject 
of the lecture beforehand, orients himself easier in the interpretation of 
the material and this ensures the substitution of the word by a suitable 
gesture. 

It is necessary to consider that the interpreter in the process of 
work uses along with the gesture-mimical speech, the hand alphabet 
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which· is nothing else but working with .the fingers in the air. A finger 
letter requires absolute literacy of the interpreter. · 

. Knowledge and training which· every person nee�:-al".�:.::acquired in 
the·middle school and the interpreter for deaf: mutes,-mus�,Jiave·a ftp..µ 
middle school education.1 /·-1 !C: 

From ·the above it follows that to become an interpr,e:t,�n· Jp,r: deaf 
mutes, one must .. be physi,;ally,,h.ealthy:;., ·have a. middle school eduqatiQn 
and have the dedication ·to master this difficult but honorable and 
interesting profession. 

To become a specialist in his field an interpreter has to know to 
perfection his mother tongue-withOut this an interpretation of a high 
quality cannot be achieved. The writer Dobrolubov wrote "the language 
from which the interpreter translates must be known to him perfectly
With the· finest · shadings of the meaning _ of words, theb:' position in the 
sentence, the adding. of a suffix, etc." Dobrolubov had -in mind trans-:-

lations from foreign languages but the above quotation relates in equal 
measure to interpreters for deaf mutes. 

Interpreters in the V.O.0,. must remember that "the Russian lan
guage is one of the richest in the world"; however, "to make use of all 
of its treasures, one must know it well and master its use" (said by 
literary critic Belinsky). 

The mastery of the mother tongue, while being the necessary pre
requisite of successful work of the interpreter, is only part of the 
problem. 

The other part is the study of the language into which the trans
lation is made. The interpreter must strive for an infinitely precise 
interpretation and must learn the gesture-mimical speech to such a. 
degree that the process of translation should be done fully and freely.

This means that it is necessary to acquire all generally used speech 
gestures and to study the peculiar characteristics of gesture-mimical 
means of communication in such a way as to use during the interpreta
tion all possibilities for the full and exact transmission of the content 
of the word speech irrespective of its complexity. We can consider a 
person as an expert in gesture-mimical speech who, along with the skill 
of "saying" by mimicry, knows also how to uunderstand" it; in other 
words such an interpreter must have the ability to reverse interpretation 
(substitute of gesture by word). 

Deaf mutes possess the knowledge of mimical speech in various 
degrees-just as hearing people in relation to verbal speech; each deaf 
mute may have his own peculiarities in picturing speech gestures. The 
gestures of some are distinct, free and smooth, while those of others 
are. vague, constrained and harsh (verbal speech also differs in clarity 
of pronunciation, timbre of voice and tempo). Therefore, .the inten>reter 
must observe closely the mimic of the deaf mutes and stuQ.:y_ th�0mimical 
pecularities which are prevalent in the collective where he is working. 

As the cultural development of deaf mutes grows so. does their 
gesture-mimical means of communication. This demands- that ·the· inter;. 
pretet' should steadily strive t0 improve his ·professional skill;-:to .learn· 
all the changes taking place in mimical speech, to contribute<to its im.;.. 

1. Translator's footnote: ·A fun middle school is eqivalent to a. junior coilege
in the u:.S..A. 
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provement, and to help create a unified gesture-mimical means of com
munication for deaf mutes. 

If the interpreter shows an interest and desire to study. mimicry he 
will find excellent helpers-the deaf mutes themselves will be glad to 
help him. 

Deaf mutes who are friendly to everyone who comes into the organi

zation of V.O.G. offer every kind of help to young trainees. 
The interpreter in whom the deaf mutes see a friend must remain 

sensitive to their needs and help them realize their potentialities. 

II. Characteristics of Hand Alphabet and Speech Gestures
of Deaf Mutes 

At the present time deaf mutes use among themselves so-called 
umimicry" and dactylology. Can mimicry and dactylology be considered 
a language; what is their essence, basis and pecularities; what is their 
origin 'and ways of development? These are the problems which a person 
who decides to become an interpreter must consider. 

Language and Thinking of Deaf Mutes 

Soviet linguistics teach that language is a social phenomenon, 
creation and property of the human collective. With the help of lan
guage, people communicate, exchange thoughts and achieve mutual 
understanding. Language is the direct realization of thought; the reality 
of thought manifests itself in language. If language were not a direct 
realization of thought it could not serve as a means of communication. 
Language would not be the tool of thought were it not a means of com
munication-thus the connection between language and thought. 

In summary: 1. Communication among people is based on language. 
2. Unity of language and thought is undeniable.

What follows is that language has two functions-to be the means 
of communication and the tool of thought. 

Word language was always the only language of human society. 
Thoughts get formed in the word and by it. 

While the speech of the hearing person develops on the basis of 
hearing from early childhood under the influence of his environment, 

the deaf mute who is deprived of hearing does not have this opportunity; 
his speech cannot develop "in a natural way" without special methods. 

What then is the situation of deaf mutes who do not possess verbal 
language? What replaces it as a means of communication and a tool of 
thought development? With the deaf mute, as with every person, the 
process of cognition of reality begins with living contemplation, i.e., 
feelings and perceptions. Thoughts appear; thinking takes place. But, 
while the thinking of deaf mutes who do not know the language of 
words, takes place on the basis of sensations, perceptions and notions. 
Living in a collective the deaf mute experiences a constant need of 
communication with people around him. The need of deaf mutes to say 
something to each other led to the development of another means of 
communication, namely the gesture-mimical speech, which is a system 
of hand gesture signs. For the deaf mute who does not know the lan
guage of words the gesture signs are a tool for the realization of 
thought. They are picturesque reflections of objects of the outer world. 
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The amount of gesture signs used by the deaf mute as well as the 
amount of his notions are limited in the beginning; they are connected 
with the degree of senst1al cognition of reality. 

On finding himself in the midst of people with impaired hearing, 
the deaf mute learns new gestures, his gesture-mimical speech becomes 
enriched. One can easily observe it in deaf mutes (unacquainted with 
verbal speech) on their arrival to V.0.G. in town from villages where 
they had no contact with other people for lack of training. In the process 
of communication by gesture-signs the notions of the deaf mute about 
the world that surrounds him become widened, this personal experience 
gets enriched by the social experience transmitted to him by the col� 
lective; his thinking develops. 

From the above-said one may conclude: for the deaf mutes who 
don't know the language of words gesture-mimical speech is the sole 
means of communication, of exchange of thoughts, and mutual under
standing. 'Fheir gesture-mimical speech fulfills the first function of 
�anguage--to be a means of communication, and the second function
to be the tool of realization of thought. Hence the system of hand 
gesture signs is the specific language of deaf mutes who don't know 
verbal speech. 

Some people in comparing the gesture sign of the deaf mute with 
the gesture of the hearing person don't see any difference between them, 
which is absolutely inadmissible as they differ quantitatively and qualita
tively. 

The importance and number of gestures used by hearing people are 
insignificant; they are used only to add greater expressiveness to verbal 
speech. 

For deaf mutes who don't know the language of words gesture 
Signs are a basic (not auxiliary) means of communication. In comparison 
with the gestures of the hearing person, those of the deaf mutes have 
important possibilities. 

While the gesture-mimical speech of the deaf mute develops in a 
"natural way" in the process of communication, he learns verbal lan
guage by special training. These two speech systems are in constant 
interaction. At first the deaf mute on learning a new word tries to 
picture and convey it by a· corresponding gesture as he is accustomed 
to think visually in concrete images. Experience shows that in the 
beginning gesture-mimical speech exercises great influence on verbal 
speech and makes it agrammatical. The deaf mute does not conjugate 
and decline words; his word sentence is built similarly to the gesture 
sentence.1 

As the deaf mute ·1earns the language of words he goes over from 
sensual perception to abstract thinking which he uses as a perfect tool 
of cognition of reality. Verbal speech permits him to establish a broad 
contact with the entire society. This does not mean that the deaf mute 
discards completely the use of gesture signs. Among people with im
paired hearing he uses as heretofore the gesture-mimical speech. Only 
now it is not a language for him. The deaf mute who learned the verbal 
language thinks in words. For him the gesture alongside -with lip arti-

1. As this influence has a regressive character, the schools for deaf mutes do 
not cu1Itivate the gesture-minrlcal SJ)eech. 
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¢ulati6n, ·hand ·ilp·habet.and writing is only one of the means of conveying
thOught based ori' :·words. Thi's iS one means of communication, rather 
defective but conveniently· perceived by the: basic sense-yision. The 
masterfui of Ve'rbal' Eip·eech by1 the deaf mute leads to the formation of a 
different · inter'relation betWeeh w·Ord ··and·· gesture. Deaf mutes who 
mastered verbal speech perceive a gesture as a designation for a word; 
on the basis of verb3.l speech they 'bllild" and perfect their gesture speech. 
From the above it is clear that gesture and Word differ widely in range: 

1. Gesture-mimical speech has quite· a narrow sphere of applicatioil;
it is understandable to deaf mutes only and is therefore limited as ·a 
means of communication; the mastery of verbal speech permits the deaf 
mute to use it as a means of communication with all the people around 
him. 

2. The nature of the gesture Which is organically tied to the single
and concrete object hiriders the deaf mute in developing of abstraCt 
thinking-the highest level of cOgnition of the world. 

Abstract thinking, reflecting the essence of things, and their deiep 
interrelation, is possible only on the basis of words. Verbal speech opens 
for everyone including the deaf mute knowledge accumulated by human
ity over milleniums. It makes possible the development of such sciences 
as p,hilosophy, logic, psychology, mathematics and permits the expression 
of any thought with complete accuracy. The gesture has no such pos
sibilities. Therefore it is a very imperfect tool for thought development. 

The interpreter must consider the different meaning gesture signs 
may have for members of a deaf mute collective who do not possess the 
mastery of verbal speech to an equal degree. He must also consider the 
interaction of gesture-mimical and verbal speech and always remember 
that the only language of human society which serves as the most valu
able means of communication among people was always the language of 
words. Therefore he must build his interpretation on the basis of the 
language of words. 

The Basis of Gesture Language 

The interpreter dealing with language material should know the 
characteristics of verbal language and gesture language. 

The speech gesture is the movement or the aggregate of movements 
of hands which have a definite meaning. For literate deaf mutes the ges
ture sign corresponds to the word. By means of speech gestures deaf 
mutes can indicate words expressing basic concepts such as·: father

1 

mothe,r, brother, sister,- house, t1·eo, fire, stone, iron ... one, two, three,
second, third ... I, you, he, mine, yours, here, there-, yesterday, today ... 
fu�fu�fu�fu-fu�fu�fu�fu-W 
r.peak, to love, etc. It follows that speech grestures reflect quite satis.fac
torily those objects and their actions which the deaf mute needs most 
often in his environment (at home, at.school, in the factory, in. the club,
etc.) 

It is well known that words change and match in a sentence accord
ing to definite rules which .comprise the language grammar. But does 
the gesture-mimical speech have its grammar? Actually the gesture 
language has no endings to designate parts of speech, genders, plural 
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or singular number, case, m·ood, voice, person, state, etc. In other words
,. 

there is no morphology in the language of gesture.1-
Could there then be a. grammar -for the language of deaf_ mutes? 

It is known that in some languages, especially in the Chinese, the whole 
weight of grammar lies in the syntax. As a result of study of different 
languages the Soviet scientist comes to the conclusion that grammatical 
structure is possible without morphology but not without syntax. From 
the above we can assume that without identifying verbal language with 
gestum language, the absence of morphology determines the presence 
of some kind of order in the use of speech gestures. Indeed, the gesture
mimical speech of .deaf mutes who don't know verbal speech has a quite 
steady system of rules which regulates speech-there is a "syntax/' 

The syn.tax of speech gestures has characteristic peculiarities. They 
are evident in the structure of the gesture sentence. As a rule, the deaf 
mute who does not know verbal language represents first the subject, 
that is whatever he wants to -talk about. The adjective follows the 
subject to which it relates. (He does not say "a new suit" but "a suit 
new.") The direct object of action is represented before the action itself. 
(For instance, the sentence "I saw an interesting picture" is represented 
by speech gestures as follows: "I picture interesting saw.") The action 
(state) of the subject is always placed at the end of t_he gest'Ul'.e 
sentence. In representing concepts like-to give, to take, to pay, etc., 
the direction of the gesture is of great significance (if the spea�er too.k 
something he directs the gesture ''to take" toward himself, if somebody 
else took something, he directs the gesture "to take" away from him
self).' 

The negation "no" always follows the verb to. whi�h it relates (to
ta:ke a walk no, to work no). Questioning words are invaribly place_d 
at the end of the sentence.. (The deaf mute who does not know verb3.I 
language questions as follows: "You live where?") 

An exact translation made according to the abovl;l-stated rules.-and 
peculiarities of the gesture sentence must appear as follows� "Bob book 
new give not why?" How is one -to understand it? If the gesture "to

give" is directed toward the interlocutor, then the sentence means: "Why 
was not Bob given the new book?" If the gesture to give is. directed 
by the speaker toward himself, this sentence will mean: "Why does not 
Bob give the· new book?" 

The definite order of speech gestures which at the beginning qf 
the sentence indicate the subject and at the end of the sentence the 
predicate, is fully justified. It gives to the deaf mute the opportunity 
to· perceive correctly the conveyed thought in spite of the absence of 
morphology in the gesture speech. This sentence structure is present 
only in the gesture-mimical speech of deaf mutes unfamiliar with verbal 
language. 

As the deaf mutes master verbal language the strict order of speech 
gestures gets disturbed, becomes fr_eer and the gesture-mimical sentence 
comes closer to the usual sentence structure. It is true though that some 

1. Translator's footnote: Morphology is infinitely more important in the Russian 
language than in the English and therefore interpretation from word language into 
mimical-gesture speech is much more difficult in Russian. 

2. In gesture-mimica.l speech deaf mutes can use gestures to indicate past time,. 
perfect and imperfect aspects, plurality of subjects and of actions can be conveyed by 
a repetition of gestures. 
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peculiarities, as for instance the placing of the negation after what is 
being negated and the placing of the questioning word at the end of the 
sentence, remain with some of the deaf mutes even though_ they have 
learned verbal language. 

The Origin and Development of Speech Gestures 

The system of speech gestures of deaf mutes did not originate 
suddenly. It was created over a long period of time. 

The simplest method of expressing the visual-graphic thought of 
the deaf mute was pointing to an object: it offered the possibility of 
"saying" prior to the appearance of the corresponding gesture. This is 
confirmed by the fact that the child does not yet know word speech 
uses the pointing gesture; this ls also true of persons speaking different 
languages and trying to establish a mutual understanding. The ease to 
the deaf mute of pointing to an object as a means of expressing thought 
and the simplicity of its use for the achievement of mutual understand
ing permit one to make the conclusion that this pointing gesture was 
the primary means of "conversation" of deaf mutes and that the pointing 
gesture was the earliest primary gesture. Even today there is no other 
gesture but the pointing one to indicate a whole series of objects. For 
instance, the pointing gesture is used to indicate parts of the body (head, 
chest, back), parts of the face ( eyes, nose, mouth), some space images 
(here, there, above, below); "the speaker" and his interlocutors are also 
indicated by pointing (I, you, we), etc. 

However, the application of the pointing gesture is limited by the 
objects present during conversation. This explains its relatively limited 
importance in present day mimical speech. The necessity for a more 
perfect means of communication than pointing which resulted from the 
development of the thinking of deaf mutes while at work, led at first to 
the formation of gesture signs indicating graphically objects of prime 
necessity; later as the notions and concepts of the outer world became 
wider, it led to the creation of a whole system of gestures regulated in 
their use by definite rules. 

To these days many gestures are retained irt. the gesture-mimical 
speech as were used by deaf mutes earlier. If, for instance, the gesture 
signs used in St. Petersburg in the first school in Russia for deaf mutes 
100 years ago were to be compared with the speech gestures used at 
present, one may conclude that the majority of gestures remained to this 
time. Of 70 gesture signs described by Fleri in 1835 in his book "Deaf 
Mutes," 75% of the gesture signs remained unchanged and are utilized 
at the present time, 22.5% of the gestures changed their character but 
still can be understood even in our day, and only 2.5% of the gestures are 
no longer in use or took on a different meaning. 

Let us illustrate the above by describing some gestures according 
to Fleri1: 

bread: "the open right hand as though constituting a knife glides 
perpendicularly upon the palm of the left hand as if cutting a piece of 
bread.'' 

red: "to touch with the right index finger the lower lip." 
tired: "lowering the arms helplessly along the body." 

1. Fleri, "Deaf Mutes," St. Petersburg, 1835. 
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ashamed: "the right hand rubs the right cheek with the outer side 
of the hand (to indicate the blush provoked by the shame), the head is 
bowed, the eyes are downcast, the face expresses confusion." 

AU these gestures, as we know, remain unchanged to this day. Now 
let us examine several gestures which_. wer� carried over to this day but 
have changed in the last century their character. 

hou.se: "the hands are alternatingly put several times one over the 
othe.r while rising and then joined by the tips of the fingers picturing 
a roof." 

old: "the right hand is closed except for the thumb which together 
with the index finger pinches the cheek to indicate facial creases; at 
the same time the head together Vi'ith the body bows to the ground." 

today: ;ithe fingers of both hands joined at their tips are brought 
to the eyes which ciose :flor a minute in order to open suddenly while 
the fingers disconnect _and move in opposite directions; after this both 
Open hands with the palms upward are lowered and· stop suddenly at 
the chest level." 

From ·the_ above it is apparent that these gestures can be under
stood even today, that they were the basis. of contemporary gestures; 
while they lost their striking picturesqueness they became simpler and 
more convenient in use. 

Some of the gestures described by Fleri are now completely out of 
use or acquired a new meaning, for example: 

father: "One kisses the otiter side of the right hand" (gesture no 
longer used). 

apple: "the right fist is brought to the mouth; one pretends to 
bite it while moving it for'Ward and upward." (This gesture is now used 
to indicate a turnip.) 

Of course, Fleri didn't describe all the gestures of deaf mutes of 
those times but only those which he encountered among the pupils of 
the St. Petersburg's school for deaf mutes. But even this comparison 
permits the conclusion about the stability of gesture. 

Speaking of the development of gesture language, it is impossible 
to overlook the changes which occurred in the last 100 years and 
especially in the last decade. 

_Deaf mutes, including those who don't know verbal language, who 
are engaged in work of social usefulness, reflect the changes which they 
see by creating new gestures. For example, the development of industry 
led to the learning by deaf mutes of the trades of a locksmith, turner, 
etc.; the introduction of literacy led to the acquaintance with reading, 
writing etc., and thus the suitable gestures for locksmith, turner, to 
read, to write, were created. After the revolution the system of speech 
gestures became especially enriched as a result of the deaf mutes having 
become full-fledged members of society. The undertaking of the Soviet 
government in relation to the teaching and upbringing of the deaf 
mutes, the creation of a wide network of preschool and school institu
tions, clubs and other organizations contributed to a rapid growth of the 
cultural level of deaf mutes; the system of speech gestures was con
tinuously growing as a result of new concepts. 

Many gestures originated as a result of the deaf mutes having 
learned word speech. The enrichment of the system of gestures is pri-
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marily due ·to learning of words which for a long time have ·.been part 
of the Russian vocabulary. Upon learning:,-tbe meaning of one:.:or--another 
word, deaf mutes select the corresponding gesturt· For instance,· the 
adje'ctive which ''is·. used to describe "extframu:r-al" ·haS lon,g ,-.beeri/ part 
of the ·Russian vocabulary ··but· ha$· had no· .corresportding· gesture:-,The 
speech gesture appeared only ·afteJ:1 the setting up of" e�i-anmr..al middle 
schools for pupils with impaired ·hearing; the adjective extramural 
took on a vital importance for ·all deaf mutes. In the same way originated 
the gestures for "'agitator, work productivity, etc." Thus neolo"gist,n,$ 
arising in verbal speech gradually enter gesture-mimical speech. 

The general growth of the well-being and cultur'e of the Soviet 
people leads to the growth of cuiture of deaf mutes: by mastering verbal 
speech deaf mutes enrich their gesture-mimical speech and what results 
is not onlY : an increase in. the number of speech gestures, but also a 
change in th8 ·'gestures'·· character-the gestures get more differentiated 
and take on specific meanings. 

In spite of the enrichment of gesture-mimical speech by new ges
tures, the interpreter must remember that the system of hand signs 
of deaf mutes has only a few thousand of speech gestures (2,500 to 
3,000) While the Russian dictionary has several hundred thousands 
(250,000 to 300,000). If one considers the fact that the speech gesture 
does not convey the full meaning, variety of shadings, strength and 
expressiveness like the spoken word, it will become clear that replace
ment of a word by a gesture is not always possible. 

Pecularities of the Gesture Language 

For a full characterization of gesture speech it is necessary to 
compare it with verbal speech. 

Firstly, they are essentially different in their nature and material 
basis. Word speech is realized by human sounds. The sound is the result 
of the work of the speech motor apparatus, it is perceived by hearing. 
Gesture language is realized by movements: in the formation of the 
gesture the face, the body and the hands take part; the latter play the 
major role and therefore the language of deaf mutes is sometimes 
called hand language. The gesture is perceived by vision. 

Secondly, there is a difference in the relation of word and speech 
gesture to the object. There is no organic connection between the essence 
of an object and .its name); the fixation of a definite word as a sound 
ComPi"ex· to.''al1 obj'ect does llot reflect the object's attributes and qualities. 
Therefore the words in different languages signifying the same object 
Sound differently (the author gives an e�ample of the word "bread" in 
different languages)". There is a direct connection between the object and 
the character of the gesture: The· natural speech gesture of tPe <lea

{ 

mute 
always pictures (or _points). In the majority Of cases the gesture pictures 
some outstanding outward aspeCt of the o[)ject: size, form, color, etc. 
Thus shape is the basis of gestures· picturing dishes, while v_egetable_s 
are shown by pictUi-ing shape and · coloi-. As a rule the reflectiori in hand
language of the apparent aspect of the Object determines the expressive
ness of the gesture. Picturesqueness of the gesture is the resuit and 
convincing ptoOf of -·the visual-graphic thinking ·of deaf mutes who 
didn't master verbal speech. 
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Picturesqueness, as a , b,as�c and .characteristic. a.tt:ribute of ·the ges
ture, determ-ines a series :.o:f.. i,ts· peculiarities., 

1. To begin with it is·_ neGessary to point out the concreteness of
the gesture while each W04'.d generalizes. 

Let us take the word "watch.''1 The dictionary defines it as an 
apparatus for measuring time within - the limits of 24 hours. We use the 
word "watch" irrespectively o::( the size or shape because the latters 
are not its essential characteristic. But it is totally different in gesture
mimical speech. There is no single definite gesture for "a watch." The 
deaf mute will use different gestures for a wrist watch, pocket watch, 
wall clock, alarm clock. Different gesturegc will be used even in indicating 
a small or large wrist ·watch. (The small one is indicated by forming 
a circle o f  the right hand thumb and index finger and touching with 
this circle the wrist of the left ·hand; the large one. will -be ind:icated by 
the same two fingers not connected and also touching the left .wrist.) 
There is no single gesture that corresponds to the word "to wash." To 
indicate "to wash the head" .one. g·esture is used, a different one is used 
tt> -indicate "to wash a glass," still anoth(;;r, '·'-to wash the -floor."· In each 
case the gesture "to. wash" indicates a movement characteristic ·for the 
actio� ·given in co.ntext . 

.. It does not follow the above that the gesture has not any. e_lements 
of generalization. While the gesture is limited, it is to a cer:tain degree 
also a generalization. Let us explain it by an ex<,1,mple. There is ·no 
gesture in the mimical speech which signifies the generalized concept 
of "standing." The deaf mute will indicate differently "a person is stand
ing," "a train is standing," "a pole is standing." It follows that the 
gestµre for "to stand" is limited, it depends on the object to which it 
refers. Nonetheless this gesture contains a generalization: the deaf 
mute will use the same ·gesture to indicate the ·concept "to stand" in
dependently of who is standing-woman or man,. boy or girl. Similarly 
the gestures for "a man," "a train," "a pole," are generalizations be
cause they relate not just ·-to one object but to the category. However, 
one must_ say that the gesture in relation to the word is still limited in 
significanc:e 'be-cause it does not have the same power of generalization. 
This difference :is a result of the· fact that the gesture language is the 
outcome of· the· .,sensual· reflection of the real world while the language 
words is the outcome of the generalized,· indirect reflection of r·eality. 
It becomes clear why . in the gesture-mimical speech there are concrete 
concepts (species), for -instance: coat, suit, dress; stre.etGar, subway; a
horse, a hare, a bear. But there are no general concepts (genus): cloth
ing, transport, animals. For instance, one can indicate by speech gestures 
"white," "black," "red," color but there is no gesture for the general 
copcept of color in the gesture-mimical speech. For this reB.son the 
deaf mute w:ti,o does not know verbal language where he wants to ask 
uWhat. color dress did you buy?" has. to indicate several colors as 
follows: ''What kind of dress did you buy-red, green, blue?" Again it 
must be said that there are no natural gestures (that is gestures which 
did not origintate on the basis of word language) to indicate abstract 
concepts, since abstract thinking evolves only on the basis of verbal 
speech while the gesture reflects only the outward connection between 

1. Translator's footnote: In Russian the word watch means also clock. 
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objects. And this makes it clear that the gesture language is by far not 
the perfect means for the development of thinking of deaf mutes. 

2. Picturesqueness explains another peculiarity of the g.esture-its
indefinite meaning. The gesture which is graphic and visual often stands 
for several meanings. The deaf mute in picturing something does not 
always differentiate between the object and action, and the object and 
its characteristic. In the gesture language concepts which are similar 
visually are often not differentiated. For instance, the same gesture is 
used for "fire," "bonfire," "conflagration," the same is true of "theatre,'' 
"actor," "concert." However, this inaccuracy and indefiniteness of the 
gesture does not lead to misunderstanding among interlocutors and does 
not create confusion in the conversation, as the meaning of the gesture 
is defined by the context. 

In the process of communication the thinking of the deaf mute 
gets developed; this in turn enriches his stock of gesture-mimical signs. 
The better the deaf mute knows the gesture-mimical speech, the more 
differentiated becomes his gestures. Even an illiterate deaf mute as a 
result of exposure to his friends stops confusing concepts nbread" and 
"to cut"; "tea" and ''to drink"; "ax" and "to hack," etc. 

Deaf mutes who have mastered verbal language are driven by the 
knowledge of the word to finding a more exact expression of thought. 
Such concepts as ''to work," "to do," ''to labor" and many others are 
differentiated. In addition literate deaf mutes utilize verbal speech 
along with gesture speech. They also lipread. All of the above help to 
makP. the gesture more precise, to give it a more definite meaning. 

3. Picturesqueness of· the gesture explains also "the mimical paral
lelism"-the existence of several gestures to signify the same object. 
For instance, there are 3-4 speech gestures to indicate cabbage; there 
are 2-3 gestures for each of the following: cucumber, carrot, potato. At 
present deaf mutes indicate a television set by 4 different gestures. One 
gesture ·is formed by connecting the outstretched index and little fingers 
of both hands (the rest of the fingers remain folded) and then by 
separating narrowly the hands to the sides while keeping them turned 
inward-thus picturing the screen. Another gesture is formed by fingers 
indicating the twisting of the regulating knob. A third gesture is as 
follows: the straight separated fingers of the right hand pointing to 
the left make from left to right zigzag movements-these gestures 
imitate the tuning of the television set. A fourth gesture is as follows: 
the straight index finger of the left hand (the rest of the fingers are 
folded) points upward; to it is put perpendicularly the middle of the 
index finger of the right hand thus indicating an antenna. 

Parallel gestures may be present even in a small collective of deaf 
mutes. But this fact does not interfere with mutual understanding 
among deaf mutes and, as. a rule, in the process of communication one 
gesture gets displaced by another which is mor_e expressive and simplex. 
Which of the above gestures for a television set will remain and become 
widely used? Or will there appear a new gesture even more character
istically indicating the object's outward appearance? Time alone will 
answer these questions. One thing is clear: the simpler the speech 
gesture, the more precisely the object is pictured by showing its appear
ance or by indicating its action, the wider will be the use of the gesture 
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and the longer will it remain in mimical language. 
4. The picturesqueness and visualness of the gesture determine

another peculiarity of the gesture language-its relative universality. 
Let us dwell on this in some detail• 

Universality of the G:�'sture La:hguage 

In literature the question of the universality of the gesture.mimical 
speech for deaf mutes is presented in different ways. Some investigators 
wrote: "There are no foreigl). languages for deaf mutes of different 
Cd'Uiitries as they all use a universal nittiral speech ge·sticulation Which 
is the same for all and understood by all. A deaf mute foreign:-er Coming' 
to a strange country comm:tirticat'es · Without :tttiy prelhninaties with: the 
deaf mute natives.m Other! inVestigafo:ts ,. CC>'nsider that there is no 
tiniversality in the gesture 13.llguage� L3,gorSki2 'foi in:sta:nc"e; stressed 
that each Sch0ol- for deaf mutes -has its <own: '�:rhimicry/-�:'i'Both points 
of view camiot be considered·· 'cOl'i"eet'·' as:"�3:ch ,One ·-illllhiinat-es oll.IY"-'one 
side of the problem. Hartina:Tf.,,Sayk· .:nothing'.., ahotit th:e-·;differences in 
the gesticulation of deaf mutes;:,while Lag6rsk'f' disre·gatd's_.;the presence 
of -a large· number of Common gestures·. ''How then slio'Uld ·one consider 
the degree Of universality of the gesture· language nf deaf mutes?' 

It Wlll be correct to assert °'that fn tl:ie te1-ritory of U.S.S.R. there 
is a common language of gestures- while there are present loca1 "Te:Xical'1 
:i>'eculiarities. Deaf mutes from OpJ_:5(:>site part's -of: the .. Russian - republic 
use a similar gesture mimical speech. Deaf mutes from the Various
rel)tiblics Of ·"the U.S'.S.R. also are·' iible'0 to· :koll1municate· free1y .· For 
im;tance, Whe:6. deaf mlltes of. Es't'&tifa,, Latvi3,f'--'Lithtui-'ffia,'' Ukraine:� 
Georgia and other republics visit the Moscow or Leningrad "House- of 
Ciilture"· for ·deaf' mutes, they establish direct cCfniiiilttfllcati0ri· without 
an inte·rp'.l:'eter'. While they have no knowledge of" a ·Co'mtrl:611· word
languag"e they are nonetheless able to exchange· thougR-ts arttll achieve 
Ih:Utual · understanding by means! ·,of speech gestures-.

EVen the deaf mU't:es Of different C:0untrie's· have: ··'a, -1a:rge'·nuniber
of identical gestures. The outstanding Russian teacher of deaf :mutes,. 

Fleri,S · in comparing 100 years ago sigii gestures of ·different national
ities·, found that out of 72 gestures in use by Russian a-:n:cl ·>French 
deaf - mute�·sttldents; 32-- were common, (-45-% F_., Sticli' �a phe:trome'n'o:ti,- Of 
course; can· ha:ve no pfac'Er in verbal langua'gef .-;.1:_ sr;L 

To"the present tiin:e11'the most simple C'()ri..depts --are indiCated ffi' t-li�
same way ill- variotl§ countries. For' exanrplei;':·attiC-l'es:, ·Of- clothitig',' a 
series 6-f fdod<pfodu:cts. concepts· Of action and State-to ,Sieep, to�staiid, 
to ·wal0,'£o rurr-, t--<t-"1swim, outer' gestu·res can be 'eXplain:ed_. ortlY' bY-their· 
relation to- the oritWard appearartce of the· object and by' tlieir p:fotur:a 
esquenes·s,: i::.' • 

Moreover, a Whole series of speech gestures of deaf mutes of 
different natiortalities, while not coinciding fully, are very- similar� 
This permits the deaf mute upon seeing such a gesturE! for the: first 
time, to identify its meaning without difficulty. Iride'ed, in meetin:g 
foreign gueSts, the members of V.O.G.· communicated with them easily. 

1. Hartman, "Deaf muteness and the upbringing of deaf mutes," Berlin, 1880, 
pg. 100. 

2. Lagorski, "Teaching of Verbal Speech to deaf mutes. Aleksandrovsk, 1911, 
pg, 130. 

3. Fleri, ''Deaf Mutes," St. Petersburg, 1835. 
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of course, there i_s· no coinplete ·identity of speech gestures of deaf 
mutes. of _different cou:ritries · as·· the gestur·e ffiay be based on different 
-0utward Characteristics of the object. 

Therefore, on·e need not speak of the universality of the gesture 
language but of the fact that deaf mutes of different countries achieve 
mutual understanding sooner than hearing people who do not know the 
foreign language. 

The Classification of Gestures 

Linguists, psychologists and teachers of deaf mutes, in studying 
the gesture-mimical speech of deaf mutes, have made many attempts 
to characterize and systematize the gestures. 

Up to the present time it is customary to divide all gestures oi 
deaf mutes into "natural" and "artificial." However, such a division 
cannot be precise as the people with such a point of view find it difficult 
to decide into which category to put one or the other gestures. To give 
a precise picture of how the literature on teaching of deaf mutes. 
decides the question of which gesture is "natural" and which is "arti
ficial," let us turn to a work of Bogdanov-Berezovsky1 which gives 
the most comprehensive presentation _of the problem. In his article 
"Auxiliary means of Hearing" he 'Wrote: "To point up the difference 
between 'natural' and 'artificial' gestures I would like to offer a few 
examples of different means of presentation by 'mimicry' of several 
concepts." 

In order to present "to walk" by natural gestures· the deaf mutes 
walks pointing at times to his finger or the whole hand to his walking 
feet. 

Artificial gestures present it differently. The left hand with the 
palm upward is placed on the chest level with the fingers pointing" away; 
on this palm the index and middle finger of the right hand move as 
though walking_ from the wrist to the finger tips of the left hand; the 
ring and little finger of the right hand are pressed by the thumb to 
the palm. 

"Dog" is presented by natural gestures differently and sometimes 
in a complex way. The deaf mute sometimes imitates a dog's barking 
while delineating at his· face th� dog's long snout; he delineates at his 
ears the dog's hanging1 sticking-out ears, opening widely his moutb, 
baring his teeth and moving head forward-thus imitating the dog's 
biting; he shows with one hand the dog's height or by both hands the 
dog's size. While moving his right hand behind his body to indicate 
the tail, etc. By artificial gestures "dog" is presented as follows: the 
thumb of the right hand rubs the joined index and middle finger of the 
same hand while the ring and middle finger are pressed to the palm; 
a_t the same time the lips are compressed into a tight ring and smack 
in the manner done by normal people when they call a dog. 

But_ why must one consider as natural movements delineating the 
dog's snout, the hanging or sticking-up ears, the tail, height and size_ 
while considering as artificial the movements of the hand related to 
the calling of a dog? 

With such an explanation as well as the division of all gestures 

1. Bogdanov-Berezovsky "The journal re deaf mutes," St. Petersburg, 1919, 
1-2, pages 170-186. 
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into natural and artificial,· one ·cannot agree. From the above examples 
by Bogdanov-Berezovskjr it rs· clear that an gestures described by him 
are picturesque connected with the visual graphic thinking of deaf 
mutes who do not know verbal language. The difference between these 
gestures is due to the fact that deaf mutes, as their thinking gets 
developed, proceed frOm picturing of the whole object (like "dog") or 
of its action (walking) toward picturing of a few and finally of one 
most characteristic feature of the object or action. 

Nowadays deaf mutes present the concept of "dog" not by delineat
ing the snout, ears or ta-ii -which are ·features· of other animals as 
well, but by movements imitating the calling of the dog, by presenta'
tion of a dog's bark or muzzle because these movements or objects 
specifically indicate the concept in question. Thu-S· the developing 
thinking of deaf mutes per'mitted them to ·c·ontra_ct the· gesture_ and to 
Perceive it as a sign of the whOie object or ;-iction' (this method reminds 
one somewhat of idiogrammatic' writing). · There· is ·nothing artificial 
about it and such a development is · a natural ph-en6menon:· . 

The prevalent ··classification in .scientific ·literature. (linguistics 
and psychology.) is the one·- prpposed -by the .. German _ psychologist 
Wundt, who distinguished in gesture SPeecli desci-iptive gestures :which 
he subdivided into delineatini, plastic,' 'action imitating gestures,. - .etc. 
There is no need for .such a division of gestures as, in spite ·of the 
nrµltit-cide of groupirigs·, it ·is not exhaustive. 

Those ·who knoW ges.ture-Illimical speech are aware of the fact 
that gestures in an overw-helming majority are graphic characteristics 
of the object (its action, state, attribute .. · .. ) in other words they 
picture the object accordlng to its movement, size, form, color, etc. 
Let's take a _ few examples. To sa·y "to drink"' the deaf mule moves 
the right hand as if holding a glass to the mouth and -pictures the 
pfocess·· of ·drinking. When the deaf _mutes wants to say "You are 
tall". he will point" to the interlocutOr with the· index· finger of ·his- right 
hand and then will s:niooth}y raise his right hand bent at the·- wrist 
as high as he Can; to indicate "a plate" the deaf mute will press his 
left elbow to· the bodjr and Will make a ciI'cle with the· right hand index 
finger (the rim of the plate) slightly above, the concave -palm .of the 
left hand (the plate's bottom). Thus the object is pictured by its shape. 

. When the presentation of one feature is insufficient because objects 
i'night

1 

have similar features (the tomato is red; the cai'roFiS.' redh the 
presentation of the object is given more fully bY showing' several 
features (the· tomato is pictured by a gesture consisting of moven:ieil.t-s 
showing its i'ed cOlot ahd round shape). 

Considering ·conte.mporary gesture-mimical Speech,' it "is hard tt> 
visualize that the absolute majority of gestures are representative. 
To affirm this· one has to remember that language undergoes changes 
with time. Neither does the gesture remain static. The gesture 
changes its character, gets simplified and becomes more comfortable 
in its use. 

The easiest way to follow the development of the gesture is to 
compare the gesture-mimical speech of deaf mutes in the town with 
those in the countryside. 

To this day, for instance, many deaf mute farmers in picturing 
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their mother indicate a, kerchief thrown over the · head. A .. city :de:8.f 
mute pietures "mother" ·by putting vertically the palm· of" -the a:-.ight harid 
alternatingly ·to the,,right and- left cheeks. It's easy Ao see-_- in this 
gesture -by., extending each movement of the palm, the same .picture of 
a kerchief thrown .over the head. Thus, the gesture became cont:r:acted, 
shorter and .Jost its origi:t:1al form. 

'I-It -is still easier to see how the, gesture foses its picturesqueness 
by comparing the gestures of a deaf mute who knows verbal language 
with the "mimicry" of .an illiterate deaf mute. The one who has 
mastered verbal language, in :wanting to saY "the <lay before yesterday/' 
puts the tip of the- right hand thumb· to the cheek ·in a way that the 
index finger points , ,upward and then, without moving the thuriib fr.Om 
the cheek, throws his hand backward. This gesture appears as though 
it were not, representative. How then will the illiterate d�af mute 
whose knowledge of "lllimicry'' is limited present the concept "the 
day before yes_terday"? · His g�sture will consist. of a series of motions. 
At first he will show - the gesture "to sleep" then a finger; again the 
gesture "to sleep" and then two fingers; and following this he will move 
his right hand over the shoulder-backwards. The whole series of 
movements will indicate that two nights and two days hav'e passed
"the day before yesterday." The connection between these two gestures 
is undeniable. 

This comparison shows the long road which the gesture has 
travelled, how the gesture gradually was worked over, was simplified 
and perfected in the process of "speech." 

The examination of gestures which have not retained to the present 
time the sharpness of their portrayal always leads to the conclusi_on 
that their original form was- a more picturesque reflection of the object. 

The above-said permits us to state that all gestures which originated 
not on the basis of words but in a natural Way on the basis of images 
(let us call these gestures "natural'') can be divided into pointing and 
image forming (imitating) gestures. On the basis of word speech may 
appear translated gestures which are either the image of the object 
indicated by a word (thi's was discussed earlier on page 19) or by 
shortening of a word which came about in the process of dactylic 
speech (this will be elaborated later on). 

Consequently, the classification of contemporary speech gestures 
of deaf mutes. considering their development may be presented schew 
matically as follows: 

Natural Gestures Translated Gestures 

(Expression of visual picturesque 
thinking) 

pointing image forming 
(imitatiori) 

(]!;xpression of abstract verbal 
thinking) 

shortening of the word 

The most numerous is, of course, the group of picturing, imitating 
gestures. One could subdivide them into two groups: 

1. Gestures which retained the image forming characteristic of
the object, their quality, number, action, feature;

2. Gestures which lost the image forming characteristic of the
object, their quality, etc.

However, this subdivision would only complicate the classifieation 
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of gestures and would be only conditional, as a gesture which retained 
to date its picturesque character may in time lose it and go from one 
subgroup to another. 

The given scheme of the speech gestures of deaf mutes based on the 
unity of language and thinking- is· comprehensive and simple. 

The Significance of Speech Gestures 

In spite of its relatively limited possibilities, gesture-mimical 
speech is spread among deaf mutes and is to date still the basic means 
of communication among them. This is explained by the ease of remem
bering, using and perceiving of speech gestures by deaf mutes. While 
verbal speech has to be especially studied by deaf. mutes and demands 
great. effort and suitable conditions, gesture speech picturesque and 
relatively simple, is learned by the deaf mute without any special 
training in the process. of .its use. In addition, gesture-mimical speech 
does not require the same attention and strain which are needed for lip
reading, and it leads to a rapid establishment of mutual understanding 
among deaf mutes. Finally, conversation through lipreadng is much 
slower than through gesture; the latter permits one to carry on a 
conversation at any speed. It is precisely for these reasons that deaf 
mutes prefer to use "mimicry." 

The interpreter must consider all of these positive aspects of 
gesture-mimical speech. 

Hand Alphabet (Dactylology) 

The teaching of deaf mutes created the necessity for a means of 
communication more perfect than the gesture language, and also per
ceived by vision. Even nowadays one can see hearing people conduct 
a conversation with deaf mutes by means of the fingers of both hands, 
creating with them a semblance of letters (for instance, the letter "A" 
is indicated by putting the index finger of the Tight hand to the middle 
of the index and middle fingers of. the left hand pointing downward 
and spr.ead). This is how the hand alphabet was started. Communica
tion of deaf mutes with their relatives and friends by means of the 
hind alphabet contributed to its spreading. With all its simplicity 
it was inconvenient because the picturing of some letters required the 
participation of both hands. In the process of the use of the hand 
alphabet, it became simplified to the point that it became possible to 
"place" all letters in one hand. 

There is reason to believe that the Russian hand alphabet in a 
form close to the contemporary one existed and was already in use in 
the fir.st quarter of the nineteenth century. Indeed, this was the time 
when the school teaching of deaf mutes in Russia started. In the 
"Encyclopedic course of theoretical and practical lessons . . ." issued 
in 1889, the hand alphabet was already printed and used as a means 
of teaching verbal speech. 

There are as many dactylic signs as there are letters in the Russian 
alphabet. Many dactylic signs come close to the actual shape of the 
corresponding letter. 

Dactylology is derived from verbal speech. It differs from it only 
by having a different material basis-not sound, not the graphic sign, 
but the movement of the fingers of the hand. Dactylology is rightly 
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called a finger letter in the air: it is perceived visually and like written 
speech it follows all the rules of orthography.1 

In comparison with mimicry dactylology has basic advantages. The 
fact that it is derived' from verbal speech makes it an original and 
valuable means of communication and a tool for developing the 
thinking of deaf mutes. However, in spite of this dactylology cannot 
fully replace gesture-mimical speech, as it is inferior to it "technically." 

1. Dactylic speech is slower than the mimical, as· the finger sign�
indicate only one letter at a time, while the gesture replaces a word; 

2. Dactylic speech is more difficult to perceive at a distance than
the mimical, as the movement of fingers is not as noticeable as the 
movement of hands; 

3. Dactylic speech tires the vision faster as it requires great visual
concentration. 

Deaf mutes aware of the above drawbacks facilitate dactylic speech 
by creating a translated gesture for the word, on the, basis of dactylic 
signs-thus abbreviating the dactylic presentation of the word. Here 
is an example: originally the deaf mute presented the word "accurately" 
in full, the Russian language has only 14 words beginning with "ace" 
and they are not used in everyday language. It proved to be sufficient 
to show by dactylic signs' only the part of the word "ace" for the deaf 
mute to perceive the whole word. Later the second "c" was also dropped 
and the remaining "ac" were joined into a new gesture. In a similar 
way there appeared in mimicry gestures for such words as "dangerous,'' 
'
1happiness," etc. These gestures are now used by deaf mutes who do 

not know language.· 
The creation of such translated gestures was facilitated by the 

fact that dactylic speech is, as a rule, accompanied by lip articulation. 
The full articulation of the whole word permitted the partial presenta• 
tion of the word dactylically without hampering the interlocutor.'S' 
mutual understanding. A whole- series of translated gestures was 
created by abbreviation of words. The days of the week and the months 
are indicated by gestures for the first letter or the beginning two 
letters of the corresponding words. This is still another way leading 
to the enrichment of gesture-mimical speech. 

Thus mimicry and dactylology don't exclude but supplement each 
other. The interpreter is compelled to utilize equally well both means 
of communication. The interpreter has no difficulty in learning 
·dactylology if he knows verbal speech well. However, the ease with
which dactylic signs are learned leads- frequently to their incorrect
presentation; for this reason, the interpreter must learn thoroughly
the hand alphabet and use the dactylic signs with great accuracy.
(Rules of using dactylic signs will be given later.)

Perspectives of Development 

Gesture speech develops considerably under the influence of verbal 
speech. As we said before, new gestures are created as a result of 
the growth of the deaf mutes' cultural level. What happens is not just 
a replenishment of "the gesture vocabulary." 

1. But not the rules of punctuation: deaf mutes indicate question and exclamation 
by a corresponding facial expression ; periods and dots by means of a pause ; the dash, 
colon, etc., are not indicated. 
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Later among those who use dactylology widely an attempt is 
spreading successfully to do the following: after the use of a gesture 
in gesture-mimical speech, to add by d-actylology the ending . of the 
corresponding word. Increasingly, mimicry is' accompanied by ,distinct 
lip articulation which conveys verbal speech accurately. 

At present it is difficult to foresee which ways the development. 
of gesture speech may follow. One thing is clear: the improvement 
of speech gestures on the basis of verbal speech will lead to a new 

high level of speech culture of deaf mutes. This in turn will widen 
the use of dactylology, and will arouse the need for further study by 
deaf mutes of . the indispensable tool of thought development-verbal 
language which will permit the deaf mute to establish full contact 
with all of society. Thus with time, gesture mimical speech may get 
transformed from an auxiliary into a basic means of communication 
among deaf mutes. However, the use of gesture language should not 
be discarded as is advocated by some, but should be perlected by the 
closest rapproachement with verbal language. 

Dactylology will spread more widely as a means of communication 
among deaf mutes to the degree of their mastery of v_erbal speech .. 
The limited possibilities of the gesture language make necessary the

use of dactylology to convey to deaf mutes the greatness and riches, 
the precision and expressiveness, t1i,e power and beauty of colltemp0rary 
Russian literary language. 

III. Organization and Method of Interpretation

Translation of heard speech into gesture-mimical speech meets 
with great difficulties. Therefore, not only a beginner but even an'. 

e..xperienced interpreter is constantly faced by ·the problem of how to' 
translate. 

Prior to elaborating on this problem it is important to consider
an aspect not directly connected with the rules of interpretatiorl, but 
which is very important in securing the deaf mutes' perception of the 
material which is being translated-the organization of the inter
pretation. 

Lighting 

The visual apparatus of deaf mutes carries a tremendous load; on 
account of the impairment of the hearing, even speech must be per
ceived visually by the deaf mute. Unfavorable lighting causes strain, 
tiredness and eventually impairment of vision. 

The largest part of our work is done. by the interpreter under 
artificial lighting. Brightness, lustre and blinking can cause con
siderable damage to the human body. Hence the lighting must be 
firstly: sufficient in intensity but not blinding; s.econdly, diffused and 
without . blinding glitter and sharp shadows; thirdly, even and not. 
blinking. 

The intensity of lighting should increase with the distance between 
the interpreter and the deaf mute. To avoid blinding lustre the light 
source should be placed at a suitable height. The avoidance of glitter 
and sharp shadow is achieved by suitable light fixtures. Blinking,. 

which leads to rapid visual tiredness and which may be the result of 
swinging of the light source, may be avoided by securing its stability. 
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An artificial light source should be placed in relation to the inter
preter in front of and above him; it should be oblique (the rays should 
strike under less than 45 degrees). In the presence of several light 
sources one should relate to the strongest. 

The Place of Work 

The interpreter meets the deaf mutes under various conditions: 
In a teaching auditorium, in the factory, etc. Irrespective of where he 
Works and how many "listeners" he - has, he must remember that the 
deaf mute has to see his face and hands clearly. In places of constant 
interpretation (House of Culture, Club, Red Corner) the mounting of 
a special dais or rostrum of sufficient stability and width is desired. 

Even now some interpreters do not pay attention to the importance 
of changes of their place during the interpretation. Some interpreters 
(they are a minority) find themselves during the work in constant 
movement, shifting from place to place, others (the majority) don't 
move during the entire interpretation. Which is the right thing? It 
is obvious that both are wrong. When the interpreter keeps on shift
ing uninterruptedly, the attention of the deal mutes gets dissip3:�ed, 
as they have not only to follow the interpretation, but also have to be 
on guard not to lose the interpreter from their field of vision. In the 
second case, when the interpreter "gets rooted" to the place, the deaf 
mutes get very tired, as they must look at the same point during a long 
stretch of time (1-2 hours); as a result, the perception gets worse. 

The interpreter should change his place at definite intervals (10-15 
minutes). He should do it at a convenient moment (during a pause, 
change of speakers, etc.). He must move alte:rnatingly 1-2 steps to the 
right or left. By this simple device the interpreter avoids the dissipa
tion of the attention of the deaf mute, as well as his tiring quickly. 

Deaf mutes, who perceive their surrounding world mainly by vision, 
automatically pay great attention to the outer appearance of a person. 
They see instantly the minuest features of the face and clothing, which 
the hearing person does not see at once. Witness the fact that deaf 
mutes (even those who know verbal speech) often call each other not 
by first or last name, but select for each one a mimical gesture that 
portrays some peculiarity of the face, hairdo or clothing. Considering 
the fact that the deaf mute examines his interlocutor very thoroughly 
the outer appearance of the interpreter, who often appears befo�e a 
large audience under strong· illumination

1 
is uninterruptedly in the field 

of vision of the deaf mute. 
In the center of attention of the deaf mute are the face and hands 

of the interpreter. Therefore, it is necessary that the fingers which 
carry the basic load of the interpretation should be in good order; the 
same applies to the teeth, which are very important for the distinct 
and clear articulation of words, and facilitates lipreading.1 The cut 
of the interpreter's clothing should be comfortable, should not hinder 
his movements.2 An excess· of adornments distracts the attention of 
deaf mutes. An extraordinary style, a too-gay coloration of the dress, 

1. For the same purpose, when there is a large audience, a little rouge on the 
lip might help. 
whit!�es�n oftt;:e h:e:J�g -it is recommended to wear dark clothing-to bring out , the 
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an unnatural hairdo, an overly bright manicure, may become an object 
of discussion and divert the attention of the audience. Hence the 
interpreter must take care of his outward appearance. 

The Duration of Work 

The interpretation of material that iS- varie.d and might be very 
difficult, the peculiarities of gesture speech and of the audience of 
deaf mutes, exert tension on the interpreter's nervous system and 
expenditure of a great amount of muscular energy. The experience 
shows that even an experienced interpreter cannot work efficiently 
after 1-llh hours of uninterrupted translation. Exhaustion leads to 
a sharp decline of the quality of the work if it is continued too long. 

For this reason, in conferences and at meetings held to hear reports, 
where lengthy int&pretations are required, the presence of a relief 
interpreter is needed. If a relief interpreter is not available, it is 
necessary to interrupt after 1-1½ hours; this is not only for th� 
recovery of the interpreter's strength, but also for the sake of the 
deaf mutes, whose degree of assimilation of the interpretation gets 
lowered after 1-1½ hours of "listening" (just as with hearing people). 

Rules and Methods of Interpretation 

The prevalent opinion among interpreters from one language into 
another is that if the translation is correct, it is not beautiful and if it 
is beautiful, it is not correct. The interpreter for deaf mutes, if he 
knows gesture-mimical speech, well can ensure an interpretation which 
is correct and expressive at the same time. Considering the peculiar
ities of gesture speech, the interpreter must follow definite rules and 
use a series of devices. 

1. The presentation of the speech gesture must be correct and dis
tinct. Just as the slightest change in the movement of the speech ap
paratus can lead to a formation of a new sound, a new word,1 the slightest 
change in the movement of the hand or fingers can form a new speech 
gesture. For instance, the mimical presentations of the following pairs 
of concepts: cold and to fear, water and rain, young and green, are 
very similar. Consequently, even the slightest inaccuracy in the 
gesture can lead to the replacement of one concept by another. 'fo 
make the gestures distinct, they have to be separated by a pause, just 
as is done with words. When the gestl.lres are not separated by a 
pause, they become diffuse. In the absence of a pause, the mutual 
understanding between interlocutors becomes difficult, just as in verbal 
speech. 

As not only the right hand, but also the left one participate in the 
formation of gestures, one must develop distinctness in the movements 
of the fingers of both hands. To ]earn the gesture one must foUow 
with great attention all its components (the movements of the hands 
and fingers) and reproduce them exactly and in the right sequence. 
The hands of the interpreter should not cover each other, unless the 
character of the gesture requires it. 

2. The speech gesture must be expressive. The expressiveness

1. The author gives here as an examJ1le 6 Russian words, totally different in 
meaning, but differing only in the firut letter. 
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of the gesture depends on how characteristic and plastic are -its compo
nents. Depending on the ·tontext, a gesture signifying the same con
cept, may have a different character: To make the interpretation 
expressive, one has to make use of different strengths and speeds in 
gestures. Gestures signifying concepts which carry the basic meaning 
of a sentence must be stronger. In other words, the movements must 
be more energetic and· wider, but always within a definite frame. 
Words which carry logical stress are interpreted by such gestures. 
To emphasize the most important parts of the material being inter
preted (slogans; generalization, conclusions), the tempo of the inter
pretation should be slower. This is usually not difficult, as the speaker 
who wants to underline a thollght that he considers important usually 
slows down his speech. (In writing it is done by spacing.) The change 
of tempo in interpreting parts of the speech attracts the attention of 
deaf mutes. The expressiveness of the gesture, just as the expressive
ness of the word, is not achieved at once, but by persistent effort. 

3. The gesture speech must be accompanied by mimicry of the face
{movements of the facial muscles) because face mimicry is an indis
pensable component of many speech gestures. For instance, in present
ing the concepts bitter, salty, sour, one should imitate the facial 
expression of a person experiencing these gustatory sensations; speech 
gestures conveying joy, sorrow, astonishment and other feelings are 
accompanied oy a facial expression corresponding to the emotional 
colouring of the material being translated. 

Facial mimi6ry is a sort of intonation in gesture language. In u 
spoken speech, for example, you ran say the word "good" in a variety 
of ways. It may .signify approval or question; it may express threat, 
mockery, rapture-the meaning of the word will depend on the selected 
intonation. In gesture speech the meaning of the gesture that cor
responds to a given word will depend on facial mimicry. Gesture 
speech devoid of intonation, like verbal speech, becomes "dead" if the 
interpreter does not amplify the speech gesture with a suitable facial 
expression; of course, his mimicry should not be exaggerated. 

4. Gesture interpretation must always be accompanied by lip articu
lation. This is made necessary by the indefiniteness of the gesture, 
as well as by the absence of morphology in gesture-mimical speech. 
Indeed, how can a deaf mute who knows verbal speech understand 
what the interpreter is picturing, if the same gesture stands for drewm, 
day-dream, fantasy; or for mountain, hill, hillock, knoll; or for frost, 
frosty, to freeze, it is freffzing, etc.? 

During the interpretation the hands should not cover the face of 
the interpreter. He must pay special attention that his mouth should 
always be in the field of vision of the deaf mute. By articulation with 
his lips, he silently repeats the verbal speech. The movements of the 
lips should be distinct and somewhat exaggerated, if the distance 
between the interpreter and the deaf mutes is considerable. 

5. The interpreter has to make use of dactylology alongside with
speech gestures. Without dacty lology, it is impossible to ensure a 
full-fledged interpretation: one cannot convey by gestures proper 
na�es, special scientific and technical concepts; abstract concepts, the 
riches in synonyms of verbal language, idiomatic phrases. The extent 
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of the use of dactylology is determined by the complexity of the material and by the cultural level of the audience. The more complex the material, the more educated the audience, the more can one make use of dactylcilogy. 6. The interpretation should be·· done thoughtfully a;nd not mechanically. The comparatively limited Possibilities of gesture speech hinder the correctness of the translation and require from the interpreter a very thoughtful attitude to his work.1 Let us take as an example the following sentence: "The troops, defeated in fierce battles by the people's army, retreated." If the interpreter will just replace each word consecutively by a gesture, the sentence might be misunderstood. There is no morphology in gesture-mimical speech; there is_ no differentiation between active and passive voice and therefore the Sentence could be understood as "The troo:Ps defeated the people's army ... " To remeay the misunderstanding, the interpreter can change the order of words: "The tro_ops retreated after being defeated . . ." or still better by replacing_ "defeated" by "suffered a defeat." 7. The interpreter should aim at the maximum correctn�s of theinterpretation. As we said before, the word always generaliZes, while the meaning of the gesture in comparisqn with the ·· word is. limited. In replacing the word by a gesture, one has to consider that th.e word is polysemantic. For instance, the word head can have the following meanings: ·part of the body-headacheintelligence--a person with a headleader-hea-d of the entire enterpriseadvanced detachment--the head of the columnfood product--sugar headVerbs have an eVen greater variety of meanings.· The verb �o take has up to 18 meanings, the verb to go up fo 40 meanings. The · in,ter:preter should consider the change of· the word's meaning depending on the context, and ·perceive the word in its ·connection with other words. Consequently the word head in· the above phrases will be designated by different gestures. The use of the wo·,rd in a figurative meaning requires the 11.se of a different ge9ture. For instance, the word "to fly" has tO be interpreted. Its direct meaning is to change place in the air. In verbal speech it is designated by one word: the bird } the airplane is flying dust but in mimical speech it is conveyed by three ges.tures. If we add thaoccasions where the word "to fly" is used figura_tively2 the number of gestures is considerably increased. To convey by a gesture a word spoken in a given context,_ one should select .the gesture with great accuxacy. To achieve this, not ·only the word, but the· wh0Ie phrase connected with the word, must be heard by the interpreter. Cons-equently, the interpretation should not be done concurrently with speech, but 
1. Note by translator: the author elaborates on two examples; the first we 

had to omit. as it is too peculiarly Russian. In the second we had to keep the Russian 
word order to make it illustrative. 

2. Note by translator: Several idiomatic Russian phrases are given as examples. 87 



should lag behind somewhat. This can be done with experience, but it 
requires strained attention; in return, such an interpretation will be 
very exact. 

8. In interpreting into gesture speech the order of the words in
the sentence remains. It is not recommended to build the interpretation 
on the basis of the peculiarities of gesture speech and sentence con� 
struction. 

Firstly, because it would be difficult for the interpreter to conduct, 
and for the� deaf mute to understand, an interpretation where lip 
articulation does not coincide with gesture. 

Secondly, such an interpretation hinders the rapprochement of 
gesture language with verbal language. However, the construction 
peculiarities of gesture language can be utilized, if they are compatible 
with the usual sentence construction of verbal speech. For instance: 
when in the sentence "I do not wish to speak with you after this oc� 
currence," the speaker emphasizes· by intonation "do not wish," it is 
better to change the sentence as follows: "After this occurrence to 
speak with you I do not wish." This is admissible as there is no strict 
word order in Russian, and the predicate can be at the end of the sentence 
(a few examples from Pus·hkin follow). 

A change of the word order is sometimes necessary. _This is the 
case when the speaker uses the passive voice. In interpreting the phrase 
"In 1905 the people, deceived by the Tsar ... ," one cannot retain this 
word sequence. In order to be understood by the deaf mute, the sentence 
has to be as follows: "In 1905 the Tsar deceived the people;" it means 
that, if necessary, the sentence construction must be changed. Thus, 
the interpreter, while retaining in the main the construction of verbal 
speech, may change it when it becomes necessary, but he must avoid 
infringing upon Russian grammar. 

9. The interpreter must utilize "mimical parallelism." Of course
some gestures are always basic and are used more often than others; 
the knowledge of the gesture allows one to express the corresponding 
concept. However, the interpreter must know the whole group of 
parallel gestures. This is necessary to give the speech a variety of 
emotional colorations. In the phrases "no book," "no money," "no mood/' 
"no such a man," etc., the deaf mutes will use four different gestures to 
indicate the negation "no." All these gestures should, of course, be 
known to the interpreter. 

The utilization of parallel gestures is especially important in 
conveying synonyms of verbal language. The Russian language has 
whole nests of synonyms: defame, slur, slander, stigniati:ze or battle, 
fight, encou.nter,_cmnbat, etc.; for each of these synonyms one can select 
a corresponding gesture. 

However, there is not yet a sharp demarcation between gestur(:!s 
that stand for similar concepts. FOr instance, in interpreting the words 
heroic, courageous, brave, bold, valiant, the gestures get mixed up. 
Parallel gestures must be differentiated and assigned to definite word
synonyms. In order to achieve this the presentation of a parallel 
gesture must be accompanied by dactylology. In learning the parallel 
gestures, the interpreter will, firstly, bring the gesture-mimical speech 
closer ta verbal speech by contributing to the assignment of the exact 
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meaning of the word to the gesture; secondly, he will enrich the voca
bulary ,of those deaf mutes whose knowledge of verbal speech is poor; 
through a gesture understood by them they will learn a new word by 
means of the accompanying dactylology. 

10. (1) In interpreting a word used in a figurative sense, the
interpreter should replace it by a gesture expressing its direct meaning, 
otherwise the whole sentence will be misunderstood by the deaf mute; 
in addition, to retain the color of t he phrase, the original word should 
be presented by dactylology. 

The Russian language has innumerable idiomatic word combinations 
and phrases; here again the interprete� should explain it by gestures 
and give a verbatim interpretation by dactylology. 

The above applies also to proverbs and sayings. 
It should be noted that deaf mutes have developed gestures for 

quite a few idiomatic expressions; the interpreter should know and 
use them. 

2From the above we can _come to the following conclusion: when 
the interpreter. encounters a word used in a figurative sense, a meta
phor, an idiom� a proverb, a saying, irony and other colorful words 
and phraSes, he should first interpret it by dactylology, and then reveal 
the meaning by gestures. Such an interpretation where both the 
dactylic signs and the gestures are used, contributes to the enrichment 
of the deaf mutes' vocabulary and to the replenishment of speech 
gestures for thos,e deaf mutes whose knowledge of gesture speech is 
poor. 

Of course, the interpretation of color.ful expressions, in which the 
Russian language is so rich, meets with considerable difficulties·. One 
has to aim here to retain not only the meaning of what is ::;_aid, but 
also the expressiveness of the lang1.lage; much depend$ on the inter
preter's degree of geSture knowledge. 

11. The interpreter must work incessantly on the improvement o!
the gesture speech structure. As was mentioned before, the gesture 
might be based on different outward signs of . the same object; this 
explains why in different localities, there al'e different gestures for the 
same object. F:Or instance, the gestures for the chief, war, are different 
in the north and south; in many districts the concepts of master, to 
prepare, gay, are presented -differently. There is a difference, although 
insignificant, betweeri the gestures of the inhabitants of Moscow and 
Leningrad. 

. 
. 

One cari find· in any locality a few gestures that are not used else
where. The interpreter should always · select the gestures that are 
widely spread and not those that are used in the particular locality. 
By this he will contribute to- the elimination of local gestures, which 
a're not only a hindrance in mutual understanding, but als'O are often 
awkward and homely. The introduction of generally used gestures 

1. Note cA. the translator: This 10th part of the 12 parts of the "Rules of 
Interpreting" is concerned with the interpretation of words used in a figurative sense, 
of hiighly idiomatic phrases, sayings, J)roverbs, etc. A multitude of examples are 
given that are untranslatable. unless one makes voluminous explanations, which would 
anyw:a;y be of no interest to the Eng]ish reader. Therefore, instead of a full transla
tion, we give in this J)art only the essential extracts and Olll" own summaries. 

2. Note of the translator: From now to the end of part 10--it is a full trans
lation only with the examples omitted. 
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must be· done skillfully. At fir'St, the' interpreter. has· to' :aCquaint the' 
-collective where he works with· th1e -genetally,:'·used ge·sture; then he

brings it into the interpretation, but it must a-lWays .. be accompanied
by the local gesture. Only later .on;·�when ,thir,deaf,. mutes have learned
the new gesture, can· he use it freely.

There are gestures that correspond .to slang or ra.the1: cant; they 
have been created by definite groups of deaf mutes with the only 
purpose that people surrounding them should ,not understand then:l: 
The interpreter must fight against such gestures. He must know the 
slang gestures but should not use them, as they clutter up ge:stu,re 
speech. 'J'he work of the interpreter in. _introducing the generally used 
gestures and his fight against slang .will co_ntribute: _to the raising o_f 
the cultural level of.,g.esture spee.ch._., 

,. , 

12. In interpretation one has to · consider the cultural level of the
deaf mutes and the degree of their mastery of verbal speech. The 
more verbal speech they know the higher their cultural level; the. mo:re 
use has the inte.rpreter to make of dactylology. In using dactylology 
-one must know the correct use of the dactylic sign. This_ is necessary,
as the right dactylic letter facilitates the reading of the hand. Poor
knowledge of dactylology and sloppy showing of the dactylic signs

interfere with fluent reading in the same way as a poor handwriting
and a. sloppy letter. The interpreter should aim at a high technique o:f
dactylic speech. In order to achieve this one must follow the following
rules:

1. The dactylic interpretation should be done by the right hand.
2. During the interpretation the arm, bent at the elbow at a right

.angle (the most comfortable position) is· brought forward and remains 
immobile. Only the hand is mobile. 

3. The hand should be a touch higher than the shoulder, under
and to the right of the chin at a distance of 15-20 centimeters from the 
body. This allows the deaf mute to see clearly the da-ctylic sign as 
well as lip articulation. 

4. The hand should, as a rule, be turned towards the deaf mute
(the interlocutor). The turning of the hand now to your body, now 
away from it, as superfluous and· interferes with reading. 

5. To facilitate the deaf route's perception of dactylic speech in
a large auditorium, it is recommended to move the hand gradually 
sideways, as in writing. To avoid mirror reading, the interpreter·· h-a's 
to ''write" not from left to right, but from right to left. The hand 
moves. within the space between the shoulder and the middle of the 
chest.· Such a letter in the air will help the deaf mute to do "hand 
reading" even at a considerable distance. 

Only in following the above-mentioned rules and devices, which each 
interpreter must know, can a high quality of interpretation be ensured;· 
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Training Materials-Films 

"Filmed Instruction in Manual Communication"-8mm (reel type� silent, 
color). Dr. Howard Roy, Office of Institutional Research, Gallaudet 
College, Washington, D. C. 20002. 

The 46 reels in this series are intended to provide practice in reading 
the language of signs and fingerspelling. They are intended to be used 
by individuals, not groups. They are programmed to facilitate self
instruction. The student uses the films after having covered the cor
responding leSson in class. The manU:al. accompanying the films is used 
by the teacher for group instruction. 

The films are experimental and since the experimental phase of 
their use is not complete, they are not available for distribution. They 
may be viewed at Gallaudet College, to which inquiries should be 
addressed. 

"Fingerspelling F_ilms"-Smm (cartridge type, silent, color). The Inter
natiohal Commuriications Foundation, 870 Monterey Pas$ Road, 
Monterey Park, California. 

There are two se.ts: 
Set A: "Fingerspelling for Dormitory Supervisors." 
Set B: "Fingerspelling for Rehabilitation Counselors." 
Each set consists of six cartridges, each containing approximately 

4¼ minutes of 8mm colored film. Prices available on request. 

"Pre�Cana Counseling Film"-16mm (reel type, silent, black and white). 
Approximately 90 minutes. 

This film was developed by the Catholic Church as an example of 
clerical use of the language of signs. A set is on deposit with Captioned 
Films, available for research purposes but not for general circulation. 

"The Sign Language of the Deaf"-16mm (reel type, silent, black and 
white). Length not known. 

These subjects are in the film archives of the Library of Congress 
and do not circulate. For information as to terms of· availability, write 
to the Library of Congress, Washington, D. C. 

Various sign language films.-16mm (reel type, silent, black and white). 
Lengths not known. 

The National Association of the Deaf has several films showin� 
"classical" use of the language of signs. They have limited circulation. 
Custodian of the films is Roy J. Stewart, 1108 Park Road, N. W.,. 
Washington, -D. C. 20010. 

"Experimental Film for Teaching the Manual 4,lphabet"-16mm (reel 
type, silent, color). Dr. Harry -Bornstein, Office Of Institutional 
Research, Gallaudet College, Washington, D. C. 20002. 
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This film is a series of 17 lessons for use on an 8mm projector. The 
first two lessons introduce the alphabet and give practice in recognizing 
the static form of a given letter. The other 15 lessons provi�e practice 
fo. reading words and sentences. 

No instructor is needed. However, the student must learn to operate 
a self-threading film projector before he can take the course. He, thus, 
can change the film speed, stop the film, and reverse the film as he 
wishes. 

To enable the student to adapt what he learns to real situations, 
the research staff employed several techniques. They used a variety 
of hands in the films: students', deaf children's, faculty-staff members'
hands with long fingers, short fingers, stubby fingers. Because one 
views a person from different positions, the staff filmed the lessons 
from five different angles. 

National Council of the Episcopal Church Films-Smm ( cartridge, silent, 
black and white). 

The Conference of Episcopal Church Workers Among the Deaf, 
in cooperation with the National Council of the Episcopal Church, has 
produced a series of films designed to teach the language of signs. The 
series consists of 40 films, each one covering approximately 16 signs. 
Inquiries should be addressed to the Rev. Edric Weld, Department of 
Christian Education, Episcopal Church Center, 815 Second Avenue, 
New York, N. Y. 10017. 
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PROPOSED FEDERAL BILL FOR INTERPRETERS 

88th CONGRESS H. R. 8136 

First Session 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
August 19, 1963 

Mr. St. Onge introduced the following bill; which was referred to the 
Committee on the Judiciary 

A BILL 

To provide for the designation of qualified interpreters to assist 
defendants who are unable because of deafness to understand proceed
ings in Federal criminal actions and for other purposes. 

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-
2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, 
3 That (a) chapter 223 of title 18, United States Code, is 
4 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new 
5 section: 
6 & 3501. ASSISTANCE FOR DEAF DEFENDANTS 
7 "Whenever a district court of the United States deter-
s mines in any criminal action that a defendant is unable 
9 because of deafness to understand the proceedings before 

-2-
1 the court, the court shall designate under rules approved by 
2 the Judical Conference of the United States a qualified 
3 interpreter to translate those proceedings for that defend-
4 ant. The court shall determine the reasonable compensa-
5 tion of such an interpreter, and such compensation shall be 
6 paid by the United States marshal for the district in which 
7 such court is located from funds appropriated for such 

purpose. 8 
9 "As used in this section, the term 'qualified interpreter' 

10 means an individual who has normal hearing, is skilled or<, 
11 proficient in the use of the manual communication system in-
12 valving fingerspelling and the language of signs in · com-
13 municating with the deaf, and is readily able to translate 
14 simultaneously in either direction the manual system and 
15 spoken English." 
16 (b) The analysis of such chapter is amended by add-
17 ing at the end thereof the following: 

"3501. Assistance for deaf defendants." 
18 SEC. 2 Section 5 of the Act of April 1, 1942 (56 Stat .. 
19 190, 193), is amended by adding at the end thereof the 
20 following new subsection: 
21 "(d) Whenever the District of Columbia Court of Gen-
22 eral Sessions determines in any criminal action that a de-
23 fendant is unable because of deafness to understand the 
24 proceedings before the court, the court shall designate under 
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-3-

1 rules approved by the Judicial Conference of the United 
2 States a qualified interpreter to translate those proceedings 
3 for the defendant. The court shall determine the reason-
4 able compensation of such an interpreter and such com-
5 pensation shall be paid by the United States marshal for 
6 the District of Columbia from funds appropriated for the 
7 District (!f Columbia for that purpose. As u@ed in this sub-
8 section, the term 'qualified interpreter' means an individllal 
9 who has normal hearing, is skilled or proficient in use of the 

10 manual communication involving fingerspelling and 
11 the language of signs in communicating with the deaf, and is 
12 readily able to translate simultaneously in either direction the 
13 manual system and spoken English." 
14 SEC. 3. The amendments made by this Act shall take 
15 effect on the first day of the seventh month beginning after 
16 the date of enactment of this Act. 

(Editor's Note: This bill has not yet been enacted.) 
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Meeting of the Planning Committee 
Workshop on Interpreting for the Deaf 

A conference was held at the Kitselman Conference Center, Ball 
State Teachers College, Muncie, Indiana, November 13-15, 1963, to 
develop plans for the organization and responsibilities of the Workshop 
on Interpreting for the Deaf to be held June 15-17, 1964, and made 
possible by a grant from the Vocational Rehabilitation Administration, 
No. 460-T-64. The following were present: 

Dr. Edmund B. Boatner, American School for the Deaf, West Hart
ford, Connecticut. 

Miss Susan Christian, Indiana School for the Deaf, Indianapolis, 
Indiana, who served as interpreter for the deaf participants at the 
Planning Conference. 

Mr. Louie J. Fant, Jr., Gallaudet College, Washington, D. C. 

Mrs. Loel J. Francis, Culver City, California. 

Mr. Lloyd A. Harrison, Missouri School for the De�f, Fulton, 
Missouri. 

Dr. Ralph Hoag, Specialist, Teacher Training Programs for the 
Deaf, U. S. Office of Education, Washington, D. C. 

Dr .. William J. McClure, Project Director, Indiana School for the 
Deaf, Indianapolis, Indiana. 

Mr. Don G. Pettingill, Vocational Rehabilitation Division, Indian
apolis, Indiana. 

Dr. Stephen P. Quigley, Institute for Research on Exceptional Chil
dren, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois. 

Dr. Stanley D. Roth, Kansas School for the Deaf, Olathe, Kansas .. 

Mr. Edward L. Scouten, Louisiana School for the Deaf, Baton Rouge, 
Louisiana. 

Mr. Jess M. Smith, Editor, Workshop Report, Indiana School for 
the Deaf, Indianapolis, Indiana. 

Mr. Frank B. Sullivan, National Fraternal Society of the Deaf, Oak 
Park, Illinois. 

Dr. Edward W. _Tillinghast, Arizona School for the Deaf, Tucson, 
Arizona. 

Dr. Frank Withrow, Illinois School for the Deaf, Jacksonville,. 

Illinois. 
The Planning Conference was called with the following stated 

objectives: 
1. To agree on a staff.
2. To nominate ·participa-nts (trainees).
3. To lay out an agenda-curriculum for the Workshop.
4. To assign fact ·finding tasks with respect to present laws, regu

lations and practices. 
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5. To as�il$11 �_pecific portions of,t�e prop�m.
6. To begin collection cif a "library" of materials sucli 3.s existing

books or manU.als on the language Of.Sig'ns, dactylology, and films which 
might be available. 

7. To initiate an,.investigation of the.Iegal.. aspects of. interpreting
at local� state, and Federal levels. 

8. To develop. any .other �spects. of the over.,..all .. progr.am.
9. To set the time and place for the Workshop.
The first meeting-.,on Wednesday evening, November 13,. w�s con

fined to introductions; a welcome by Dr._ Al�n Huckleberry, Director o;( 
Special. Education and Campus Coordinator of the Workshop, Ball State 
Teaciiei-s dollege; i"'l'esUiue of the hii.ckg'round of· the· WOrkshop by Dr. 
Williams; and the format of the Planning Conference by Dr. McClure. 

Thursday morning each participant was given an opportunity to 
state· his concept of interpreting and of the Wo:rkshop. As a result of 
this round table discussion, it was agreed to split up into three sub
groups to . . develop �id_elines for the Workshop. 

Thursday afternoon the sub-groups met with assigned topics as 
follows: 

Group I: Concepts of .Interpreting and Interpreters-Mr. Scouten 
group leader; Dr. Boatner; Mrs. Francis; Dr. Hoag; Dr. Tillinghast. 

Group 11: Personnel-Recruitment and Training of Interpreters
Mr. Fant, group leader; Miss Christian; Mr. Sullivan; Dr. Williams; Dr. 
Withrow. 

Group III:· Standards of Reference-Resources and Materials-Dr. 
Quigley, group leader; Mr. Harrison; Mr. Pettingill; Dr. Roth; Mr. 
Smith. 

After meetings of the sub-groups, the entire Planning ponference 
reassembled to hear preliminary reports. Items for workshop considera
tion were listed and tentative nominations made for group leaders and 
recorders. 

At an informal meeting in the evening, Dean Earl Johnson and 
Dr. David Rice of Ball State Teachers College were present for a dis
cussioll of the site and da-i::es for ·the Workshop in June, i964. 

Friday morning's business included review of the three main work
shop topics to be ·considered and· nomination of participants (trainees) 
to be invited. A list of nominees and alternates· was drawn up. Two 
criteria governed the list: (1). inclusion 9;£: Aeaf. persqns __ as roughly .one
third of the total participants and (2) broad representation o:l; o.rga_n,i
zations and individuals concel"ned with the problems of the deaf and of 
interpreting''f'or the deaf. It wa�i'3-gl'0ed that Dr. McClure ·would pi'epare 
such a tentative list for approval by members of the Planning Confe:ienCe 
before -sending out in¥itations. -Final .. selection of , participants would 
necessarily be governed by travel costs and availability of those invitedJ 

Other- . items: of., ,busin'ess : 1 

Dates for the Workshop were set for June 14-17, 1964. All,attending 
were to be asked to arrive on the Ball State ,Teachers. College campus 
Sunday evening, June 14, and to 11emain .through .the final .. session Wed� 
nesday afternoon,- June 17,, 

Dr. McClure ·and Mi-.. Smith, were requested .to:. inspect available 
facilities on the Ball State campus and to select the. -best_ possible com-: .. 
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bination of arrangements of housing, dining, and meeting facilities. 
Dr. McClure and Mr. Smith-with the help of Dr. Hoag-were 

requested to arrange the Workshop schedule so as to provide for maxi-
mum participation and exploration of the three main topics. 

Dr. McClure and Mr. Smith were requested to prepare a mailing 
schedule covering the Planning Conference report, list of participants, 
schedules, and other matters. pertaining to the Workshop. 

The final business of the Planning Conference Friday afternoon was 
a review of the deliberations. Additional suggestions were offered for 
sub-topics, leaders and recorders. It was suggested that Workshop parti
cipants include: Members of the Planning Conference, 10 consultants, 
4 interpreters, and 40 trainees. Observers who wished to attend at their 
own expense were to be permitted, provided there was room for them. 
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Appendix A

Workshop Agenda 

SUNDAY, JUNE 14 

1 :00�REGISTRATION Howick ,Wing, Noy.er Hall

4:00-7:30-TRAVEL AND FINANCIAL MATTERS,,...Ball Sj;ate Busi-
ness Office Personnel Registration Desk, NiJyer Hall

6:00-6:30-DINNER 

"7:00-INSTRUCTIONS TO CHAIRMEN, EDITORS 
" · AND RECORDERS-William J. McClure, Jess. M. Smith , Stephen 

P. Quigley Klipple Conf'ereiic"e· Room 

8:00-ORIENTATION MEETING-William J. McClure, Boyce R. Wil
liams William,,'S Conference Room

PAPER-1'INTERPRETING AS THE PUBLIC LOOKS AT IT"-Joseph P. 
Youngs, Superintendent, Governor Baxte1· SChoof for the Deaf, 
Portland, M;:iine 

. 9:00--'COFFEE HOUR. 

MONDAY, JUNE 15 

7 :30-BREAKF AST 

Noyer Hall 

8:30-PLENARY MEETING Williams Conference Room 

WELC0MEa--:-Dr.-Jo-hn E. Visser, Assistant to the President, B�ll State 
Teachers College_. 

INSTRUQTIQNS 

g:00-Topic I:: TRAINING MATERIALS, BOOKS, AND FILMS 
ADDRESS AND FILMS-Co-chairmen and Editors Louie J. F'ant, Jr., 

and John A. Gough 

10:15-BACKGROUND AND PRESENTATION OF PROBLEM 
p APER-'1INTERPRETING AS THE DEAF SEE IT"-Rohert G. Sandel"

so,n, Past President, p:tah Association of the D�af 

to :30-10 :45-COFFEE BREAK 

10 :45-PAPER-"INTERPRETING As THE INTERPRETERS SEE IT-STAND
ARDS AND COMPETENCIES"-Edward L. Scouten, Principal, Louisiana 
School for the Deaf 
PAPE�"REcRUITMENT OF INTERPRE�ERs BY AND FOR THE DEAF'"

Frederick C. Schreiber, Executive Director, District of Columbia 
Association of the Deiif 

12:00-LUNCH 
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1:15-TOPIC COMMITTEE SESSIONS 
Topic 11-"CONCEPTS OF lNTERPRETING--SITUATIONS, OccASI0NS"

Stanley D. Roth, Chairman; Edward L. Scouten, ,Editor 
Williams Conference Room 

Topic Ill-"PERS0NNEL-L0CATION, R.ECRIDTMENT, TRAINING"
Stephen P. Quigley, --Chairman; Kenneth R. Mangan, Editor 

Howick Conference Room 

2:45-3:00-COFFEE BREAK 

5:00-ADJOURN 

6 :30-BANQUET (buffet style) 

7:30-SESSION Workshop Headquarters, Noyer Hall 
Chairmen, Editors and Recorders meet to prepare discus$ion ma
teri,al for sub-groups 

TUESDAY, JUNE 16 

"7:30-BREAKFAST 

8:30-REPORT OF TOPIC II-Stanley D. Roth, Chai"'1lan 
Williams Conference Room 

9:00-GROUP WORK SESSION 
All groups address discussion to Topic II

Groups Chairmen Recorders 

A Edward W. Tillinghast Lloyd A. Ambrosen 
Willia1?'l,8 Conference Room 

B Frank B. S,ullivan Lottie Riekehof 
Howick Conference Room 

C Gordon Clarke Arthur G. Norris 
Howick Recreation Room 

D John O'Brien Rev. Roy Cissna 
Klipple Conference Room 

10:30-10:45-COFFEE BREAK 

12:00-LUNCH 

1:15-REPORT ON TOPIC III-Stephen P. Quigley, Chairman 
Williams Conference Room 

1:45-GROUP WORK SESSION 
All groups address disc;ussio-n to Tot!iC III 

Groups Chairmen Recorders 

A Edgar L. Lowell Robert Baughml:!,n 
Williams Conference Room 

B Frank VVithrow Kenneth Huff 
Howick Conference Room 
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C Don G. Pettingill Lloyd A. Harrison 
Howick Recreation Room 

D Florian A. Caligiuri Arthur Washburn 
Klipple Conference Room 

4:45-ADJOURN 

(Chairmen, Editors, and Recorders meet to prepare preliminary 
reports.) 

6:00-DINNER 

Evening free 

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 17 

7 :3-0-BREAKF AST 

8:00-PLENARY SESSION 

Plans for finalization of reports 

Williams Conference Roo1n 

9:00-FINAL TOPIC COMMITTEE SESSIONS 

Topic II-Stanley D. Roth, Chairman; Edward L. Scouten, Editor 
Williams Conference Room 

Topic III-Stephen P. Quigley, Chairman; Kenneth Mangan, Editor 
Howick Conference Room 

10:45-Topic I-GENERAL DISCUSSION-TRAINING MATERIALS, 

BOOKS AND FILMS-Louie J. Fant, Jr., John A. Gough 

12:00-LUNCH 

1:15-REPORTS OF EDITORS 

Topic I-Mr. Fant, Mr. Gough
Topic II-Mr. Scouten 
Topic III-Dr. Mangan 

2 :45-ADJOURNMENT 
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Appendix B'' 

List of Partic:ipants 

WORKSHOP ON INTERPRETING FOR THE DEAF 

Ball State Teachers College 

Muncie, Indiana 

June 14-17, 1964 

PROJECT DIRECTOR-

Dr. William J. McClure, Superintendent 
Indiana School for the Deaf 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46205 

EDITOR-

Mr. Jess M. Smith, Teacher and Editor of the Deaf American 

Indiana School for the Deaf 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46205 

CAMPUS COORDINATOR-

Dr. Alan Huckleberry, Director 
Department of Special ·Education 
Ball State Teachers College 
Muncie, Indiana 

PLANNING COMMITTEE-

Dr. Edmund B. Boatner, Superintendent 
American School for the Deaf 
139 North Main Street 
West Hartford, Connecticut 

Mr. Gayle S. Eads, State Director 
Vocational Rehabilitation Division 
State Capitol Building 
Indianapolis, Indiana 

<,,,.. Mr. Louie J. Fant, Jr. 
Associate Professor of Education 
Gallaudet College 
Washington, D. C. 20002 

*Mrs. Loel J. Francis, Public Relations Director
California Association of the Deaf
5924 Stoneview Drive
Culver City, California

Dr. Stephen P. Quigley, Professor
Institute for Research on Exceptional Children
University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois

* Deceased February 27, 1964. 
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Dr. Stanley D. Roth, Superintendent 
Kansas School for the Deaf 
Olathe, Kansas 

Mr. Edward L. Scouten, Principal 
Louisiana School for the Deaf. 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 

Mr. Frank B. Sullivan, Secretary-Treasurer 
National Fraternal Society of the Deaf 
6701 West North Avenue 
Oak Park, Illinois 

Dr. Edward W. Tillinghast, Superintendent 
Arrizona School for the Deaf 
Tucson, Arizona 

,.,.,.. Dr. Boyce R. Williams, Consultant 
Deaf and the Hard of Hearing 
Vocational Rehabilitation Administration 
Washington 2?, D. C. 

Dr. Frank Withrow, Research Director 
Illinois School for the Deaf 
Jacksonville, Illinois 

CONSULTANTS-
Mr. Gordon L. Allen, Board Member 
National Association of the Deaf 
2223 19th Avenue, N. E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55418 

Mr. Florian A. Caligiuri, Chairman Adult Education 
California Association of the Deaf 
14797 Gardenhill Road 
LaMirada, California 

Mr. Jack D. Downey, Engine·ering Draftsman 
711 Opal Street 
Boise, Idaho 

Mr. Alexander Fleischman, President 
National Congress of Jewish Deaf 
8629 Piney Branch Road 
Silver Spring, Maryland 

/ Mr. Max Friedman, Editor 
Empire State News 
3871 Sedgwick Avenue 
New York 63, New York 

Mr. Alfred J. Lamb, Assistant Superintendent 
Indiana School for the Deaf 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46205 
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Mr. John G. O'Brien, President 
Oregon Association of the Deaf 
365 23rd Street, N. E. 
Salem, Oregon 

/ Miss Lottie L. Riekehof, Dean of Women 
Central Bible Institute 
3000 North Grant A venue 
Springfield, Missouri 

Mr. Robert G. Sanderson, Past President 
Utah Association of the Deaf 
5268 South 2000 West Street 
Roy, Utah 84067 

f- Mr. Frederick C. Schreiber, Executive Director
District of Columbia Association of the Deaf
4015 Byrd Road
Kensington, Maryland 20795

r Mr. Martin L. A. Sternberg, Associate Research Scientist 
Department of ·Educational Psychology 
New York University 
New York 3, New.York 

/ Mr. David Watson, Author 
"Talk With Your Hands" 
Route 1 
Winneconne, Wisconsin 

INTERPRETERS-
/ Mrs. Lillian Beard, Interpreter for the Deaf 

Second Baptist Church 
8217 Wier Drive 
Houston, Texas 77017 

Miss Susan Christian, Supervising Teacher 
Indiana School for the Deaf 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46205 

Mrs. Ellen Fair, Teacher 
Indiana School for the Deaf 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46205 

Mr. Joseph P. Youngs, Superintendent 
Governor Baxter School for the Deaf 
Portland, Maine 

TRAINEES-
/ Mrs. Gerald Adler, Placement Coordinator 

Michigan Association for Better Hearing 
10054 Beaverland 
Detroit 39, Michigan 
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Mr. Lloyd A. Ambrosen, Superintenden:t 
Maryland School for the Deaf 
Frederick, Maryland 

/ Mrs. T. R. Babbini, Public �elations Director 
California Association of the Deaf 
14607 Huston Street 
Sherman Oaks, California 

Mr. Robert Baughman, Vocational Principal 
Kentucky School for the Deaf 
Danville, Kentucky 

,,/ Dr. Elizabeth Benson, Dean of Women 
.,,, Gallaudet College 

Washington, D. C. 20002 
Mr. Donald G. Brown, Psychologist 
Colorado School for the Deaf 
Colorado Springs, Colorado 
Dr. Byron B. Burnes, President 
National Association of the Deaf 
2495 Chattuck A venue 
Berkeley, California 94704 
Mr. Edmund Cassetti, Vocational Supervisor 
American School for the Deaf 
139 N. Main Street 
West Hartford, Connecticut 
Mrs. Frances Lupo Celano, Teacher 
Lexington School for the Deaf 
New York, New York 
Reverend Roy Cissna, Director 
Office of Special Ministries 
Baptist Building, 213 Adams Street 
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101 
Mr. Gordon Clarke, Teacher 
American School for the Deaf 
139 N. Main Street 
West Hartford, Connecticut 

..,;rMrs. Marjorie Clere, Representative 
� Empire State Association of the De·af 

571 Valley Drive 
Syracuse, New York 13207 
Miss Anne Davis, Teacher 
Maryland School for the Deaf 
Frederick, Maryland 

ti Dr. Powrie V. Doctor, Editor 
American Annals of the Deaf 
Gallaudet College 
Washington, D. C. 20002 
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Mr. Hilbert C. Duning, Architect 
1138 Cryer A venue 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45208 

y1\!r. George Fellendorf, Executive Secretary 
The A. G. Bell Association for the Deaf 
1537 - 35th Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20007 

Reverend Francis Fraize, Pastor 
First Baptist Church 
Van Nuys, California 

Mrs. Elizabeth T. Gesner, Interpreter for the Deaf 
7046 Kester Avenue 
Van Nuys, California 91405 

Mr. John A. Gough, Chief 
Captioned Films for the Deaf 
U. S. Office o_f .Education 
Washington 25, D. C. 

Mr. Charles E. Grow, Superintendent 
Kentucky School for the Deaf 
Danville, Kentucky 

Mrs. Edwin M. Hazel 
12024 Wentworth A venue 
Chicago, Illinois 60628 

Reverend H. H. Hoemann 
Lutheran Missionary to the Deaf 
1728 Varnum Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 

Miss Marie Horn, Interpreter 
Alabama Association of the Deaf 
4306 Stein Street 
Mobile, Alabama 

_/· Mr. Kenneth F.- Huff, Sllperintendent
· Wisconsin School for 

Delavan, Wisconsin 

;/Dr. Ray Jones, Project Dire:c:tor· Leadership in the Area of 
San Fernando Valley 
North 

Miss Ethel Koob, Dean 
Indiana School for 
Indianapolis, 

/Mr. Emil Ladner, Teacher 1 California School for the Deaf
2828 Kelsey Street 
Berkeley 5, California 
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Miss Fannie H. Lang, Publicity Director 
Pennsylvania Society for Advancement of the Deaf 
45 Betsy Lalle 
Ambler, Pennsylvania 

Mr. Robert 0. Lankenau, Supervisor-chemist 
Firestone Tire and Rubber Company 
1575 Redwood Avenue 
Akron, Ohio 44319 

Mr. Harold C. Larsen, Teacher 
Indiana School for the Deaf 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46205 

r Mrs. Virginia Lewis, Executive Secretary 
· Associates in Anesthesiology

2516 Market Street
Youngstown 7, Ohio

Dr. Edgar L. Lowell, Administrator
John Tracy Clinic
806 West Adams Boulevard
Los Angeles 7, California

Dr. Kenneth R. Mangan, Superintendent
Illinois School for the Deaf
Jacksonville, Illinois

Mr. William Marra, Teacher
Kansas School for the Deaf
Olathe, Kansas

Miss Anna Murphy, Teacher
Arizona School for the Deaf
Tucson, Arizona

Mr. Arthur G. Norris, Proposal Manager
Vitro Corporation of America
636 Houston A venue
Takoma Park, Maryland

Mr. James N. Orman, Supervising Tf;!,a.eher
Illinois School for the Deaf
Jacksonville, Illinois

Miss Madeline Pershing, R. N.
Division of Public Health Service
HEW, North Building
Washington 25, D. C.

, Miss Polly Shahan, Instructor
,r Gallaudet College 

Washington, D. C. 20002 

Dr. Richard Thompson, Psychologist 
Beverly School for- the Deaf 
6 Echo A venue 
Beverly, Massachusetts 
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,/Mr. Norman L. Tully, Director 
' VRA Orientation ·Pr0gl"am 

Department of Special Education 
University of Tennessee 
Knoxville, Tennessee 

Mr. Arthur Washburn, Coordiriatoi' for the Deaf 
Riverside Junior College 
4443 Larchwood.Place 
Riverside, California 92506

Reverend John F. Wilson 
St. Augustine Church 
2486 West 14th Street 
Cleveland, Ohio 44113 

OBSERVERS-
Mrs. Gordon L. Allen 
2223 19th A venue, N. E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55418

Mrs. Donald Brown 
Colorado School for the Deaf 
Colorado Springs, Colorado 86903 

Mrs. Kenneth Huff 
Wisconsin School for the Deaf 
Delavan, Wisconsin 

Mr. Uel Hurd 
Olathe, Kansas 

Mrs. Harold C. Larsen 
Indiana School for the Deaf 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46205

Mr. R. Thomas Clere 
571 Valley Drive 
Syracuse, New York 13207
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Appendix C 

Topic Committee Assignments 

TOPIC II-CONCEPTS OF INTERPRETING-SITUATIONS 
AND OCCASIONS 

Mrs. Adler 
Mr. Allen 
Mr. Ambrosen 
Mr. Brown 
Mr. Cassetti 
Rev. Cissna 
Mr. Clarke 
Mrs. Clere 
Miss Davis 

Dr. Roth, Chairman-Mr. Scouten, Editor 

Mrs. Beard, Miss Christian-Interpreters 

Dr. Doctor Miss Horn Miss Riekehof 
Mr. Duning Miss Koob Miss Shahan 

-Mr. Eads Mr ... Ladner Mr. Sternberg 
Rev. Fraize Mr. Marra Mr. Sullivan 
Mr. Fellendorf Mr. Norris Dr. Thompson 
Mr. Grow Mr. O'Brien Dr. Tillinghast 
Mrs. Hazel Mr. Orman Mr. Tully 
Mr. Hedstroni Miss Pershing 
Rev. Hoemann

TOPIC III-PERSONNEL-LOCATION, RECRUITMENT, 
TRAINING 

Dr. Quigley, Chairman-Dr. Mangan, Editor 

Mrs� Fair, Mr. Youngs-Interpreters 

Mrs. Babbini 
Mr. Baughman 
Dr. Benson 

Mr. Fleischman Miss Lang Dr. Quigley 
Mr. Friedman Mr. Lankenau Mr. Sanderson 

Dr. Boatner 
Dr. Burnes 
Mr. Caligiuri 
Mrs. Celano 
Mr. Fant 

Mrs. Gesner 
Mr. Gough 
Mr. Harrison 
Dr. Hoag 
Mr. Huff 
Dr. Jones 

Mr. Larsen 
Mrs. Lewis 
Dr. Lowell 
Dr. Mangan 
Miss Murphy 
Mr. Pettingill 

Mr. Schreiber 
Mr. Washburn 
Mr. Watson 
Rev. Wilson 
Dr. Withrow 

Group Work Sessions 

TOPIC II-CONCEPTS OF INTERPRETING-SITUATIONS 
AND OCCASIONS 

GROUP A 

Dr. Tillinghast, Chairman 
Mr. Ambrosen, Recorder 
Mrs. Beard, Interpreter 

Mr. Allen Mr. Hedstrom 
Mrs. Clere Mr. Larsen 
Miss Davis Mr. Orman 
Mr. Downey Mr. Pettingill 
Mr. Duning Dr. Quigley 
Mr. Fant Miss Shahan 
Rev. Fraize Mr. Washburn 
Mrs. Gesner 

GROUP B 

Mr. Sullivan, Chairman 
Miss Riekehof, Recorder 
Miss Christian, Interpreter 

Mrs. Adler Miss Horn 
Dr. Benson Mrs. Lewis 
Mr. Brown Dr. Mangan 
Mr. Eads Mr. Sanderson 
Mr. Friedman Mr. Sternberg 
Mr. Harrison Mr. Tully 
Mrs. Hazel Rev. Wilson 
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GROUP C 

Mr. Clarke, Chairman 
Mr. Norris, Recorder 
Mr. Youngs, Interpreter 

Mrs. Babbini Miss Koob 
Dr. Boatner 
Dr. Doctor 
Mr. Fleischman 
Mr. Gough 
Rev. Hoemann 
Mr. Huff 

Mr. Ladner 
Mr. Lankenau 
Dr. Lowell 
Miss Murphy 
Miss Pershing 
Mr. Watson 

GROUP D 

Mr. O'Brien, Chairman 
Rev. Cissna, Recorder 
Mrs. Fair, Interpreter 

Mr. Baughman Dr. Hoag 
Dr. Burnes Dr. Jones 
Mr. Cassetti Miss Lang 
Mrs. Celano Mr. Marra 
Mr. Caligiuri Mr. Schreiber 
Mr. Fellendorf Dr. Thompson 
Mr. Grow Dr. Withrow 

TOPIC III-PERSONNEL-LOCATION, RECRUITMENT, 
TRAINING 

GROUP A 

Dr. Lowell, Chairman 
Mr. Baughman, Recorder 
Mrs. Fair, Interpreter 

Dr. Burnes 
Miss Davis 
Mr. Fleischman 
Mrs. Gesner 
Mrs. Lewis 
Mr. Marra 
Miss Murphy 

Mr. O'Brien 
Dr. Roth 
Mr. Schreiber 
Mr. Sternberg 
Mr. Sullivan 
Dr. Thompson 

GROUP C 

Mr. Pettingill, Chairman 
Mr. Harrison, Recorder 
Miss Christian, Interpreter 

Mr. Allen Mr. Norris 
Mrs. Clere Miss Riekehof 
Dr. Doctor 
Mr. Eads 
Mrs. Hazel 
Dr. Hoag 
Mr. Ladner 
Miss Lang 

Mr. Sanderson 
Mr. Scouten 
Miss Shahan 
Mr. Tully 
Mr. Watson 

GROUP B 

Dr. Withrow, Chairman 
Mr. Huff, Recorder 
Mr. Youngs, Interpreter 

Mr. Ambrosen 
Dr. Benson 
Dr. Boatner 
Mr. Brown 
Mrs. Celano 
Rev. Cissna 
Mr. Fant 
Mr. Friedman 

Mr. Grow 
Mr. Hedstrom 
Rev. Hoemann 
Dr. Jones 
Miss Koob 
Mr. Lankenau 
Mr. Larsen 

GROUP D 

Mr. Caligiuri, Chairman 
Mr. Washburn, Recorder 
Mrs. Beard, Interpreter 

Mrs. Adler Rev. Fraize 
Mrs. Babbini Mr. Gough 
Mr. Cassetti Miss Horn 
Mr. Clarke Miss Pershing 
Mr. Downey Dr. Tillinghast 
Mr. Duning Rev. Wilson 
Mr. Fellendorf 
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